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chattanoogaschattanoogan southern star
mormon window on the south

1898 1900

david buice

one of the least researched and least known facets of mormonism
is the history of the church in the southern united states this omission
is in a sense understandable mormon missionary activities in the south
during the antebellum period were scattered and sporadic and frankly
speaking far less important than the efforts of the church to find a
permanent home where its members could establish themselves and
worship without persecution similarly while missionary activities in
the post civil war south were far more extensive than those preceding
the war they were largely ignored by contemporary observers in the swirl
of controversy surrounding the polygamy question and the corollary
issue of statehood for the territory of utah and little has been done in
recent years to correct this situation while scholarly research on
mormonism has been voluminous in the past thirty years few scholars
have focused their attention on mormon activities in the south As a
consequence a void inbothin both mormon history and the religious history of
the south remains largely unfilled

A window through which one can gain a fascinating glimpse of the
LDS church in the south in the late nineteenth century is southern star
the weekly tabloid published at the headquarters of the southern
states mission in chattanooga tennessee from 8 december 1898 until
1 december 1900 an examination of its contents provides significant
insight into the status of the church in the southern states near the turn
of the century this glimpse reveals that as the nineteenth century drew
to a close mormonism in the southern part of the united states was a faith
still struggling to define defend and sustain itself in a largely hostile
environment

the publication of southern star came after more than a half
century of sporadic missionary activity in the south beginning shortly
after a general conference of the church at amherst ohio on 25 january
1832 at this meeting four elders luke johnson seymour brunson
david buice is a professor of history and an administrator in the division of academic affairs at louisiana tech
university
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amasa lyman and zerubabbelzembabbelZeruZembabbel snow were instructed to preach in the
south countries meaning the area south of ohio As a result of their

labors a small branch of the church was soon organized in cabell
county virginia now west virginia although the exact date of its
establishment is not clear within a short period of time other elders
proclaiming the new dispensation established mormon congregations in
other areas of virginia as well as in kentucky georgia alabama
florida north and south carolina and louisiana

very little is known about these itinerant elders and the small
scattered congregations they established in the antebellum south the
missionaries who first brought the teachings of Monnonmormonismism into the
region were in all probability like most other early LDS converts people
of limited means usually small farmers and craftsmen and it appears that
each remained in the south only a few months before returning to his
home the congregations they established were all very small ranging
in size from as few as seven or eight members to no more than twenty to
twentyfivetwenty five at most 2

mormon missionary activities in the south declined appreciably
after the murder of joseph smith in 1844 and ended completely with the
outbreak of the civil war in 1861 with many of the normal patterns of
life disrupted by the rapidly spreading hostilities church officials
deemed it wise to keep their missionaries completely out of the region
and it was not until several years after the end of the fighting that the
church again began seeking converts in the southern states 3 it appears
that a few dauntless mormon elders ventured into the south in the late
1860s and early 1870s and finally in 1875 the church resumed signifi-
cant missionary activities in the region in that year church officials in
salt lake city appointed elder henry G boyle of pima arizona to
serve as president of the southern states mission which originally
encompassed the states of tennessee arkansas alabama georgia
mississippi and virginia slightly later its jurisdiction was expanded to
include north and south carolina kentucky maryland texas florida
louisiana and for several years ohio 4

originally church authorities appointed seven elders to serve
alongside president boyle these elders and those who followed them
were to say the least a courageous lot as the south was at that
timeprobablytime probably the most dangerous of all mormonmonnon missionary fields
southerners were of course in the throes of ridding themselves of the
last vestiges of radical reconstruction and they were at that time in
no mood to tolerate the intrusion of carpetbaggerscarpetbaggerycarpetbaggers especially those who
preached polygamy a doctrine as odious as any that ever reached the
nostrils of southern protestants As the mormon missionaries gradually
spread their activities throughout the region lurid rumors stalked them
like strange phantom figures it was said that mormon elders had broken
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up homes and turned family members against one another that they
baptized their women converts in the nude and that the flower of
southern womanhood was being lured away to lives of slavery in the
haremshares of mormonmonnon patriarchs in utah the churchschurche opponents also
charged that mormonscormons preferred to preach in the more isolated areas of
the southern countryside because of the general ignorance prevailing
there following the murder of president james A garfield some
suggested that the presidents assassin charles J guiteau was a
mormon and that the news of the presidents death was received with joy
in salt lake city 5

complicating the situation in the south was the tendency of
southern converts to emulate the example of earlier members in
gathering with their fellow saints As early as november 1877 a group
of about eighty southern mormonscormons made their way to scottsboroScottsboro
alabama and from that point traveled westward by rail under the
direction of elders john morgan james T lisombeelisonbee and thomas E
murphy to the san luis valley of colorado over the next few years
they were gradually joined by several hundred additional southern
converts who along with mormonscormons from southern utah largely
populated the colorado communities of manassa richfield and
sanford 6 the mormon converts who left the south and made their way
to the settlements of southern colorado never amounted to more than a
minuscule fraction of the regions total population yet to opponents of
the church this desire of southern mormonscormons to leave the region of their
birth for the wilderness of the far west seemed somehow devious and
sinister and was cause for added suspicion

in such an atmosphere tragedies soon occurred the first of these
was the fatal shooting of elder joseph standing by an anti mormon mob
at VavamellsvarnellsvarnellevamVarmellsnellsnelismelismeils station georgia on 21 july 1879 from time to time similar
events took place and by the end of the nineteenth century five mormon
missionaries had been killed while serving in the south no one was ever
convicted of any of these crimes and while murder was the exception
threats and lesser acts of violence committed against mormon mission-
aries occurred almost daily indeed it must have taken a particular brand
of faith to answer the call to labor in the mission fields of the south in the
late nineteenth century the mormon elders who walked in pairs along
the lonely backroadsbackroads traveling to use the mormon term without
purse or script were almost entirely dependent on the hospitality and
goodwill of the people on whom they called for their daily bread and
shelter while there is no record of any of them dying of hunger or
exposure they often walked with empty stomachs and were commonly
peltedbelted with rocks and eggs and often roused in the dead of night and
beaten with whips harnesses switches tree limbs barrel staves and any
other weapons their opponents could lay their hands on 7
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if monmormonmonnonnon leaders in the south could do little to change the
attitudes that tolerated and condoned such behavior they could at least
take steps to maintain the morale of those most affected by it the
missionaries laboring in the region and their converts to leaders of the
southern states mission it appeared that one of the best ways to boost
flagging spirits among missionaries and members was to publish a
mission paper an activity which by the late nineteenth century had
become a respected weapon in the mormon arsenal beginning with the
publication of the evening andmorningand morning star at independence missouri
in 1832 mission leaders had frequently established newspapers as a
means ofofcombattingcombattingcombatting error and maintaining discipline and morale among
church members 8

while some of these publications lasted only a short time
others enjoyed a much longer life one of the most successful of these
nineteenth century mormon publications was the british missions
millennial star first published in may 1840 leaders of the southern
states mission were convinced that this journal had played a vital role
in the ongoing success of the british mission and they hoped for
similar results in the southern united states through such a publi-
cation missionaries would have a forum to report on their activities
members could leamlearn of the successes and tribulations of their brothers
and sisters and church authorities in the mission headquarters in
chattanooga as well as those in salt lake city would have an avenue
for maintaining contact with their scattered members and traveling elders
in the south 9

the idea ofpublishing a newspaper for the southern states mission
seems to have originated with elias S kimball who served as president
of the mission from 1894 to 1898 while he was not able to bring the
proposed publication into reality his successor ben E rich strongly
supported the proposal which finally came to fruition late in 1898 on
3 december of that year the first issue of southern star was published
at the mission headquarters in chattanooga weekly editions followed
until publication ended abruptly in december 1900 1011

southern star was throughout its lifetime a typical nineteenth
century mormon publication being both tendentious and provincial
tendentious in the sense that its raison detre was the propagation of the
latter day saint gospel provincial in that it took little interest in national
or world events occurring outside the confines of the mormon church its
editors did however have a strong interest in the past As david brion
davis has written in a recent review article mormon faith traditionally
has rested on a belief in the literal historicity of sacred events beginning
with joseph smiths vision of god and christ as physical beings and the
subsequent appearances of the angel moroni this intrusion of to quote
davis sacred power into mundane history led to the establishment of
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the restored church in 1830 and its missions around the world n given
this belief in the sacredness of the mormon past it is not at all surprising
that southern star contained a running narrative of the history of the
church in the south which carried over from one edition to the next
these historical articles were always placed near the front of each issue
many issues in fact began with historical accounts emphasizing the
fulfillment of gods purpose through the tenacity of his saints in the
south the bias of the accounts notwithstanding they remain an excel-
lent source of informationinfonnation on the origins of mormonism in the southern
states

in a typical issue of southern star the opening article dealing with
the churchschurche past would be followed by one or more theological essays
these were printed under such titles as what is faith perfection the
aim of life sunlight of your soul and Is the book of mormon an
inspiration to cite a few examples 12 these discussions along with the
articles of faith which were reprinted with each issue were doubtless
intended to maintain the purity ofmonmormonmonnonnon doctrine and the morale of the
churchschurche scattered members in the largely hostile southern environment
the closing pages of each issue were usually devoted to news from
throughout the mission sometimes illustrated with photographs
sketches and editorial cartoons here were found biographical sketches
of current state mission presidents as well as articles dealing with
conference meetings the organization of new branches the distribution
of mormonmonnon literature the appointment and release of various mission-
aries and the latest instances of mob violence committed against the
saints in the south

the source of much of this violence was the issue that more than
any other shadowed and haunted the editors of southern star throughout
the lifetime of the paper polygamy the hoary rumors of old continued
to circulate through the south despite the issuance of the manifesto by
president wilford woodruff in 1890 and were given new vitality by an
event that occurred not too long before the publication of the first issue
of southern star in 1898 B H roberts an admitted polygamist and
former missionary who served as acting president of the southern states
mission in 1883 and 1884 was elected to the united states house of
representatives from his home district in utah this reminder that
polygamy was still practiced immediately raised the ire ofmany southern
protestants typical was the response of the florida baptist convention
which in 1899 adopted a set of resolutions denouncing the election of
roberts as a menace to every home and the honor of every woman in our
land the resolutions further implored the members of the florida
congressional delegation to use their utmost endeavors to secure
robertss expulsion and the adoption of a constitutional amendment
forever prohibiting any polygamist from holding a federal office similar
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sentiments were soon expressed by a number of southern newspapers
such as the gainesville florida sun and the atlanta constitution 13

each of these attacks was reprinted in the columns of southern star
accompanied by rebuttals the 7 january 1899 issue of the star charac-
terized B H roberts as a man of great ability and presence before whom
others shake like aspen leaves whenever he appears the editorial

asked its readers to consider what might happen if instead of seeking
admission to congress roberts was trying to gain admission to heaven
think of abraham refusing roberts a place on the grounds that he is a

polygamist and finally now candidly if brother roberts is good
enough to enter heaven to recline on abrahams bosom and to play on
harps of everlasting glory is he not good enough for congress I1 think
so A later issue of the star added a slight dash of humor to the roberts
defense when the chattanooga news commented that roberts had
bought more toys than any other member of congress the star replied
that that was not because he had more children than anyone else in that
body but because he acknowledged all he did have 14

while editors such as those in gainesville and atlanta limited
their opposition to words others were not so restrained one of the most
violent events to take place during the lifetime of southern star occurred
in jasper county georgia on 25 july 1899 elders smith E rogers and
G M porter were warned not to enter the county and when they failed
to heed these warnings a mob broke into the eudora georgia home of
william H cunard on the evening of the twenty fifth and dragged the
two elders off into the darkness in the melee mrs cunard was acciden-
tally shot in the face with a blast from a shotgun the elders were carried
to the county line and in return for their freedom promised not to return
to jasper county 15

it was not just in the more isolated rural areas of the south that the
mormonscormons faced the threat of mob violence during this period events
recounted in numerous issues of the star indicated that in the towns and
cities of the region a similar threat existed although the opposition was
not always violently expressed from the inception of their missionary
activities in the south the mormonscormons had always had more success
winning converts in the countryside than in urban areas the explanation
offered was that the worldly spirit prevailing in the cities worked against
the success of the gospel money thus filling the vacuum of lacking
faith as southern star expressed it this omission however troubled
mission leaders and in the spring of 1896 the decision was made to begin
preaching in the towns and cities of the south in an effort again to use
the mormon expression to capture them for the lord 16

the response to this new direction in mormon missionary work
varied in some cities such as columbus georgia baton rouge
louisiana and lynchburg virginia mormon elders seem to have been
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cordially received in others such as hattiesburg mississippi and
birmingham and bessemer alabama city officials resorted to various
means to prevent the mormonscormons from teaching in hattiesburg in march
1899 local authorities pressured their fellow townsmen into refusing the
mormonscormons permission to meet in various public buildings such as the
courthouse or the local opera house and they finally had to hold their
meetings in the parlor of the st nicholas hotel mayor R N mckellar
of shreveport louisiana delivered a strong tongue lashing to two elders
who ventured into that city in may 1899 and then grudgingly gave them
permission to hold a series of public meetings there one of the more
interesting responses to the monmormonmonnonnon entry into the cities occurred in
nashville while attempting to preach on a street comer in that city one
october evening in 1899 elder J urban allred of lehi utah was
suddenly surrounded by a detachment of the salvation army and the
elders voice was soon drowned out by the boom of the big drum the
tinkle of tambourtambourinestambouridesines and the strident voices of the squad singing
salvation the captain in charge then reportedly made some remarks
denouncing the mormonscormonsMormons and when he finished he and his followers
wheeled and marched off as suddenly as they had appeared retakingremakingRetaking the
comer and regaining his composure elder allred remarked that if this
was the customary time and place for the salvation army to meet in
nashville he would speak at some other time in chattanooga in
contrast to nashville there seems to have been relatively little anti
mormonmonnon sentiment with the exception of occasional stentorian blasts
from some of the baptist pulpits in the city 17

southern stars response to these incidents varied at times the
newspaper expressed itself in tones that were both tart and angry in
commenting on the hattiesburg mississippi difficulties and the support
given by the local newspaper to those who opposed the mormonscormonsMormons
southern star characterized the hattiesburg progress as a small souled
mendacious paper that assumes to dole out the news in semiweeklysemi weekly
blotchesblotcherblotches to 500 stipendiary who no doubt tearfully realize that a slimy
reptile often creeps into their household when two mormon elders
were roughed up and had paint smeared on them in albemarle north
carolina in march 1900 an editorial predicted it may be more
tolerable for sodom and gomorrah in the day of judgementJudgement than for
albemarle north carolina and when a bill was introduced in the south
carolina house of representatives that attempted to make itinerant
mormon elders subject to the vagrancy laws the paper voiced the
opinion that jesus would have a hard time of it if he were to visit south
carolina traveling without purse or script 18

responses such as these however were the exception con-
sideringsi the treatment cormonsmormons were often subjected to most of the
stars editorial comments were remarkably calm and judicious rather
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than engaging in vituperative exchanges with the churchechurchs opponents
in the region the paper generally urged restraint and patience as in its
response to the eudora georgia mobbing in commenting on that
event the 5 august 1899 issue emphatically but calmly assured its
readers that the mormonscormons would not be driven out of the state of georgia
or any other state mormonmonnon missionaries were in the south to advocate
the gospel of peace and to teach mankind that it is impossible to
love god and hate their fellow men and when events such as those in
eudora occurred mormonscormons must be more vigorous in advocating truth
religious tolerance and charity 19

in addition to counseling tolerance and restraint the editors of
southern star passed along through its columns an abundance of prac-
tical advice to the missionaries who had been called to serve in a region
whose customs and habits were different from those of the region from
which they had come almost every issue contained articles dealing with
such commonplace but important matters as food bodily hygiene the
southern climate contagious diseases and the temperament of southern
protestants elders were warned to eat in moderation as the foods most
commonly prepared in the south were very different from those they
were accustomed to in the west they should bathe as often as possible
but not in stagnant water which might be supercharged with deadly
microbesmicrobes they should not walk too far in the summer heat and should
avoid drafts while cooling off in tending to the sick through anointing
and the laying on of hands discretion should be exercised especially
when a disease so loathsome and so highly contagious as smallpox is

believed to be under consideration while martyrdom was commend-
able suicide was not noting that anti mormon sentiments tended to
reach their peak during the summer revivals elders were urged to
conduct themselves in a quiescent manner at that time of the year 20

and there were the ways of the flesh the 29 april 1899 issue of
southern star ran a picture of a mormon mother mrs george palmer of
Fannfarmingtonington utah seated in her home surrounded by her three daughters
in nightshirtsnightshirts under the caption papas on a mission the photograph
was followed by a brief message from president rich urging mission-
aries not to give in to temptation when a vision of wife children and
home was before them this admonition was perhaps timely as elders
were sometimes separated from their families for as long as three years
while serving in the south 21

along with articles dealing with the grind and dangers of life in the
southern states mission were numerous accounts of miraculous occur-
rences these like the historical narrative were intended to help legiti-
mize mormon beliefs thus the 19 march 1899 issue of the star
recounted the experience of elders john P morris and charles J call
near good hope virginia while trying to make their way to a speaking
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engagement the two became lost in the darkness on an unfamiliar road
suddenly there appeared before them a volume of heavenly light
composed of hues of orange silver and purple shaped like a huge
cornucopia it traveled just in front of them down the center of the road
when the two emerged from the forest in which they had been lost the
light suddenly disappeared and they found themselves within two
hundred rods of the schoolhouse where they were to speak 22

in a similar but slightly more vindictive vein elders 0 D flake
and A B porter wrote from mississippi late in 1898 that ministers who
had fought them had been known to drop dead in their pulpits others who
had cursed them had been stricken so that they could no longer speak and
towns that had rejected them had been burned to ashes within days and
in the spring of 1899 elder E B dorman reported from alabama that
a horde of grasshoppers had invaded crenshaw county from which two
elders had been driven several years earlier and were devouring every-
thing in sight dorman admitted that he had not seen the grasshoppers but
said he had been told about them by reliable parties who have witnessed
the phenomenon 5123112323

descriptions of the miraculous also included conversion experi-
ences rather typical was that of mrs mary F quinn of hill city
tennessee who characterized herself as a studious person who had been
studying the doctrines of the seventh day adventists on a bitterly cold
night in january 1897 she went to bed but could not sleep soon she heard
a low murmur but when she got out of bed she could not find the source
of the voice and claimed that for the next hour she listened to one of the
best sermons she had ever heard six weeks later two monmormonmonnonnon elders
began preaching in the area and when she went to one of their meetings
to her amazement she found herself listening to the same sermon she had
heard in january shortly thereafter both she and her husband were
baptized into the church 2421

long before the printing of the first issue of southern star church
authorities in salt lake city had gradually concluded that most of those
who became mormonscormons should remain where they were rather than
gathering with their fellow saints As economic opportunities became
more limited in the west the church began deemphasizing the
gathering and by 1907 this change of mood and outlook had become
rooted in church policy foreign members were urged to stay in the
country of their conversion and build up the church there As leonard
arrington and davis bitton have expressed it zion would now move to
the scattered members rather than the scattered members to zion 25

this changing emphasis found expression in some of the earliest
issues of southern star an editorial printed on 4 february 1899 stated
that while the doctrine of the gathering had not been suspended its
unwise application had caused problems and consequently great care
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should be exercised in advising or urging saints to emigrate to the far
west the climate of that region was vastly different from that of the
south as were the customs of the people and economic opportunities
were far less abundant than in an earlier day all things considered the
editorial concluded that it would be better for most of the churchschurche nine
thousand southern members to remain in their homes they would
certainly still have many unpleasant things to contend with but their
presence would be of incalculable assistance to the missionaries still
laboring in the south and their example would do more to allay anti
mormon prejudices than the best sermons that could be preached 2621

for almost two years after this advice was printed southern star
continued to observe editorialize and exhort in behalf of the latter day
saints in the south its labors suddenly ended however when the final
issue of the paper was published on 1 december 1900 no advance
warning of this decision had been given in earlier issues and the
explanation offered was rather vague the announcement stated that the
editors had labored continuously for the continuation of the star but
existing conditions at the present time and church affairs generally
warrant us in concluding it best to cease publication elaborating a little
on this statement the editors added that when the star was first printed
in 1898 there had been five hundred missionaries in the field in the south
and each of them as well as their families in the west subscribed to the
paper now there were only three hundred elders laboring in the south
and the decline in readership brought on by this reduction in the
missionary force made continued publication very difficult thus if the
star must die and her end is inevitable why let us see to it that she goes
not to her resting place a poor famished impoverished indebted
skeleton but in robustness vivacity and honor free from debt that she
may justly merit a righteous and glorious resurrection on a more
practical note the editors asked all those who were in arrears with their
subscriptions to clear up this indebtedness as quickly as possible they
also announced that bound volumes of the paper would go on sale after
the first of the year each to be placed in a neat substantial binding
ornamental to any library in the land and worthy of a place in every
home and finally there was this plaintive note part reflection part
hope

many homes have been brightened and many hearts gladdened by the
presence of this weekly messenger of truth and righteousness its irradiating
gleam will still shed a ray of light divine and the holy principles of the
everlasting gospel for which it has vigorously contended will yet prevail
in every land and clime 2721

how many hearts were gladdened and how much strength the
readers of southern star drew from its columns no one can say yet this
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much seems certain however subjective the prism through which its
news was reported the events described in southern star reveal that at
the end of the nineteenth century the limits of religious toleration in the
south were still rather tightly constrained and that to be a mormon in that
region at that time required not only faith but no small amount ofpersonal
courage as well
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waking to an empty house

she has showered and gone and hasnt left a note
there is only the morning the apricot sunlight
as hard as fresh cut boards leaning
yellow and clean against the wall

you wander the house touching tables
if your voice would let you you would say
this is me and this is the morning

but youre thinking of the chinese monk who lived
in a belfry for seven years without talking
seven years and not a single hello to the bats
that hung in the comers like clenched fists
not a mumbled thank you to the girl with yellow hair
who sent his food up on the pulley

in the garage you find your boots
youve let sit since last winter
you dust them off pull the strings tight
and paint them till theyre black and clean as beetles
in the afternoon shell find you in your paisley shorts
boots laced firm nuzzling the siamese
shell see your lips moving
but will hear nothing at all

lance E larsen

lance E larsen is a phd candidate at the university of texas in dallas



BYU student life in the twenties

helen candland stark

introduction by david J whittaker

the following reminiscence was written by helen candland stark
at the request of president ernest L wilkinson as he was preparing the
four volume brigham young university the first one hundred years
several years later the essay was shared with virginia riggs of the
BYU alumni association and in 1984 copies were distributed to
members of the class of 1924 on the occasion of their fiftieth year
reunion

helen candland was bom on 18 september 1901 to arthur charles
candland and lydia hasler she grew up spending her summers in
mount pleasant utah and her winters in provo after graduating as a
member of the first class of speech majors under T earl pardoe in 1924
she taught high school first at kanabcanab then at jordan and then at
bingham canyon in 1934 she returned to BYU to work on a masters
degree and as an instructor in freshman english she married henry M
stark in 1936 and thereafter moved to wilmington delaware where
henry worked as a research chemist for dupont they adopted three
children during their thirty years in delaware the starks home was
often a center for LDS church activities in 1966 helen was asked to
write a history of the church in delaware she taught english courses for
the university of delaware extension division and composed many
poems and essays following henrys retirement in 1965 the starks
moved back to utah settling first in salem then moving to provo henry
passed away in january 1988 helen continues to write and show great
interest in life both henry and helen have shown great love for the
university over the years they helped to establish the alice louise
reynolds lectureship in the lee library and also supported the women
in science programs

because helen was the editor of the banyan in 1923 and vice
president of the student body in 1924 and because she writes that her
college years were joyous she is in a unique position to describe student
life at BYU in the 1920s

david J whittaker is an associate librarian at brigham young university and associate editor ofbyuof BYU studies
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BYU STUDENT LIFE IN THE TWENTIES

those students of the twenties what particularly characterized
them for one thing they were pretty much locally grown in 1922 23
for example 31 percent originated in provo another 28 percent came
from surrounding utah county while a mere 20 percent represented the
remainder of the state idaho provided a surprising 7 percent six other
states supplied from one to seven persons each enrollment stood at 864
a total that included a number of unclassified unmatriculated or special
students even by 1928 this ratio had not changed too drastically
enrollment had reached 1457 provo still provided about a third of the
students actually the same 31 percent utah county had dropped a few
points to 23.5235235 percent however the number from the rest of the state
showed a rise to 33.8338 percent or nearer to a third than to a fifth of
the enrollment all other states now numbering eighteen contributed
15.2152152 percent of the students idaho still led with 92 of the 221 non utahnsutahna
while arizona with 35 was not a very close second there were also
twenty students from outside the united states still more than half of
those on campus originated within a radius of fifty miles

moreover the student body was essentially rural in background
provo still clung to its country roots many families continued to milk a
cow that pastured on ward meadows just out of town families
traditionally grew their own vegetables and fruits sewed their own
clothing and shopped in the neighborhood market smaller towns
differed from provo more in degree than in kind some were isolated by
poor roads by mountains or desert by inadequate vehicles without easy
access to urban centers they lacked many modem conveniences
newspapers were delivered late radio was in its infancy the big trek
to conference often provided the adventure of the year

nevertheless many persons today look back upon that period as
almost utopian they enjoyed a sturdy sense of family church and
community interdependence A pioneer tradition sometimes remote
sometimes recent sustained the entire culture too often however
progress ground to a halt A predominantly livestock economy could run
out of water grazing land or markets unless a steel plant or a turkey
farm a mine or a railroad sparked business expansion hit a dead end
then the small town faced exporting its most precious natural resource
its young people for many responsible and ambitious parents this
meant educating their children for nonrural careers often such a
decision entailed sacrifice in both dollars and fannfarm labor students often
enrolled late or had to leave school early their hands bore marks left
from thinning beets pitching hay or cleaning irrigation ditches

so here they came mostly by rail at the new one and one half cents
per mile fare neither the overly rich nor the really poor bright and eager
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though relatively naive combined with the local youth they became the
raw material for franklin S harriss experiment in embryonic growth

student life necessarily begins with a place to stay at BYU the
home away from home was literally that the 1923 24 catalog states

the university emphasizes the value of home life and the people ofofprovoprovo
have shown great educational patriotism by providing for the comfort and
convenience of students if patrons will make their wants known no one
need fear a lack of accommodations within easy access of the university 2

committees stood by with lists As numbers increased procedures
were elaborated to decree separate housing for boys and girls and
inspection teams were formed to approve facilities

obviously at 12.501250 a month for board and room homeowners did
not take in students as a financial venture they hoped to break even
or perhaps to underwrite the cost of food for their own families most of
those who shared their residences opened doors for the sheer joy of
having young people share their family life their own children helped
to change the weekly sheets and they helped cheerfully says one
informant with the cooking and the dishes for tables set for twelve or
more three times a day in many homes students shared in family
prayers hence it was a matter of concern when the scheduling of
additional classes precluded kneeling together before breakfast small
niceties in behavior were encouraged one doesnt get into a clean bed
with dirty feet each person attends to his own bathtub ring A now
distinguished scientist then fresh from the wilds remembers his chagrin
when he dropped the uncut roast on the floor his landladyslandladys under-
standing graciousness silenced the jeering laughter it was a lesson in
values he never forgot

often some room in the house became a joint study hall even the
housemother was often taking a course and there always seemed to be
time to talk over a problem with the resident father figure many a life-
long friendship flourished between families in provo and their counter-
parts in the boondocks sometimes if money were tight a parent brought
in a dressed lamb or a bushel of pears 3

while it is true that in some parts of america the roaring twenties
really roared exuberance on the BYU campus was tempered by aware-
ness that families had worked hard to provide this opportunity and no
child wanted to muff it says the 1923 24 catalog the standards of
honor christian integrity and latter day saint ideals are required
within these limits the students are given the fullest freedom 4 in a
devotional welcoming students president harris admonished we
pride ourselves in being an institution practically without rules we
simply expect every student to be a gentleman or lady and leave largely
to each individual responsibility for doing this as best he can 5 but this
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did not imply that there were no rules the committee on attendance and
scholarship included the most prestigious faculty members to be called
before them for scholastic failure or for moral laxity was a sobering
experience in addition they carried with them not only the weight of the
administration but the sense of the student body these things just arent
done at the Y

on the other hand the spirit of the twenties was full of play it was
a zesty time As one informant put it you opened the door a crack and
they were through it this enthusiasm partly explains the hang up on
freshman hazing it was a big thing on other campuses many a high
school student had been regaled by charismatic young teachers with tales
of fraternity goings on moreover upperclassmen outnumbered by
newly arrived big wheels from kanosh or escalante felt moved to
teach respect for and obedience to their betters to say nothing of
initiation into the Y mystique regulations varied from year to year but
usually included injunctions to wear the prescribed green beanie and to
use only the rear and side doors of the maeser and education buildings
freshmen were to memorize the college song and half a dozen college
yells to sing or to say back on request in particular they were to be at the
beck and call of any upperclassman to run errands carry books or
otherwise demonstrate subservience penalties ran the gamut from being
hauled before a senior court through wearing a sign announcing
freshman law breaker to rare cases ofofpaddlingspaddlingsraddlingspaddlings the 1929 banyan

put it thus

the freshmen this year were a typical crop of newcomers with more pep
than sense and not too much of either one with the aid of the sophomores
they soon began to realize their place in college and settle down to their
rightful duties although there were a few sporadic outbreaks they brought
nothing but trouble and the lesson was soon learned this may be counted
as a successful year for the freshmen emerged as well behaved a bunch
of youngsters as could be found anywhere

except for minor adjustments the student body governmental
structure remained relatively unchanged during the harris period the
1924 constitution called for the election of a president first vice
president second vice president secretary historian editors of the
Y news and banyan and cheermastercheermaster together with a representative
from each class a representative from the secondary training school
and one faculty member these officers made up the student council
president harris was an exofficioofficioex member editors of the literary
magazine white and blue and the humor magazine Y s guys were
appointed by the council managers of athletics forensics dramatics
and music were recommended by the departments for council approval

election of officers each spring was no hit and miss affair
feelings ran high slogans songs skits and posters channeled assorted
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skills into campaigns that participants considered to be deathless 6

publications editors were selected with special care some of the
outstanding students of the twenties cut their wisdom teeth in the old
college building offices the perceptive coverage of the many facets of
university life provided a unifying body of shared experience

for the entire decade of the 1920s a ten dollar per student activity
fee covered operational expenses in 1924 an income of ten thousand
dollars was allocated as follows

athletics 4600
debate 650
banyan 500
Y news 850
honors 500
lyceum 1500
general 900

this administration also paid off a previous student body debt and
transferred fifteen hundred dollars in bonds to the university toward the
purchase of a stadium site

whatever its physical limitations college hall became a focus
for the abundant life three times a week students poured in for
devotionalsdevotionals of surprising variety and interest often there was a face to
face meeting with a general authority some churchmen such as
adam S bennion became campus favorites for example in march
1924 he began a series of mind broadening lectures entitled literature
and life 7 nearly every student during this period remembers one of the
short talks by president emeritus george H brimhall that particularly
struck home one informant still recalls the warning about over
busyness too much hurry he told the students and one loses the
precious moment that should have been savored president brimhall had
just been driving through orems flowering pear orchards and he said
when you drive through heaven stop and look the memory of this

talk has an added poignancy for this former student now that she is almost
blind

student sponsored programs were especially popular often
centering upon some upcomingup coming athletic contest BYU often exchanged
programs with sister institutions if somebody won an essay short story
reading or extemporaneous speaking contest everyone knew and
applauded for the claimant to fame performed in devotional so also for
musical accomplishments almost every conceivable endeavor found a
community or school sponsor eager to give a medal or a prize

college hall was always crowded for the lyceum numbers
students who had never traveled outside the state heard lectures on india
or south america they were introduced to distinguished poets such as
william butler yeats or to artists such as sculptor gutson borglum
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they heard the minneapolis symphony the kansas city orchestra the
chicago opera company and hans kindler the cellist they saw the
portia mansfield dancers and the tony sarg marionettes

debates were popular and well attended they addressed such
topics as resolved that the best interest of the state of utah would be
served by grouping the central pacific railroad with the union pacific
rather than with the southern pacific 8 or resolved that the united
states should immediately grant independence to the philippine islands
under substantially the same basis as that enjoyed by cuba 9 coaches
were history sociology and speech professors participants opposed
teams from other colleges within the state and also took on the
universities of nevada wyoming and southern california if they did
not always win they usually returned less parochial and at home the
1922 banyan reported college hall has been filled for every debate
held here

dramatic productions were high on the priority list somehow
between choir and chorus band and orchestra rehearsals had to be
sandwiched in and the stage repeatedly set and dismantled to coordinate
with complex scheduling A close knit fellowship of widely divergent
men established a sanctuary under the stairs from which to operate these
stagehandsstagehands known as the lion tamers miraculously changed the face
of college hall as occasion demanded there were of course the
favorites current in that period peg omy0 my heart clarence the country
boy the great divide the thirteenth chair but each season also
rejoiced in more ambitious productions that drew on the resources of
nearly every university department memorable were the taming of the
shrew twelfth night and cyrano de bergeracberjeracBergerac with professor pardoe
playing the name role

all of these cultural endeavors had the unqualified support of
president harris As one student said 1I never ceased to be astonished by
his willingness to find time to support university activities not simply
athletic events but concerts lyceums plays operas recitals exhibits
etc As a participant in numerous plays and musical events I1 learned to
expect that president and mrs harris would be present

if college hall were the head of the school the center of
extracurricular intellectual and cultural life surely the ladies gym was
the hands and feet it was here that the dances were held and many
basketball games played in the early twenties it was possible to enjoy
an opening handshake party where by means of serpentiningserpent ining lines
everyone could literally shake hands with everyone else so having been
introduced one naturally continued to say hello the ten minute dash
from upper to lower campus or the reverse chimed with greetings mixers
at no date matinee dances further broke down restraints partners were
in order however at evening parties A girls popularity could be gauged
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by how rapidly her program was filled orchestras were of course live
playing such tunes as im forever blowing bubbles the sheik of
araby dardenella and A perfect day evening dresses for girls
carefully covered arms and shoulders cheek to cheek dancing was
strictly prohibited at a second warning from coach E L roberts an
offending couple was whisked off the floor

the athletic story has been detailed elsewhere however the
intense feeling about basketball win or lose is a vibrant part of student
life at BYU probably no area known to man of comparable square
footage ever produced the din felt and heard in the ladies gym at the
peak of a crucial game if energy could be stored in brick and wood here
is atomic potential

school catalogs encouraged belonging to clubs urging an interest
on the part of every student in all those activities which contribute to a
bigger and more democratic Y spirit and which furnish opportunities
for all students in those activities which interest them most 10 obviously
filling a need for participation in smaller units clubs fell into several
categories geographic hobby academic and social geographic groups
represented such areas as arizona alpine dixie idaho spanish fork
uinta basin wasatch and beaver hobby groups covered a wide range
of interests from the winter walkers who sponsored a winter carnival
to the radio club that fiddled with homemade components in the
basement of the education building academic clubs proliferated to
include agriculture art service YEA graduates biology mask
piano students and teachers enjoyed warm fellowship in these depart-
mental societies more difficult to categorize are the block Y club
bearerswearerswearers of letters for intercollegiate competition the YDDs returned
missionaries and the rolling pin dodgers that odd minority assortment
of married students

there were also chapters of national honor fraternities on
campus linking BYU with a larger world and increasing its reputation
with other schools the earliest to arrive was the debate fraternity
tau kappa alpha to be followed by theta alpha phi dramatics
alpha delta commerce gamma phi omicron home economics
and alpha kappa psi club cohesiveness was fostered by means of an
all presidents club

in almost every discipline achievement awards sprang up some
sponsored by individuals or groups in the community and others by
concerned faculty members departments or campus clubs for
example 1924 saw competition in piano stringed instrument and vocal
music and in various oratorical playwriting and extemporaneous
speaking contests special recognition was also given for academic
achievement through the sina N chipman award and the prized
chamber of commerce efficiency medal
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financial aid waslimitedwas limited and depended largely on local efforts
because students felt concern that often their peers were compelled to
leave college for the lack of a little emergency money the sophomore
class of 1922 initiated a loan fund ball that continued to be an annual
event until 1960 at their graduation in 1924 thirty one students had
already benefittedbenefitted from this fund in 1925 BYU was one of a limited
number of colleges to receive loan money from the harmonhannon foundation
by 1929 numerous individuals alumni and institutions were offering a
wide assortment of scholarships and loans

the 1920s were an important time for women during this decade
women won the right to vote the girls at BYU also threw off a few
shackles even to the extent of bobbing their hair shortening their
skirts wearing makeup and initiating a few programs on their own A
loan fund honoring emmeline B wells was sponsored by the relief
society general board in 1923 elsie C carroll initiated a short story
contest open just to girls home economics and elementary education
were still the majors of choice for women but awareness grew that the
options were widening one of president harriss first acts as president
was to appoint amy lyman menillmerrillmen illiiilii as the first full time dean of women
she sponsored affiliation with the national association of women
students an organization linking many colleges and universities A big
sister movement took shape with each junior or senior girl befriending
half a dozen freshmen or sophomores there was a standing committee
on care of girls and womens activities made up of the dean
representative faculty women and distinguished women from the
community the dean of women in 1924 was nettie neff smart A
directory card for each girl went into her files and she was available at
all times for consultation particularly to freshman girls

while BYU was referred to facetiously as BY woo a mere
1.212ltit percent of the students were married in 1924 to questions as to
whether a student should marry before graduating president harris
replied that it depended on the girl but he added 1I think a person has a
better show to make it himself than he would with a wife but the
right kind of wife should be a help she could pitch in and keep
boarders women were usually not permitted to work after marriage
so keeping boarders was about the extent of help a wife could give
monetarily to a student husband so while romance flourished on
campus and many a match was made marriage was usually deferred
until after graduation

inevitably the vigorous ferment of college life began to flow back
to its roots by means of outreach programs the language club opened
its membership to all people within easy reach of the university who
have studied the modem languages membership privilege is
especially extended to the people of the community of french german
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or spanish birth 11 after a popular course in social leadership enrollees
were often transported back to their hometownshometowns to give demonstrations
thus for example a couple of carloads of students from fillmore along
with teachers delbert webb algie eggertsen ballif or gene roberts
would travel back home for a how to do it session at the stake MIA
leadership meeting this sort of thing was part of the subsequent
rationale for leadership week later renamed education week when
BYU played host on its own campus

in 1921 student ernest L wilkinson using campus talent
organized what was to flower into the public service bureau even as
early as 1922 it produced fifty two programs involving 460 persons and
reaching audiences totalling twentyfivetwenty five thousand subsequent years
averaged one hundred to two hundred programs presented to ever
widening audiences until eventually entertainments were given state-
wide and even nationwide

there was nothing at BYU in the 1920s comparable to the current
student wards the students were scattered among the local wards and
most bishops were baffled about how to tap the resources of this elusive
minority unexpectedly housed in their precincts often too utah
county students took the orem train home for the weekend further
eroding the wards unstable membership religious life at the university
was fostered in general through the devotional programs in college hall
and in particular through the theology teacher who felt a special
obligation to become intimately acquainted with the students in his
classes and to encourage them to come to him with their personal
problems president emeritus brimhall was keenly aware of this need
he often sent out questionnaires to the theology teachers asking will
you kindly furnish a statement of what you have done thus far this year
toward rendering the members ofyour class pastoral attention in the lines
of becoming personally acquainted with them or how often do your
students pray and would they take religion classes if not required such

12surveys were anonymous
during the later years of the decade science and technology

plunged ahead at a bewildering rate all over america new sets of values
and new moralities clashed against conventional religious beliefs many
students hungered for the reassuring comfort of their hometownhome town faith
president harris felt this anxiety and tried to meet it As one former
student wrote

As students we all respected president harris very highly having never
been to a university before I1 was particularly naive strictly a farm boy from
the broad sagebrush plains of southern idaho we thought of him not only
as a fine scholar sophisticated in the best sense of the word urbane
world traveled and a gentleman but we also knew him to be a sensitive and
perceptive father away from home to every student
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the 1920s were inemelne great period of college fraternities and
sororities As such organizations flourished on sister campuses the
clamor from BYU students became insistent both the church and the
university administration sensed danger in organizations that were
exclusive and secret nevertheless students felt a valid need to belong to
a smaller more intimate group elsie carroll wrote as follows to
president harris

unless we can supply a more satisfactory means for giving the students of
this school a broader and more formal social training I1 should very much
dislike to see these clubs abolished instead I1 should like to see encourage-
ment given for the creation of a sufficient number of such clubs that all
students who desire might be affiliated with one 13

much soul searching ensued before a plan emerged that would it
was hoped alleviate some of the hazards As the 1928 catalog put it

the university recognizes that proper social development is one of the
important productsbyproductsby of college training this social opportunity has been
provided through the class and club organizations of the institution but in
recent years these organizations have become too large to provide the
students with the ultimate opportunities for leadership which are thought
desirable

every student was to join a social unit of from twenty to thirty
persons established on the basis of gender interest and congeniality it
was argued that if there were a social unit for each student the under-
taking might work the 1929 banyan pictures members of about two
dozen social units assuming a total enrollment of fifteen hundred this
would suggest that at least half of the students were not yet affiliated an
examination of three separate quotations from this publication leaves the
impression that the social unit problem was stilljuststill just that a problem on
page 193 the response is positive

this year marks the first full year of the operation of the social unit system
started as an experiment in democracy last year it is working so well that
most of its critics have been silenced although there have been many
problems arise in the inauguration of such a radical departure from the
policies of the past most of them have been met and successfully solved it
is not a settled proposition yet by any means and much still remains to be
worked out

the most notable contribution of the social units this yearhas been the
cooperation with the student body officers in the putting over of various
projects the value of the existence of many groups already well organized
was proved numerous times among these were the spanish fiesta staged
during leadership week the pep vodie the big pilgrimage to salt lake
before the dedication game new stadium and on various other occasions

the social life of the school has been increased both in quantity and in
quality due to their activities they have given opportunities and develop-
ment that were impossible under the old system
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on the other hand there are pages covering only a dozen clubs
including the honorary fraternities there is an almost wistful note to be
found in the quote on page 218

the variety and large number of clubs on the brigham young university
campus has always been traditional in the past although the beginning of
social units has caused a decrease in the number the quality has not suffered
any slump clubs offer an opportunity for contact with people who cannot
be met in any other way and they will never die out

the final quote from page 215 may or may not tell it like it was

social units are at once the pride and joy and the target for ridicule at
brigham young university the optimists among the faculty and students
view their handiwork with beaming approval proclaiming it a panacea for
every social ill the pessimists intolerant and impatient regard it a
masterpiece for making bad conditions worse the majority of students
regard it with toleration and sympathy realizing that it is like a young baby
that is not yet entirely sure of its steps they hope that it will soon grow up
into a husky system well able to take care of itself it is with hopeful eyes
that the future is faced with the expectation that this will prove an improve-
ment over the past 14

what happened next belongs to the 1930s
the twenties changed the face of america including and perhaps

especially the small towns now they were linked to the wide world by
roads model A fords radio additional frontiers vanished with the
advent of the airplane on 10 may 1927 charles A lindbergh had
flown nonstop to paris high pressure advertising crowded kitchens and
barnyardsbamyards with expensive and intricate machines it was a bull economy
to innovation and progress there appeared to be no foreseeable end

there was an end of course and the thirties forced a sobering
change in student life at BYU
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AM revelation

somewhere between the hours of 130
and 530 AM my frustrated fatigue
drifts away with the wonder of my child
the cavity in my arms
that I1 never knew existed till
it was filled with his tiny perfect body
Is now so full that I1 know
this at last is love
all history begins with this moment
and I1 wonder how did I1 manage
from one meaningless day to the next
before him there is nothing
I1 would not do for him
and I1 covet for his happiness
As I1 make the tender transfer
from my breast to the cradle
As I1 position the flannel blanket
to ensure the most warmth
As I1 leave the room with the door ajar
just enough to hear the next cry
1I suddenly realize that
once upon a time my mother enacted
this very night with me
near tears this then must hold
the meaning of being mother and child

laura hamblin

laura hamblin is a graduate student in english at brigham young university



lincoln

the dense gray twilight surrounding me is a web
of elements hanging loose or batteringtatteringtattering the wars
last windfall streets of washington are empty
of the ranks of soldiery and stolid generals
recede into the impertinence of sleep the war
was desolation of finality the multithousandmulti thousand
corsairsCorsairs of darkness vanishing into the gulf
of their final deployment 1I who gave commands
cannot forget my inclination to remain silent
now the carriage waits and a plays illusion
Is minutes away the play may entertain
but the shape will have a smooth inevitable
effect in which the mind espouses its own repose
once whistling revenantssevenantsrevenants drew my mind into war
and the tummult rose like heat to twist and thwart
the vision of regiments that mulled the cause
soft and winding heather and vines rows of roses
and acrestingarresting wheat if I1 slump soon taken
from orders of fiery expedience and slipping will
I1 shall rest in the piety of final peace for war
subornedsubornerSuborned the touch and measure of the full devotion
of my spirit before the prizing primordial will
I1 have taken litreslaitres of the draught of fire
and have quaffedquaffer them or I1 have handled a chain
by which I1 keep a lion down and in though
he stalks the perimetersperimeters of strategic war
the forlorn milieu of battle rehearses me
for a play at fords but the lists of fallen
are nailed in me like the plays advertisements
that I1 may wear my continence like conviction
or the wearing will to survive am I1 still
the attack at gettysburg and chancellorsville
or the still helpcarehelpcare of a nursing home
what comes suddenly upon me in the wilderness
the rainmistrainmist shifts and settles and silence
Is the closure of the desperate wheeling attack



that hushed me intermittently as I1 waited
for cannon and the lines to waver slowly forward
from my command and disappear I1 wait alone
the soldiery do not return I1 stand guard
but hear only the crisp leaves crackling
and the flow of the air I1 breathe I1 feel
the darkness someonesSomeones behind me at my shoulder
now

clinton F larson

clinton F larson is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university



winged words

A portfolio of paintings and drawings
by james C CMchristensenstensen

introductory commentary by charlene R winters

sisters is a painting that draws an audience two women face each
other in striking profile the clothing and jewels one wears indicate
comfort and riches the seconds indicate poverty with a gown of similar
style but with coarse material long wornwom to tatters yet both faces are
identical are they biological sisters are they sisters whose bond is the
shared link of womankind are they sisters in spirit despite their
differences are they in fact equal the art conceals and reveals

sisters a recent painting by BYU faculty artist james C
christensen is part of a series ofnew works he displayed in a late autumn
one man show in both utah and connecticut sisters as well as the other
art in the show could be peeled layer by layer to reveal deeper symbols
and intentions the same could be said of christensen whose career has
expanded beyond the comers of the university and the intermountain
west to interested galleries and audiences on the east and west coasts

my own metamorphosis in sisters came as I1 painted it says
christensen 1I first thought the poor woman would be virtuous and the
rich one elitistelitist but I1 realized most people I1 knew were closer to the rich
ladys side and most were fine good people I1 almost slid into the
common falsehood of assigning intrinsic virtue to poverty and inherent
evil in having the goods of this world he chose instead to have both
women serve the best way they could the poor lady has a white violet
the symbol of hope and faith the other a strawberry also humble but a
representation of the fruitful man the lady with money has the ability
to do more good works and because of her means she ought to yet her
strawberry is not quite ripe maybe there is more for her to figure out

there is no doubt more to be discovered in all of christensensChristensens art
but christensen prefers to leave most of the understanding to the viewer
believing there is so much more to a painting ifyou have to find it vern
swanson director of the springvilleSpringville museum ofart feels that jims art

james C christensen is an associate professor ofartobartof antartann at brigham young university charlene R winters is fine arts
editor for brigham young university public communications
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gives us room to interpret we can jump in but well discover we have
a long journey to find the end in his work

christensensChristensens art has the advantage of significant popular success
people like it willing audiences see his shows in the early 1980s he
provided several paintings for time life books enchanted world
series in 1984 NASA featured low tech christensensChristensens lighthearted
tribute to space exploring barnstormersbarnstormers for its twenty fifth anniversary
exhibition visions of other worlds the folger shakespeare
memorial library in washington DC offers a christensen poster that
is a montage of the bards plays and characters since 1985 the
greenwich workshop in trumbull connecticut has used christensen
as its only fantasy painter among a stable of acclaimed artists that
includes americana specialist charles wysocki creative wildlife artist
bev doolittle and western artist tom lovell christensen has managed
these assignments and others while teaching full time at BYU

christensensChristen sens work is usually finely even elaborately detailed
using a style focused on clarity of subject form color and detail he has
worked as a commercial illustrator but his work transcends illustration
when I1 began taking fantasy work seriously I1 used it primarily as

illustration he says 1I painted the pictures in my mind that grew as I1
read peoples books these paintings communicated everything imme-
diately usually a necessity in the commercial book market now
however the fantasies are my own and my choices are more symbolic
im using metaphors and fantasy parables to tell stories that will teach
inform enlighten and even amuse

often for example he uses fish in his work symbols of profound
life hell follow the idea of fishing as a way to extract the unconscious
elements from deep sources elusive treasure legend or wisdom

christensen propels himself in new directions to keep his art fresh
to himself he challenges his technical expertise for example by moving
from acrylic to oil changing his scale or working in a more abstruse way
he thinks of himself as a a player in the scene of contemporary art
but not on the cutting edge of mainstream artists by this he means he
is not trying for a new york show to establish a reputation being
represented by galleries on both coasts doesnt count only new york
counts and then only in a narrow geographic area where a group of

critics and recognized galleries meet to identify and direct contemporary
art movements new movements seem to evolve every year and a half
I1 dont want to play that game because a lot of it is not valid many new
york artists seem to have traded their souls for good public relations
losing the passion or belief that drives them

hell be an art school of one if necessary and said if I1 am ever
identified with the mainstream culture its because the culture has
moved toward fantasy it appears the culture is moving that way
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education moral values and democracy
lessons from the german experience

douglas F tobler

history isis not very popular these days we apparently live in an age
that has turned its back on the past to many history is what henry ford
said it was bunk with little relevance to either individual or collective
life this would appear to be especially true of college students who are
staying away from history classes in droves perhaps that is because as
one friend put it they have not lived long enough to be conscious of
history let alone understand it but the student generation is not alone in
what the sociologist robert nisbet quoting T S eliot calls disowning
the past in favor of a present that is progressively more impatient with
yesterday

we historians have contributed to this declining interest by
becoming too narrow in the pursuit of our own special interests and by
abdicating to journalists the task of writing to the general educated
public we have perhaps thought the trickle down theory would
work better in history than it does in the economy we have also
lost some credibility by our failure to draw commonsensecommonsense conclusions
or even lessons from our studies in the collective experience and
thus forfeited a major purpose for which history exists what good is
the study of history if we do not leamlearn something about ourselves and
the human condition some modem historians have even exhibited
a kind of cynical pride in the meaninglessness of history for
example consider the following comment by professor david donald of
harvard

what undergraduates want from their history teachers is an understanding
of how the american past relates to the present and the future but if I1 teach
what I1 believe to be the truth I1 can only share my sense of the irrelevance
of history and the bleakness of the new age we are entering unlike every
previous american generation we face impossible choices what then
can a historian tell undergraduates that might help them in this new
and unprecedented age perhaps my most useful function would be to
disenthrall them from the spell of history to help them see the irrelevance
of the past 2

douglas F tobler is a professor of history at brigham young university this essay was first presented as a BYU
forum address
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part of the current skepticism about the value and meaningfulness
of history may result from a tendency to put too much emphasis on the
side of history that is unique and changing while taking historical
continuity for granted there are basic human needs and values such as
life freedom the preservation of human dignity the desire for justice
and the search for a purposeful existence that do not derive from history
and transcend time these form a continuity that balances with change
to provide us with some standards for judging the past

what historians should be telling students is that history is unique
to human beings that it is intrinsic in our nature and at the same time
elevates us above the rest of nature history serves the same purpose for
society as memory does for individuals it protects us from collective
amnesia a disease even more disorienting and dangerous to a society
than to an individual just as the thoughtful memory of things past
provides perspective and direction in personal life so history can work
its civilizing influence upon a society but while neither memory nor
history can offer an ironclad guarantee for the future they are as Bbernardernard
baruch once said in defense of old age better than the alternatives in
his own day albert einstein pleaded to have history taught as progress
in civilization as a means of developing a lofty spirit in man commen-
surate with his potential dignity 3

there are of course numerous insights or lessons to be learned
from historical study this essay explores some insights gained from a
look at democracy and freedom through the german experience in the
first half of the twentieth century

my study and observations during the past few years have
convinced me that democracy does indeed offer the best hope for all of
mankind to enjoy the blessings of freedom and the opportunity to
develop what the early nineteenth century german philosopher and
government minister wilhelm von humboldt called the full flowering
of the human personality recent struggles in poland the phillipinesPhillipines
and korea have vividly illustrated this basic yearning we all have to
control our own destiny at the same time we have learned that
democracies are not as inevitable as some nineteenth century political
thinkers supposed and that they cannot be imposed on a people who do
not want them or who refuse to pay the price both the down payment
and the monthly installments moreover democracies are fragile and
require constant vigilance if they are to survive winston churchill
summarized this view in a thoughtful speech to the house of commons
in 1947

many forms of government have been tried and will be tried in this world
of sin and woe no one pretends that democracy is perfect or all wise
indeed it has been said that democracy is the worst form of government
except all those other forms that have been tried from time to time 4
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for the german people the years after world war I1 were a time of
extraordinary change and turmoil their failure to achieve a viable
democracy during this period proved to be a catastrophe for them and for
the world an examination of this first attempt atal german democracy
with its potential implications for other times and places may be a
worthy effort for the historian but first let me briefly review the facts in
the case the rising generation is too young to remember them and those
who lived through the era may have forgotten

in november 1918 world war I1 the war to end all wars to
make the world safe for democracy came to an end after four
years of giving their all to what they believed was a just cause the
german people discovered they had indeed lost the war the magnificent
empire bismarck had created in the center of europe collapsed kaiser
wilhelm II11 fled and in the heat of the revolutionary mood a democratic
republic the weimar republic was proclaimed the weimar republic
was from the beginning a frail and even sickly plant there were few
democrats and even fewer republicans to provide a fertile soil for growth
some germans wanted the monarchy back others wanted neither the
republic nor a monarchy but something patterned after bolshevik
russia

the young republic was buffeted by a constant stream of
difficulties responsibility for the punitive versailles treaty which
every german regardless of political persuasion resented political
assassinations of strong democratic leaders invasion of the industrial
ruhr heartland by french and belgian troops inflation that saw the
exchange rate soar from eight to four trillion marks for one dollar in four
years the great depression with similar unemployment and misery to
that in america but without our stabilizing democratic traditions values
and institutions political instability and psychological despair in this
mood the political leadership and a plurality of the people turned to
adolf hitler he had he said answers most germans were convinced
things could hardly get worse they would experience a rude awakening
on the occasion of his accession to power hitler promised give me ten
years and you will not be able to recognize germany 5 this turned out
to be the ironic understatement of the century

what were hitlershillersHitlers achievements in his twelve years of power
for the first six years he brought apparent prosperity and renewed
national pride while preparing for war and locking the country in the
noose of a totalitarian police state then followed 2191 days six
years of conquest slaughter misery famine death degradation and
guilt twenty million germans went to war 3250000 died in battle
while another 3350000 civilians perished in addition to 7750000
wounded and 1300000 missing of twenty million buildings in
germany seven million were destroyed or damaged along with three
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thousand miles of railroad track the monetary cost for germany in
1940 dollars was 272 billion

the cost for the world was greater seventy million men fought in
historyshistorys bloodiest conflict seventeen million died on the battlefield
together with eighteen million civilians some calculations push the
death toll beyond fifty million the direct cost of the war was one trillion
1940 dollars or about two and a half trillion today indirect costs
mostly property damage totalled an additional four trillion 6

but there was also a heavy moral cost As the prospects for victory
deteriorated the nazi leadership intensified the other war against the
jews consciously systematically bureaucratically and efficiently
hitlershillersHitlers regime carried out their major objective the murder of the jews
but other things such as faith in modem man and in our capacity for
progress toward civilization died too many wondered if this was indeed
what the world was coming to

democracy in germany had failed but questions remained why
did it fail why did the german people with their reputation for cultural
and educational achievement permit someone like hitler to acquire and
consolidate power in such a way as to start a war and carry out the
holocaust what motivated the nazi leadership to pursue their course to
so destructive an end what had happened to the ethical and moral values
that should have served as a barrier against inhumanity could some-
thing similar happen there or anywhere again

historical explanations are necessarily complex oversimplifica-
tion is as dangerous and distorting in understanding history as it is in
understanding the motives of individuals historians have offered long
range explanations that emphasize the german tradition of authority and
the strong state while playing down the significance of individual
freedom this was coupled with the machiavellian marriage the
legacy of bismarck that united national pride and the ruthless abuse of
political power the german idea of freedom within the state rather than
against it was different from that in the west then there are the short
term explanations the loss of world war 1I the depression the despair
and disillusionment and the particular concatenation of people and
events that led up to 1933 there are also political social economic and
psychological explanations all have contributed something to our
understanding but all are in my judgment inadequate to account for the
magnitude of the event

two respected german historians looked out on the carnage after
1945 in search for meaning one from within the country where he had
spent his entire life of eighty years the other from the safer refuge of the
america to which he had been driven both had taken pride in their native
culture and its achievements both now stood in horror at the sight the
older man friedrich meinecke called the sight before him the german
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catastrophe and in gordon craigs felicitous phrase offered the
following explanation the emphasis upon power at the expense of spirit
has corrupted the values of the people and stunted their political
growth 7 the younger historian hajo holborn later sterling professor
of history at yale allowed more time to pass before offering a more
expansive but similar analysis while paying attention to the role social
conflict had played in paving the way for hitler holborn placed a major
portion of the blame elsewhere

the actual decline of german education goes far to explain not only why so
many germans voted the nazis into power but also why they were willing
to condone so many of their subsequent crimes german education hardly
dealt with the whole man it chiefly produced men proficient in special
skills or special knowledge but lacking not only in the most primitive
preparation for civic responsibility but also in a canon of absolute ethical
commitments although the churches provided this for a good many people
and to a greater extent within the roman catholic church than within the
protestant churches the number of germans who looked to the church for
guidance was limited the higher philosophy and the humanities of the
period were largely forinaformalisticlistic or relativistic and did not produce a firm
faith in these circumstances it was inevitable that so many people fell for
cheap and simple interpretations of life and history as offered by the racists
to young people in particular this proved an irresistible temptation 8

well over a century before this explanation was written a french
nobleman scholar came to the united states to study democracy in its
living setting he was confident that it was the wave of the future for
france as well as the rest of europe but he doubted that the old world
was preparing to make democracy work therefore he set out to
determine the principles underlying action principles susceptible of
universal not merely american application 9 what followed was the
classic democracy in america which has served ever since as a kind of
handbook for those who wished to know what conditions democracy
needed to prosper and grow very early in the treatise tocquevilleTocqueville
admonished political leaders about the interrelationship between
education moral virtues and democracy

the first duties that are at this time imposed upon those who direct our
affairs is to educate democracy to reawaken if possible its religious
beliefs to purify its morals to mold its actions to substitute a knowledge
of statecraft for its inexperience and an awareness of its true interest for its
blind instincts to adapt its government to time and place and to modify it
according to men and to conditions A new science of politics is needed for
aanewnew world 10

later in an 1835 letter to one of his closest friends M stoffels
tocquevilleTocqueville explained both the advantages and weaknesses of democ-
racy asserting that such a government cannot be maintained without
certain conditions of intelligence of private morality and of religious
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belief that we france as a nation have not reached and that we must
labor to attain before grasping their political results tocquevilleTocqueville then
enunciated some of these moral principles holbomsholbornsHolhoibomsborns absolute
commitments which must be idealistically and passionately held by
both leaders and the broad mass of the people if democracy is to function
properly 1 a religious view of mans existence placing him a little
lower than the angels and making him responsible to his creator in a life
hereafter for his deeds in this one 2 an unshakable faith in the worth of
the human being 3 a commitment to the equality of all as human
beings the gradual development of the principle of equality is a
providential factfact1212 4 a true and sincere respect for right and justice
and 5 a true love of freedom which as a later scholar john hallowell
counseled requires both a knowledge of the good and the will to choose
the good when known 13

it was precisely these moral values that were not a strong enough
part of german life to enable the young democratic political institutions
to resist the seductive appeal of hitler and his party when torrents of
disillusionment resentment and irrationality overflow traditional
banks only absolute ethical standards held with fervor and conviction
can provide the dams and headgatesheadgates needed to keep the raging stream
from untold destruction

how could the widely respected german educational system have
contributed to the creation of a moral climate favorable to hitlershillersHitlers rise to
power at the end of the nineteenth century germany had the lowest rate
of illiteracy in europe a mere 05.0505 percent at a time when britain had
twice and france eight times that rate 14 however universal education in
germany was limited to the elementary grades both before and during
the weimar era of the 1920s an overwhelming majority of students had
completed their comprehensive schooling by age fourteen thereafter
they attended vocational school for two or three years before becoming
full fledged members ofthe penpermanentnanentcanent work force in 19311931 for example
there were approximately seven and a half million children in the
elementary schools but fewer than nine hundred thousand in secondary
schools and fewer than 120000 students enrolled in all german univer-
sities and technical schools 15 thus only about one out of every eight
children went to school beyond the eighth grade and fewer than one in
fifty attended the university

more significant than the numbers however were the curriculum
textbooks and spirit that pervaded the classroom the curriculum
consisted of the three Rs plus singing with history geography
natural science and geometry added in the upper grades learningleaming was
generally by rote memorization of the facts under the direction of a
schoolmaster although from time to time there were serious attempts to
humanize the approach albert speer hitlershillersHitlers architect and later
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minister of armaments remembered what school was like for the
generation that provided the nazi leadership

in school there could be no criticism of courses or subject matter let alone
of the ruling powers of the state unconditional faith in the authority of the
school was required it never even occurred to us to doubt the order of things
for as students we were subjected to the dictates of a virtually absolutist
system 16

speers evaluation is reinforced by a mature albert einstein after
finding refuge in the US he spoke out against the education through
coercion that he had resented as a boy

to me the worst thing seems to be for a school principally to work with
methods of fear force and artificial authority such treatment destroys the
sound sentiments the sincerity and the self confidence of the pupil it
produces the submissive subject it is no wonder that such schools are the
rule in russia and germany 17

it is significant that an estimated 30 percent of the political leaders
in nazi germany came from among the teaching profession especially
from elementary schoolteachersschoolteacheryschool teachers 18 by the early twentieth century there
was little if any attention paid in the german elementary schools to the
human values the sacredness and dignity of the individual personality
with its need for maximum personal freedom as taught a century
earlier by humboldt and friends instruction was designed to teach the
basic subjects not citizens and to promote german nationalism
military strength and the preservation of the class system children and
adults read goethe and schiller but it was difficult to internalize the
human values in their work if they were understood over against the
prevailing dogmas of the time 19

students in the elementary schools were required to have religious
training but it too stressed order and discipline and was cold and
formalistic the foremost scholar on the german educational system
friedrich paulsen described his own religious training experience in
these terms

As far as I1 can remember religious instruction adopted the scheme ofofneoofnerneo
lutheran orthodoxy and contained an epitome of the system of dogmatics
conceived in the spirit of that new faith and dealing at length with such
matters as the doctrine of the two natures and the three offices of jesus the
way of salvation leading through recognition and confession of our sins
through repentance and penance faith and justification to sanctification
and eternal bliss of all these things we are able to give account in the fonformfonnhormbormn
of forceful definition but I1 do not remember that any impression was ever
made in this way either on our minds or on our hearts 20

the secondary schools and universities the prestigious training
ground for germanysgermanasGerm anys elite did no better than the elementary schools
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in either teaching or exemplifying the moral values needed for
democracy harry kessler one of weimar germanysgermanasGermanys most respected
intellectuals reflected back on his school days at the famous johanneumJohanneum
gymnasium a special high school for those going on to the university in
hamburg and noted that the aim of studying latin and greek the staples
of a curriculum designed to produce a truly educated refined and
humane individual had been perverted

all that remained of the ideal of the human individual bearing in his mind
and heart consciousness of all mankind and its culture such as had inspired
the age of goethe all that remained was the enormous industry necessary
to absorb the immense material involved and this had acquired an
independent function and usurped as it were with satanic majesty the
throne of the old ideal of humanism 21

even more than the public schools the universities basked in the
glow of international adulation budding scholars came from every-
where to sit at the feet of lionized savantssavanis whose reputations had been
built primarily on substantial research productivity and this productivity
was primarily in the realm of narrow specialization in that system
serious advancement to full professor was out of the question if you were
just a teacher prominence power and prestige produced a kind of
contempt for being generally educated it also produced a narrowness of
perspective easily communicated to students wishing eventually to
emulate the social position of their professors looking back in 1946 the
heidelberg philosopher karl jaspers attributed the rise of nazism in the
university to the disintegration of scholarship into an aggregate of
specializations that had in wide circles destroyed the spirit of truth 22

moreover german university communities also were contemp-
tuous of the kind of political involvement that democracies require to
be politically aloof apolitical was to preserve the professors
supposed objectivity and make him a credible critic of society and the
political order but this was a dangerous delusion most professors were
intensely political in support of the old order to them the monarchy
german power in the world and a sociopoliticalsocio political order based on a class
system were infinitely superior for germans to any kind of republic or
democracy which they viewed as a foreign import from the west and
this attitude was maintained long after the monarchy had been replaced
by the republic

german universities taught other values that gave little help to
democracy besides being institutionally vacuous christianity inspired
little faith and confidence among the intellectual elite higher criticism
of the bible the onslaughts of philosophical and practical materialism
and the substitution of nationalism and the power of the state as ersatz
religions to which one owed primary spiritual and emotional allegiance
all had a withering effect on traditional judeofudeo christian values 23 in
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addition the academic community had given a new respectability to the
doctrine of antisemitismanti semitism even before hitler achieved actual power in
january 1933 the german universities had become first bastions against
democracy and the republic and then student citadels for the new
movement the universities even more than german society in general
had been secularized to the point that the central issues of christianity
love and fear of god and love for fellowmanlowmanyellowmanfel had become blurred in the
vision of a generation soon to gain enormous political power speaking
of the secular transformation from his parents generation to his own
paulsen wrote

but there can be bnofiobhono doubt that a great change has taken place in the general
attitude the ties which used to bind the individual to the church as a
traditional way of life have greatly weakened to the parental generation
a life without the church would have seemed unthinkable while the genera-
tion now growing up would hardly be conscious of any great gap in their
lives if the church were suddenly to disappear it is remarkable how rapidly
this alienation has spread even to the rural communities in a neighborhood
which used to hold with the church the principal reasons are that life in
general has become more worldly and that the mind has been taken up by
other interests 24

in carl zuckmayersZuckmayers play the devils general the hero harras a
rough but honorable general in the german air force muses over
the negative role that education has played in the formation of his
generation

our kind of half education has filled our guts with metaphysics and our
heads with intestinal gas we are dragged down by what we cant digest we
have become a nation of intellectually constipated elementary school
teachers who have traded the disciplinary stick for a riding whip in order to
disfigure the face of humanity we build castles in the air and are slave
drivers at the same time A miserable people 2521

what has been said about the failure of the schools to teach absolute
ethical values was also true if to a slightly lesser degree of the churches
both the protestant and roman catholic churches as well as some
smaller religious groups were so thoroughly entwined with the
prevailing political economic and social mores that their pulpits were
more often given over to sermons of national rhetoric than calls for
repentance protestants in particular had accepted the marriage of
church and state ever since the time of luther nearly four centuries
before religion to them was primarily institutional and passive not
personal and active at the same time it was political and even class
oriented not spiritual and ethical one was a christian by ones church
affiliation rather than by conduct the churchschurche and by extension the
states enemies were each persons enemies and it was as difficult for
them to carry out the challenging injunction to love our enemies as it is
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for us now in a 1945 address karl jaspers expressed the deep feelings
of guilt that many germans carried with them

thousands in germany sought or at least found death in battling the regime
most of them anonymously we survivors did not seek it we did not go into
the streets when our jewish friends were led away we did not scream until
we too were destroyed we preferred to stay alive on the feeble if logical
ground that our death could not have helped anyone we are guilty of being
alive we know before god which deeply humiliates us 266

three other issues clouded the vision of religious germans making
it difficult for them to perceive the evil about them first there was a kind
of morbid preoccupation with godless communism threatening them
from the east many germans especially those who considered them-
selves religious became convinced that the political choices open to
them had been narrowed to only two national socialism and commu-
nism and that since hitler had given repeated assurances that his regime
must be built on positive christianity whatever that meant he was the
last bulwark against the westward thrust of this political and ideological
scourge hitler talked about being gods servant and of following his
providential intuition in meinmemmeln kampf 1924 after describing how he
had become a rabid antisemiteanti semite he closed the chapter with the kind of
arrogant rhetorical flourish that was to become his ideological stockinstock in
trade hence today I1 believe that I1 am acting in accordance with the will
of the almighty creator by defending myself against the jew I1 am
fightingforfighting jorfor the work of the horkborklord

the insensitivity to the threat posed by national socialism to the
basic ethical values needed for democracy was aided by the churches
longtimelong time sympathy with antisemitismanti semitism when a delegation of catholic
bishops remonstrated with hitler shortly after he took office about his
already manifest persecution of the jews he stifled their objections with
a brief history lesson the protocol of the meeting reveals the following
response

he had been attacked hitler said because of his handling of the jewish
question the catholic church had regarded the jews as parasites for 1500
years had ushered them into the ghetto etc at that time jews had been seen
for what they really were in the era of liberalism the 19th century this
danger had no longer been seen I1 return to the previous period to what was
done for 1500 years I1 do not place race above religion but I1 see this race
as parasites on state and church and perhaps I1 am doing christianity the
greatest of services thereby hence their expulsion from the educational area
and the state professions 2821

german protestants had if anything an even stronger antisemiticanti semitic
tradition than the catholics

the christian churches in germany had been cool in their reception
of the weimar democracy notonlynodonlynot only because of their injured nationalist
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sentiment but because they also identified the republic with
materialism and moral decadence both also largely ascribed to the
wicked hidden hand of the jews the decadent cabaret life of berlin in
the 1920s loomed large enough as a national moral problem that
christians of several denominations were willing to support a strong
leader who promised to clean it up without paying too close attention
to what else he might do in the process

in his recent prizewinningprize winning book on germany professor gordon
craig of stanford has summarized the moral myopia of the educational
and religious establishments they reflected all too faithfully the
weakness of the political and social system that supported them indeed
as the years passed the energies of GenGermgermanysgermanasnanysanys religious and educational
institutions seemed to be diverted increasingly from their functions and
used to buttress the status quo 112129 professor craig might have added that
not only was this true of the churches and the schools but of german
homes as well traditions of authoritarianism nationalism and the age
old commitment to duty and responsibility combined with contempt for
democratic political life and postwar despair to create a home climate
easily exploited by the demagogue 30

the moral impoverishment of education and religious life had a
profound effect on the three groups of germans who played a major role
in making the war crimes and the holocaust possible the rank and file
germans who either voted for hitler or acquiesced in his accession to
power the specialists and technocrats like albert speer who willingly
put their considerable talents and abilities at the disposal of a criminal
regime and the criminals themselves the ones who had struggled so
many years precisely to be able to organize the crimes committed the
catastrophe could not have taken place without the involvement of all
these groups

least culpable in my view are the common german people
themselves to this day those of the nazi generation are torntom by a sense
of guilt for the crimes committed by a regime that they may have helped
to bring to power and did not try to overthrow they thought as did
many other responsible observers around the world that they were
turning over their government to a man with special political gifts who
understood what they did not and had not been educated to understand
how germany could regain the international power prominence and
prosperity the country had lost no one else within the framework of the
weimar republic had been able to master the serious political and
economic disorders hitler seemed to have the answers most people did
not inquire much about his views on the dignity of man or the preserva-
tion of life law and freedom these were the people of the false
conscience those who thought they were doing right but whose
consciences betrayed them they sensed hitlershillersHitlers arrogance but did not
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perceive that his inclination to play god was deadly serious the cult
of the fuehrer made him responsible to neither man nor god nor did it
seem to matter to them as sebastian haffner has pointed out that hitler
was a great hater who subsequently derived much inward pleasure from
killing 31 they knew he had a low opinion of jews and intended to put
them in their place many germans approved of this but they paid
little attention to how the nazis progressively dehumanized the jews in
the popular mind until they could be dealt with as rats to be exterminated
the germangennan citizenry simply had not been adequately prepared by the
primary institutions home school or church to identify and defend
moral absolutes in a time ofnational crisis only after the hour had grown
late and the evil fully revealed did many germans realize what had been
lost

the lack of moral scruples also played a role in the willingness
of skilled technocrats bureaucrats and specialists of every kind to
lend their talents and skills to the objectives of the nazi regime these
were people such as albert speer hjalmar schacht a financial wizard
who helped finance hitlershillersHitlers early objectives franz von papen leni
reifenstahl the famous movie director erwin rommel walter
schellenberg and many more 32 even more than the common people
these were morally indifferent 33 these were people with special
talents without which as speer later lamented the third reich could not
have been built

I1 was already surprised at the paltry intellectual level and lack of intellectual
members in the nazi party with his party comrades alone hitler could
never have ruled his triumphs which astonished the world for a time could
not be traced to the strata of functionariesfunction aries who began in the party and forged
ahead into the administrations of the reich and the regional governments
quite the reverse an excellent officialdom and outstanding technocrats
in the widest sense of the word offered their services in 1933 and in many
respects they were behind hitlershillersHitlers economic and administrative

34successes

these people were not necessarily committed to hitlershillersHitlers aims
they simply did not ask the moral questions when later queried whether
he knew about the crimes being committed in eastern europe speer
responded that that was not the right question he did not want to know
when a friend gauleiter karl hanke who had seen the extermination
camps began warning him against accepting an invitation to view
auschwitz in the summer of 1944 speer turned him off speers account
movingly describes the morally indifferent technician and the later
awareness of guilt

I1 did not query him hanke I1 did not query himmler I1 did not query
hitler I1 did not speak with personal friends I1 did not investigate for I1

did not want to know what was happening there hanke must have been
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speaking of auschwitz during those few seconds while hanke was
warning me the whole responsibility had become a reality again
for from that moment on I1 was inescapably contaminated morally from
fear of discovering something which might have made me turn from my
course I1 had closed my eyes this deliberate blindness outweighs whatever
good I1 may have done or tried to do in the last period of the war those
activities shrink to nothing in the face of it because I1 failed at that time I1
still feel to this day responsible for auschwitz in a wholly personal way 35

in his last book speer describes in minute detail a conference with
hitler in september 1942 concerning the use of prisoners of war in nazi
slave labor camps he comments on the state of moral callousness that
prevailed in these terms this conversation which was to determine the
fate of countless unfortunates through the next two and a half years
took place in a matter of fact technocratic manner detached from any
human considerations 36

field marshal erwin rommel would become legendary for his
bravery and cunning but also for his commitment to the conduct of
warfare according to the rules still he could be and was exploited by
hitler because his extraordinary ambition and vanity blinded him until
it was too late to resist the basic destructiveness and criminality of his
superiors 37 countless others were like adolfadolfeichmanneichmann simply bureau-
crats carrying out orders to them it was more important to be diligent
and loyal in their assigned tasks than to inquire about their morality they
understood the system peter drucker has written about this moral
indifference among german elites he had known he describes one
acquaintance who in his search for ambition and power became an
administrator for the final solution this drucker characterizes as the sin
of lusting for power he describes a second acquaintance who played a
game of trying to prevent the worst and perished this was the sin of
pride then drucker concludes but the greatest sin is neither of these
two ancient ones the greatest sin may be the new the 20th century sin
of indifference the sin of the distinguished german biochemist
psychologist who neither kills nor lies but refuses to bear witness in the
words of the old gospel hymn when they crucify my lord 38

I1 will not spend much time discussing the criminals of the third
group with them there was no moral indifference they knew exactly
what their objectives were and were willing to pay the price they were
a relatively small clique with hitler as the unquestioned leader and
demigod 39 they did not challenge his authority or his political or military
abilities notwithstanding recent attempts to exculpate hitler from
responsibility for the atrocities we have it from speer and others that the
annihilation of the jews was indeed the dominant obsession of hitlershillersHitlers
life he seemed possessed and had the capacity to mesmerize those about
him like an inverted pyramid everything in the third reich derived
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from him and it is unlikely that the whole movement would have been
anythadythanythinging like it was or achieved what itdidit did without him knowingly he
and his henchmen set out to violate not only the absolute ethical standards
necessary for democracy but to make a shambles of the rules of decency
and civilization and the laws of god and man they had their own gods
and their own rules the real law of the jungle human life was first
degraded by misery and then coldly blotted out hitlershillersHitlers contempt for
human life even the vaunted aryan race was made manifest in the end
when he proclaimed that the german people should meet their twilight
of the gods because they were unworthy of his leadership moreover
there is every reason to believe that had he been successful in world war
11II he would have used the totalitarian police power to persecute and
perhaps weaken the christian churches so that they could pose no threat
of any kind to him I1 cite here two quotations which reproduce the
representative tone and substance of hitlershillersHitlers beliefs about democracy
and its underlying values

democracy is jewish domination for the people do not rule public opinion
is manufactured by the press which is owned by the jews at the same time
democracy is not an end in itself but the means to an end the end is the
achievement of jewish domination through education for democracy that
is through the creation of a lethargic mass of people who thinks that it rules
through its elected representatives 40

and again

insofar as we deliver the people from the atmosphere of pitiable belief in
possibilities which lie outside the bounds of ones own strength such as
the belief in reconciliation understanding world peace the league of
nations and international solidarity we destroy those ideas there is only
one right in this world and this right is ones own strength 41

what followed from these ideas and circumstances we have already
chronicled the holocaust kingdom based on moral indifference
exacted a heavy toll from mankind but that price could yet become
higher if some lessons are not learned

what then are the lessons I1 do not know all of them by any means
but let me cite a few one stimulating intellectual historian franklin
baumer at yale has expressed skepticism about the future of our
western civilization and its values if secularization continues to destroy
the permanent ideals 7 the absolute values that have served us so
well in the past they are vitally important for our whole culture 42 robert
nisbet asks another question what is the future of the idea of progress
in the west he responds

any answer to that question requires an answer to a prior question what is

the future ofofjudeojudeofudeo christianity in the west for if there is one generaliza-
tion that can be made confidently about the history of the idea of progress
it is that throughout history the idea has been closely linked with has
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depended on religion or upon intellectual constructs derived from religion
in our day however religion is a spent force if god is not dead he is

ebbing away and has been since the early panpart of the century

then nisbet paraphrases G K chesterton that the result of ceasing to
believe in god is not that one will believe nothing it is that one will
believe anything 43

one lesson the german experience teaches us is that if any people
wish to acquire or preserve the blessings of democracy freedom
human dignity life justice they must accept and prepare for the
responsibilities that go with it democracy requires especially in times
of stress a passionate commitment to those ideals to the absolute
ethical values if it is to survive citizens must develop their critical
intellectual and spiritual faculties to be able to choose correct policies
and good leaders our education must be broad enough to transcend a
narrow specialization and prepare us for something beyond a life of
personal indulgence material wealth and militant moral indifference
we need a lively sensitivity for the dignity of all human beings which
in turn derives from understanding the relationship of each person to
god when any persons human dignity and life are threatened we
cannot sit idly by einstein was right when the human condition is
threatened each of us should make his own personal contribution to the
discussions and decisions on which its fate may eventually depend 44

merely to have gone to school or even to the university may not be
enough to train not only mind and heart but emotions and judgment to
be a sentinel in the modem world democracy requires the education of
the whole man as preparation for correct thought and action

the german experience also teaches us that membership in a
church is not sufficient for being a christian institutional and social
christians found it easy to accept or even go along with hitler and his
policies german catholics and protestants were much more concerned
about the potential threat to jews who had become christians than they
were about the threat to jews as jews only those for whom the fear of
god in the sense of caring what god thinks of them and love of
fellowmanlowmanyellowmanfel were flesh of their flesh and bone of their bone were able
to recognize the wicked and criminal tendencies of the regime

latter day saints have an unusually sacred commitment to the life
freedom and dignity of man we believe all human beings regardless of
color economic or social status or religion are gods literal children
and that is the most exalted statement that can be made about our nature
to think of or treat another human being as anything less is to betray not
only our humanity but also our embryonic deity

I1 cite one last lesson citizens inin a democracy must be well
enough educated and informed to choose their leaders wisely we must
make the effort to identify demagogues hatersbaters destroyers and those
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contemptuous of god and man and do it in time modem scripture
counsels us to choose men who are wise honest and good dacd&c 98981010
elder neal A maxwell has pointed out that they must be all three 45 with
these lessons perhaps we and others will be able to preserve a democracy
where the wicked do not rule and the people do not mourn
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imprints

eucalyptus and date palms grow in my mind
like gulls that followed my lunch to school
the smell of the sea from my nursery
followed me to alabama it mingled
with magnolia it mocked the red clay
and now the rockies haunt me like the negative
you see after staring at one color

my parakeet is bonded to me
but talks endlessly to his mirror
how does he know his own
like his neon colored feathers
and the hollow in his bone
it grows

after you left I1 could still see you
there where you lay beside me
imprinted on your pillow
A shadow behind my eyes

karen todd

karen todd is a part time faculty member in english at brigham young university



joseph smith the constitution
and individual liberties

J keith melville

the theological impact of joseph smith today is not even
questioned but what of his secular contributions was the prophet
important like jefferson for his political insights what were his
constitutional ideals how important are they now it is my intention in
this essay to examine some possible sources of joseph smiths views on
the constitution and the importance of individual liberties his contrast-
ing of ideal and worldly societies and his strategies for obtaining
protection for the rights and liberties of his people he did not achieve his
political goals during his lifetime but subsequently the essence of his
political objectives has been largely realized

although joseph smiths love of freedom and interest in social
justice were no doubt rooted at least partly in his childhood training and
his lifes experiences I1 propose that scriptural sources were the taproot
of his ideas and were central in the development of his constitutional
writings

the book of mormonmonnon conditionally promises that america is
a choice land a land blessed above all others a land of liberty
2 ne 15 7 in addition the book of mormon contains several mean-

ingful discussions of political values for example there is the prophet
king mosiahsMosiahs comparison of the virtues and vices of monarchy with
those of a democratic government the ideal system in mosiahsMosiahs view
would be to have just kings who would establish the laws of god
mosiah 2913 but the prospects of wicked kings prompted him to

advocate a system of government where judges chosen by the voice of
the people would rule within constitutional guidelines and under the
laws of god mosiah 2925 the purpose of this system of government
was to promote the wellbeingwell being of the people mosiah declared

and now I1 desire that this inequality should be no more in this land
especially among this my people but I1 desire that this land be a land of
liberty and every man may enjoy his rights and privileges alike so long as
the lord sees fit that we may live and inherit the land yea even as long as
any of our posterity remains upon the face of the land mosiah 2932

J keith melville is a professor emeritus of political science at brigham young university
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fourth nephi offers a model for an ideal society as contrasted with
the nasty brutish qualities found in most temporal political systems
where force and coercion are hallmarks of the state the ideal society of
the nephitesNephites was one in which there were no contentions and disputadispute
tionseions among them and every man did deal justly one with another and
they had all things in common among them therefore there were not rich
and poor bond and free but they were all made free and partakerspartakers of
the heavenly gift 4 ne 2 3 after two hundred years however
class stratification crept into the society greed and selfishness returned
ail14allaliall manner of wickedness developed 4 ne 27 and the ideal society
came to an end

another scriptural glimpse of an ideal society is found in moses

and the lord called his people zion because they were of one heart and one
mind and dwelt in righteousness and there was no poor among them

and enoch continued his preaching in righteousness unto the people of
god and it came to pass in his days that he built a city that was called the
city of holiness even zion moses 718 19

this society was in such contrast to the wicked worldly societies
with their wars and bloodshed that the lord said unto enoch zion have
I1 blessed but the residue of the people have I1 cursed moses 720
enoch was privileged to walk with the lord and behold generations of
people who would dwell upon the earth it was a vision of such human
degradation that the scriptures record the lord was indignant the earth
mourned and enoch wept enoch and all his people however walked
with god and he dwelt in the midst of zion and it came to pass that zion
was not for god received it up into his own bosom moses 769

such scriptural contrasts of the governments of god and men could
not fail to impress joseph smith his concerns about the plight of
humanity historically as well as the problems of the saints in the existing
political societies prompted speculative thinking on what could be done
to improve society and how an ideal society might be achieved in
addition inquiries of the lord about problems had prompted revelations
to joseph on a variety of subjects some of which addressed social
economic and political themes A prescription for the ideal society is

found in the economic program called the law of consecration and
stewardship unfolded in a number of revelations

and you are to be equal or in other words you are to have equal claims on
the properties for the benefit of managing the concerns of your steward
ships every man according to his wants and his needs inasmuch as his
wants are just

and all this for the benefit of the church of the living god that every man
may improve upon his talent that every man may gain other talents yea
even an hundred fold to be cast into the lords storehouse to become the
common property of the whole church
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every man seeking the interest of his neighbor and doing all things with an
eye single to the glory of god

this order I1 have appointed to be an everlasting order unto you and unto
your successors inasmuch as you sin not dacd&c 8217 20

although the order was replaced with the law of tithing following
the expulsion of the saints from missouri and not attempted again during
the nauvoo period of the church joseph smith did not depart from the
essentials of fairness and justice included in the law of consecration and
stewardship fundamental principles bearing on the inalienable and
constitutional rights of man the value and purposes of individual
freedom the divine factor in the establishment of the constitution and
the responsibility of citizens in keeping government responsive and
responsible to the people are included in sections 98 and 101 of the
doctrine and covenants section 134 although not written by joseph
smith is in harmony with his ideas and was adopted unanimously by the
body of the church it sets forth the following concepts regarding
governments and laws 1 the divine institution of governments
2 governmental accountability to god as well as man 3 the impor-

tance ofjust legislation and evenhanded administration of policy for the
good of society 4 the right of free exercise of individual conscience
5 the right and control ofproperty 6 the obligation of government for

the protection of life 7 the separation of church and state 8 the
obligation of political obedience to just governments and 9 the idea of
limited government

As joseph smith cogitated upon contrasts between the government
of god which constituted an ideal and the governments of men he
concluded that the ideal society could only be achieved when the
kingdom of god rules the whole world with christ as its king he
realized however that there was human responsibility in establishing
zion and the kingdom of god he also realized the importance of
working for justice in the existing temporal society in an address on
21 february 1843 he declared from henceforth I1 will maintain all the
influence I1 can get in relation to politics I1 will speak as a man but in
relation to religion 1I will speak in authority experience had forcefully
pointed up the political wisdom of the scriptural statement that when the
wicked rule the people mourn wherefore honest men and wise men
should be sought for diligently and good men and wise men ye should
observe to uphold dacd&c 989 10 each individual therefore had a
responsibility to labor for good government

even when his own constitutional rights were denied joseph smith
never doubted that the constitution of the united states was a divinely
inspired document how could he believe otherwise when he was the
spokesman through whom the revelations on the constitution were
given following the expulsion of the mormonscormons from jackson county
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missouri a fundamental principle of the gospel was brought forth in a
revelation that pointed out the basic purpose of the constitution to
protect the rights and liberties of the individual in a free society the
principle of free agency so vital doctrinally to all people in order that
they might prove their worthiness and return to god as celestial beings
is fostered by the free environment provided by the constitution the
lord declared that the constitution had been established that every man
may act in doctrine and principle pertaining to futurity according to the
moral agency which I1 have given unto him that every man may be
accountable for his own sins in the day of judgment dacd&c 10178 in
keeping with this principle the revelation condemned slavery and every
other interpersonal restriction of free agency therefore it is not right
that any man should be in bondage one to another and for this purpose
have 1I established the constitution of this land by the hands of wise men
whom I1 raised up unto this very purpose and redeemed the land by the
shedding of blood dacd&c 10179 80

the prophet looked to the constitution as a glorious standard
even in the most adverse conditions such as during those trying months
while a prisoner in the liberty jail in such a situation many men would
have vilified the constitution as a document filled with hollow promises
but the prophet became more dedicated than ever to fight for the rights
of the saints in a letter written between 20 25 march 1839 he admon-
ished the saints to gather a knowledge of all the facts and sufferings and
abuses put upon them and also the amount of damages they had
sustained that this information might be published and brought before
governments the letter concludes with a reaffirmation of josephs faith
in the constitution that it is not only a glorious standard but is on the
level of holy writ

we say that god is truetmeame that the constitution of the united states is true that
the bible is true that the book of mormon is true that the book of
covenants is true that christ is true that the ministering angels sent forth
from god are true and that we know that we have an house not made with
hands eternal in the heavens whose builder and maker is god a consolation
which our oppressors cannot feel when fortune or fate shall lay its iron
hand on them as it has on us 2

the attempt of the prophet in 1839 after his release on a change
ofvenue from the liberty jail to obtain redress for the Ssaints grievances
against missouri by turning to the national government was rebuffed
president martin van buren responded to the saints plea with the
remark what can 1I do I1 can do nothing for you constitutionally the
position of president van buren had some judicial support at that
time the supreme court had ruled in barron vs baltimore 1833 that
the protections in the bill ofrights against government actions pertained
to the national government not to the states 3 it appears however that
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van burens remark was motivated in part by political expediency he
is reported to have added if I1 do anything I1 shall come in contact with
the whole state of missouri 4

the mormonscormons had been expelled from missouri by the state militia
under the extermination order of governor lilbumliebum W boggs A
treaty forced on the saints by generals samuel D lucas and john B

clark confiscated mormon properties to pay for the mormon war
exiled the mormonscormons under the threat of death and precluded any hope of
legal redress of their losses the state legislature sanctioned these actions
by appropriating 200000 to pay the men called into the state militia
redress of their grievances from the state of missouri appeared hopeless
to the saints indeed separation of powers thought to be an institu-
tional arrangement to protect individual liberty against governmental
tyranny failed the saints in missouri as all three branches of govern
ment were united in opposition to the saints if they could not receive
help from the national government under the constitution where could
they turn

it was with the unresolved missouri problems vividly in mind and
the developing friction with some of the citizens and public officials of
illinois that the prophet on 15 october 1843 acknowledged the virtues
of the constitution but found that it contained one significant fault

it is one of the first principles of my life and one that I1 have cultivated from
my childhood having been taught it by my father to allow every one the
liberty of conscience I1 am the greatest advocate of the constitution of the
united states there is on the earth in my feelings I1 am always ready to die
for the protection of the weak and oppressed in their just rights the only
fault I1 find with the constitution is it is notbroad enough to cover the whole
ground

although it provides that all men shall enjoy religious freedom yet it
does not provide the manner by which that freedom can be preserved nor
for the punishment of government officers who refuse to protect the people
in their religious rights or punish those mobs states or communities who
interfere with the rights of the people on account of their religion its
sentiments are good but it provides no means of enforcing them it has but
this one fault under its provision a man or a people who are able to protect
themselves can get along well enough but those who have the misfortune
to be weak or unpopular are left to the merciless rage of popular fury 5

joseph concluded by proposing that officers of the government
should be required to support affirmatively constitutional guarantees or
be severely punished since the realization of this proposal was unlikely
joseph turned to other national strategies including his campaign for the
presidency of the united states in 1844

the sanctuary the saints developed in nauvoo after their exile from
missouri began to erode in 1843 the prophet again sought national
solutions letters were sent on 4 november 1843 to john C calhoun
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lewis cass richard M johnson henry clay and martin van buren
who were the possible candidates for the presidency in 1844 calhounscalhoundCalhouns
reply was reminiscent of van burens attitude asserting a lack of federal
jurisdiction joseph smith incensed with this position responded in a
letter written to calhoun on 2 january 1844 chastising calhoun for his
limited interpretation of the constitutional powers of the national govern-
ment the prophets letter then continued with a nationalistic interpreta-
tion of the constitution protective of mormon rights he ridiculed the
position that the national government was helpless to intervene when a
16 sovereign16sovereign state banished fifteen thousand of its citizens with a state
militia supported by legislative appropriations he pointed out that the
properties of the mormonscormonsMormons many of which were purchased from the
national government were taken over by the missouri mob and that the
federal government had a constitutional obligation to protect these
property rights the prophet believed that missouri had violated the
privileges and immunities clause of the constitution and that the state
was violating the principles of a republican government hence the
united states had a constitutional responsibility under article 4 to correct
these problems in missouri he wrote

congress has power to protect the nation against foreign invasion and
internal broil and whenever that body passes an act to maintain right with
any power or to restore right to any portion of her citizens IT IS THE
SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND and should a state refuse submission that
state is guilty of insurrection or rebellion and the president has as much
power to repel it as washington had to march against the whiskey boys of
pittsburg or general jackson had to send an armed force to suppress the
rebellion of south carolinacarolina6carolinas6

hamiltons broad construction of the constitution seems moderate
in light of the prophets interpretation of the tenth amendment
why sir the power not delegated to the united states and the states

belongs to the people and congress sent to do the peoples business have
all power joseph smith also found power sufficient in the general
welfare suppression of insurrection and necessary and proper clauses of
article 1 section 8 to justify the national government in protecting the
saints in their rights A cognizance of these powers declared joseph
will14will raise your mind above the narrow notion that the general govern-

ment has no power to the sublime idea that congress with the president
as executor is as almighty in its sphere as jehovah is in his

mounting depredations on the mormon populace in and around
nauvoo prompted another national stratagem on 21 december 1843
the city council of nauvoo memorialized congress for redress of
grievances and protection from further persecution by praying that the
nauvoo charter be the basis of an enabling act creating a self governing
territory for the city of nauvoo the council also asked that the mayor of
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nauvoo be empowered to call united states troops into service to
maintain the public safety and implored let it not be recorded in the
archives of the nations that columbiascolumbianColumbias exiles sought protection and
redress at your hands but sought it in vain it is in your power to save us
our wives and our children from a repetition of the bloodthirsty scenes
of missouri and greatly relieve the fears of a persecuted and injured
people 1177 this proposal was never considered by congress

joseph smith believed that the constitution correctly interpreted
clearly empowered the national government to pursue one or more of a
number of alternatives to protect the saints in their rights he became
increasingly concerned with the limited or strict interpretation of the
constitution by those in political office on 29 january 1844 the prophet
met with the twelve apostles and others at the mayors office to consider
the course for the mormonsmonnonsmormans to take in the presidential election they
agreed they could not support martin van buren or henry clay the
likely democratic and whig candidates so it was moved by willard
richards that they have an independent ticket with joseph smith as the
candidate for president in the prophets response he said tell the
people we have had whig and democratic presidents long enough we
want a president of the united states if I1 ever get into the presidential
chair I1 will protect the people in their rights and liberties 8

that same day the prophet dictated an outline for his views on the
powers and policy of the government of the united states amplifying
many of his previously developed constitutional concepts and on
7 february 1844 he completed and signed his views the next day he
gave an explanation as to why he was a candidate citing the denial of the
saints religious and civil rights under the constitution and the failure of
the state and national governments to grant relief he declared

I1 feel it to be my right and privilege to obtain what influence and power icanI1 can
lawfully in the united states for the protection of injured innocence and
if I1 lose my life in a good cause I1 am willing to be sacrificed on the altar of
virtue righteousness and truth in maintaining the laws and constitution of
the united states if need be for the general good of mankind 9

josephs views his presidential platform included the ideals of
the declaration of independence and a number of economic social and
political proposals he argued that equality and protection of life liberty
and the pursuit of happiness are denied when some two or three millions
of people are held as slaves for life because the spirit in them is covered
with a darker skin than ours he proposed the compensated abolition
of slavery believing an hour of virtuous liberty on earth is worth a
whole eternity in bondage he expressed compassion for the poor and
contempt for the inequities in the system when the poor are put in prison
while the embezzler the defrauder or the defaulter of millions takes the
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16uppermost rooms at feasts imprisonment for debt he held was
unconscionable he also expressed his concern for the poor when he
called for more economy in government and less taxation on the people
which he believed would promote more equality through the cities
towns and country and would make less distinction among the
people

he proposed the establishment of a national bank with branches in
each state or territory which would be for the accommodation of the
people he championed the cause of popular sovereignty and insisted
that the will of the people be honored in the united states the people
are the government and their united voice is the only sovereign that
should rule moreover the views called for congressional reform by
reducing the size of the house of representatives by at least one half and
limiting the pay of senators representatives and administrators joseph
declared that officers of the government are nothing more than servants
of the people and should work to ameliorate the condition of all black
and white bond or free for god hath made of one blood all nations
of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth he urged prison
reforms with emphasis on rehabilitation instead of punishment stating
rigor and seclusion will never do as much to reform the propensities of

man as reason and friendship murder only can claim confinement or
death let the penitentiariespenitentiaries be turned into seminaries of learning he
advocated that constitutional liberties and rights be extended to every
man the great end and aim of the constitution he wrote was to protect
the people in their rights 10

A special conference was called in nauvoo on 15 april 1844 and
a list was published of 340 elders of the church designated to go to
every state in the union to preach the truth in righteousness and
present before the people general smiths views of the power and
policy of the general government and seek diligently to get up
electors who will go for him for the presidency I1 A state convention
was held in nauvoo on 17 may in which general joseph smith
was supported for president sidney rigdon of pennsylvania for
vice president and five prominent mormonscormons were designated as
delegates to a national nominating convention to be held in baltimore on
13 july

history records what came of this last effort to find a national
solution to the problems of the saints indeed joseph lost his life in a
good cause his lifelong quest for social justice found only injustice
returned to him and his people culminating in his assassination on
27 june 1844 prior to his death in a response to henry clays position
on the mormon difficulties he registered disillusionment in existing
social and political arrangements and yearned for the speedy establish-
ment of the kingdom of god
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1I mourn for the depravity of the world I1 despise the hypocrisy of christen-
dom I1 hate the imbecility of american statesmen I1 detest the shrinkage of
candidates for office from pledges and responsibility I1 long for a day of
righteousness when he whose right it is to reign shall judge the poor and
reprove with equity for the meek of the earth and I1 pray god who hath
given our fathers a promise of a perfect government in the last days to purify
the hearts of the people and hasten the welcome day 12

josephs dream of the ideal society the kingdom of god was not
achieved during his lifetime nor did his various proposals succeed in
protecting the mormonscormons in their rights many ridiculed his presidential
platform and few in his own day agreed with his consitutionalconstitutional views the
people and officials of missouri and illinois abridged the mormon right
to free exercise of religion procedural protections in the criminal process
were unavailable to the saints in missouri and jeopardized in illinois
mormonscormons lost their lives liberties and property without due process of
law additionally mormon political and civil rights were transgressed

it is interesting to note that many of the policies joseph smith
advocatadvocateded in the 1840s have been essentially realized in our time his
presidential platform was clearly ahead of its time much of what he
proposed has been achieved with the abolition of slavery the creation of
the federal reserve system in banking prison reform probation and
parole emphasizing the rehabilitation of convicts suffrage extension to
all adult citizens and reapportionment of electoral districts on the one
man one vote principle and the current emphasis on the protection of
individual liberties

moreover the core of josephs objectives protection of indi
vidual liberties of the poor and unpopular by the national government
with the president as executor has also been realized but it has been
accomplished through the federal courts interpretation and application
of the due process and equal protection clauses of the fourteenth amend-
ment the relevant part of this amendment reads

no state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the united states nor shall any state deprive
any person of life liberty or property without due process of law nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws

the fourteenth amendment was adopted in 1868 in the hopes of
attaining pervasive social reforms but for nearly a century reforms were
limited by the restrictive interpretations of the supreme court since
world war 11II it has finally blossomed into the protector of individual
freedoms through the selective incorporation of almost all of the bill of
rights the substantive rights of the first and fifth amendments have
now been applied to the states protecting the freedoms of religion press
speech and assembly and those of life liberty and property against
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violations of these rights from any officials or instrumentalities of the
states similar incorporation of the procedural protections found in the
fourth fifth sixth and eighth amendments has brought the criminal
justice systems of the states a long way toward the ideals of fairness and
justice implied in the notion of due process of law

this important national function of protecting individual rights
which joseph smith considered appropriate under the constitution
should not be lost sight of in an age clamoring for new checks on federal
power what essentially is required now is a fine tuning of federal state
relations that will expand human freedom and development we cannot
afford to pare away genuine gains that have been made in individual
liberties and human dignity by interpreting constitutional protections in
restrictive ways

although presidents and presidential candidates professed in
josephs era that they could do nothing for the saints the congress the
people and the courts could and did in later generations by proposing
ratifying and applying the fourteenth amendment acting as its
adjudicator the supreme court of the united states has become the
guardian of individual rights even though instances can be cited wherein
the court has restricted rights important to mormonscormonsMormons the vast extension
of protected rights cannot be ignored the one fault joseph smith
found in the constitution has largely been corrected through the
fourteenth amendment and every person in america today can feel
secure that his basic liberties will be protected substantively and
procedurally from state as well as national encroachment the goals of
individual liberty as set forth in the declaration of independence and the
protections in the constitution and the bill of rights though not always
realized in every court across the land are measurably more a part of each
of our lives than they were in joseph smiths era
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the development of the doctrine
of preexistenceexistencePre 1830 1844

charles R harrell

perhaps no doctrine has had greater impact on latter day saint
theology than the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence or the belief in the existence
of the human spirit before its mortal birth fundamental concepts such
as the nature of man as an eternal being his singular relationship as the
offspring of deity and concomitant brotherhood with all mankind the
talents and privileges with which he is bomborn into the world and his
potential godhood are all inextricably connected to the doctrine of
preexistencepreexistence this distinctive LDS doctrine was not immediately
comprehended by the early saints in the more fully developed form in
which it is understood today like many of the other teachings of the
prophet joseph smith it was revealed line upon line and adapted to the
saints understanding moreover there was a natural tendency to view
initial teachings on preexistencepreexistence in light of previously held beliefs until
greater clarity was given to the doctrine this study traces the early
development of the doctrine by examining chronologically the revela-
tions and recorded sermons and writings on preexistencepreexistence by the prophet
joseph smith in light of contemporary commentary by his associates
seeing how early saints perceived preexistencepreexistence enhances our own
understanding of the doctrine and leads to a greater appreciation of our
theological heritage

what is presented here as early LDS thought is not an attempt to
portray official or revealed positions on the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence
but an effort to describe how the doctrine appears to have been under-
stood in the church from 1830 to 1844 regrettably personal records
from this period are virtually silent on the subject most of what can be
discovered regarding earlyparlygarly beliefs about the nature and origin of the
human spirit comes from published doctrinal works and LDS periodicals
of this era thomas alexander notes however that the monthlies and
doctrinal expositions like the lectures on faith since they were meant for
public dissemination provide the most reliable sources for contemporary
perceptions of doctrine 2

charles R harrell is an assistant professor of technology at brigham young university
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nineteenth CENTURY VIEWS ON THE ORIGIN OF SPIRITS

to fully appreciate the beliefs of the early saints regarding the
nature and origin of spirits it is helpful to have some idea of contem-
porary religious beliefs that may have been influential on their thinking
the predominant christian view with which most of the early LDS
converts were probably familiar was creationism which held that mans
immaterial spirit was created ex nihilonichilo through a fiat act of god at the
time of conception or birth of the individual that is as each body is
prepared through mortalprocreation gods will brings into existence the
immaterial spirit to inhabit that body characterizing this common
belief orson pratt observed

it is believed by the religious world that man both body and spirit begins
to live about the time that he is bom into this world or a little before that
then is the beginning of life how was the spirit formed why says one
we suppose it was made by a direct act ofcreation by the almighty himself
that he moulded the spirit ofman formed and finished it in aproper likeness
to inhabit the tabernacle he had made out of the dust 3

two less commonly held views were traducianism which stated that
every human spirit was seminally created in adam and then individually
and naturally propagated through mortal parentage 4 and materialism
which maintained that what is called spirit is really the result ofcorporeal
organization and matures and dies along with the body 5

while traditionally the doctrine of creationism held that the
creation of mans spirit occurred either at the time of conception or at
birth a variation of creationism incorporating preexistencepreexistence attracted
scattered interest this doctrine of preexistencism differed from
creationism only in that it placed the time of the creation of all spirits
at the beginning of the world As characterized in an 1836 religious
encyclopedia preexistencists held that

at the beginning of the world god created the souls of all men which
however are not united to the body till the individuals for whom they are
destined are begotten or bom into the world this was the opinion of
pythagoras plato and his followers and of the cabalistscabalists among the jews
the doctrine was taught by justin martyr origen and others of the fathers
and has been the common opinion of mystics both of ancient and modem
times 6

the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence was anathemizedanathernized in the post
apostolic church but by the nineteenth century the idea had regained a
certain degree of acceptability after giving a summary of historical and
contemporary arguments for and against preexistencepreexistence one prominent
nineteenth century theologian concluded that though still considered
unorthodox there is no reason to denounce the simple doctrine of
the preexistencepreexistence of souls as heretical 7 poets and philosophers were
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becoming intrigued with the idea of preexistencepreexistence and even such noted
clergymen as the venerable isaac watts was reputed to have believed it 8

nowhere was the belief more prevalent than among the mystic groups
that were beginning to spring up indeed there was a wide currency of
occult and kabbalisticKabbalistic ideas at the time of joseph smith in which notions
regarding the preexistencepreexistence of souls were prevalent modem spiritualism
which grew out of this environment originated later in the same region
of new york as mormonism and espoused preexistencepreexistence 9 it was in such
a setting that the prophet joseph smith sought to bring the saints to a true
understanding of the origin of spirits

EARLY LDS interpretations
OF preexistenceEXISTENCEPRE scriptures

the latter day saints did not at first deduce the idea ofpreexistencepreexistence
from the biblical passages so frequently summoned today to prove it
except for acknowledging the preexistencepreexistence of christ nineteenth century
christians were reluctant to admit any biblical support for the doctrine as
it applies to man edward beecher an avowed believer of preexistencepreexistence
himself observed in 1854 even those serious theologians who assert
the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence do not claim any express scriptural evidence
for it only that it nowhere expressly refutes it 10 spirits or angels
mentioned in the bible as being with god in the first estate including
lucifer and the spirits who followed him isa 1412 15 jude 6
rev 123 4 were traditionally viewed as being a separate species from
humans not preexistent spirits biblical passages used today to support
preexistencepreexistence were interpreted differently when cited by the saints during
the first decade of the church parley P pratt for example referred in
1838 to the sons of god who shouted forjoyfor joy when the foundations of the
earth were laid job 384 7 as being sons of god through redemption
and resurrection from bygone worlds in 1841 W W phelps cited
deuteronomy 327 8 which refers to when god separated the sons of
adam and set the bounds of the people according to the number of the
children of israel to show that adam had twelve sons 12

the first intimation of preexistencepreexistence in the prophets teachings
is commonly believed to be found in the book of mormon which was
first published in march 1830 it is doubtful however whether the book
of monmormonmonnonnon elicited the idea of preexistencepreexistence in the minds of the saints at
that time in reflecting back on his own initiation to the doctrine of
preexistencepreexistence orson pratt who was among the most theologically
perceptive of the early saints observed that had it not been for revela-
tions subsequent to the book of mormon 1I do not think that I1 should
have ever discerned it in that book 13 modem saints most frequently
point to the teachings on foreordination found in the thirteenth chapter of
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alma for evidence that preexistencepreexistence is a Bbookook ofmormon doctrine alma
explains that priests are called and prepared from the foundation of the
world according to the foreknowledge of god alma 133 this
language is identical to that used in the new testament to describe how
the elect are afore prepared rom 923 and chosen before the
foundation of the world eph 14 according to the foreknowledge of
god 1 I1 pet 12 the saints in 1830 would have been no more disposed
to infer preexistencepreexistence from almas teachings on foreordination than their
contemporaries would from the new testament teachings on election
furthermore debates on the meaning of election were so common that
it would have been difficult for anyone caught up in the early nineteenth
century religious movement in america to have escaped the influence of
protestant indoctrination on the subject this influence can certainly be
expected to have implications for the way in which the early saints
viewed preexistencepreexistence

few doctrines polarized nineteenth century protestantism as much
as the doctrine of election presbyterian calvinists insisted that god
elected or foreordainedforeordained certain individuals to become believers in this
life according to his will and pleasure and that his foreknowledge that
these individuals will believe results from his having foreordainedforeordained or
decreed them to do so this doctrine of predestination which states that
god foreknowsforeknownforeknows because he foreordainsforeordains was vehemently opposed by
adherents to the arminian doctrine of free will espoused by the
methodists towards whom young joseph smith was somewhat
partial JS H 8 these opponents to calvinism contended that while
individuals are elected from the foundation of the world this calling or
election results from gods foreknowledge that these individuals will be
holy in other words god forforeseesesees who will be obedient through their
own free will and foreordainsforeordains them to holiness accordingly for neither
calvinists nor arminiansArminians did foreordination or gods foreknowledge
presuppose prior existence of those who were foreordainedforeordained or fore-
known in explaining how god through his foreknowledge foreordainsforeordains
or elects certain individuals from the foundation of the world even
though they do not yet exist until bomborn in mortality the official methodist
doctrine approved at a general conference held in 1784 declared

christ was called the lamb slain from the foundation of the world and yet
not slain till some thousands of years after so also men are called elect from
the foundation of the world and yet are not elected perhaps till some
thousands of years after till the day of their conversion to god the act
of election is in time though known to god before who according to his
foreknowledge often speakethspeaketh of things which are not as though they

14were

in other words gods foreknowledge enables him to speak of ones
future election as though it had already occurred
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for those saints familiar with this controversy surrounding the
doctrine of election almas teaching may have been received as being
merely a free will statement on priesthood 1 that all humans are bom
into this world on the same standing in their favor with god 2 that
every man has the same opportunity to live worthy to receive the
priesthood being left to choose good and evil and 3 that because
god knew who would be obedient and receive the priesthood their
calling was with him before the foundation of the world in 1841
approximately one year prior to the publication of the book of abraham
in which foreordination based on preexistent worthiness was first
publicly introduced 15 brigham young and willard richards published
a widely circulated article entitled election and reprobation which
shows evidence of this interpretation of alma they write that god
chose elected or ordained jesus christ his son to be the creator
governor savior and judge of the world and abraham to be the father
of the faithful on account of his foreknowledge of their obedience to
his will and commandments 16 citing the aforementioned passage in
alma 13 they make no mention of a preexistencepreexistence concluding only that
god chose abraham to be the father of the faithful viz because he

knew abraham would command his children and his household after
him 17 given this apparent coincidence of the saints belief in fore-
ordination with contemporary views on election it seems unlikely that
the early saints perceived the idea of preexistencepreexistence in almas teachings

the only other book of mormon passage that might have been
construed as referring to preexistencepreexistence is ether 315 in fact this verse was
later mentioned by orson pratt as the only place in the book of mormon
where pre existence is clearly spoken of 8 in this passage the preexis-
tent christ reveals his spirit body to the brother of jared and states
that all men were created in the beginning after mine own image
ether 315 any overtone of preexistencepreexistence in this declaration tends to be

overshadowed by the text immediately before and after it which
discusses mens creation in the flesh for orson pratt in the light of his
later understanding of the concept of preexistencepreexistence the clear implication
was that all men were created spiritually in the beginning in the image
and likeness of christs spirit however it is unlikely that the earliest
converts who did not have the additional revelation would have
perceived this abstruse passage as being a reference to a preexistencepreexistence
orson pratt himself reported that he saw a reference to preexistencepreexistence in
this verse only after reading the new translation of the scriptures that
throwing so much light and information of the subject I1 searched the
book of mormon to see if there were indications in it that related to the
pre existence of man 19 it would seem then that neither the bible nor
the book of mormon was sufficient to establish the idea of preexistencepreexistence
in the minds of the saints
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SPIRITUAL CREATION AND THE JOSEPH SMITH translation
orson pratt indicated that it was joseph smiths translation of the

bible which began soon after the publication of the book of mormon
that first drew his attention to the idea of a preexistencepreexistence in latter day
revelation the first seven chapters of the revised account of the creation
revealed in june 1830 as recorded in the book of moses make repeated

reference to mans spiritual creation 20 several revelations during the
next two years also appear to refer to this spiritual creation in september
1830 the lord declared that he created all things both spiritual and
temporal first spiritual secondly temporal which is the beginning of
my work and again first temporal and secondly spiritual which is the
last of my work dacd&c 2930 32 in march 18311831 the lord stated that
it was the purpose of the earth to be filled with the measure of man
according to his creation before the world was made dacd&c 4917 one
year later the lord revealed that which is spiritual is in the likeness
of that which is temporal and that which is temporal in the likeness of
that which is spiritual the spirit of man in the likeness of his person as
also the spirit of the beast and every other creature which god has
created dacd&c 772 interestingly the prophet makes no further
recorded mention of a spiritual creation after 1832

it has been argued that the spiritual creation spoken of in these early
revelations does not refer to the spirit creation or the creation of the
human spirit some commentators regard it as being a reference to an
intellectual or conceptual creation 21 others view it as referring to the
creation of adams paradisiacal physical body in the garden of eden 22

much of the confusion as to whether spiritualmeans spirit arises because
use of the word spirit as an adjective is a modem LDS convention that
does not appear in earlier literature consequently all early references to
the spirit body or the spirit creation invariably use the adjective spiritual
instead of spirit noah websters 1828 dictionary defines spiritual as
16 consisting of spirit not material incorporeal as a spiritual substance or
being the soul of man is spiritual whatever the intended meaning of
the word spiritual in these passages no record from the early era of the
church offers any evidence that this spiritual creation was ever viewed
in any way other than as a spirit creation 2321 orson pratts statement cited
earlier suggests that it was precisely the scriptural references to a spiritual
creation that opened his mind to the reality of a preexistent spirit creation
he further spoke for his fellow saints in saying that in june 1830

the lord told us about the spiritual creation something we did not
comprehend before we used to read the first and second chapters of
genesis which give an account of the works of the almighty but did not
distinguish between the spiritual work and the temporal work of christ
although there are some things in the king james translation that give us
a little distinction between the two creations yet we did not comprehend it 24
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with the insight received from dac 2930 32 and moses chapter 2
elder pratt related that it became evident that all things that dwell upon
the earth had their pre existence they were created in heaven the
spiritual part of them not their flesh and bones 112525 if orson pratts
hindsight is reliable it would appear that the idea of a preexistent spirit
creation began to form in the minds of at least those most closely
associated with joseph smith concurrent with his work on the translation
of the bible

widespread awareness of a spirit creation did not occur immedi-
ately upon the receipt of the spiritual creation revelations because of the
delay in getting revelations published and disseminated a considerable
amount of time often lapsed before a doctrine that had been revealed
became common knowledge the book of moses in particular was not
formally published and distributed until 1851 although portions other
than those pertaining to the spiritual creation began to appear in print in
1832 to be sure the saints awareness of revelations was not entirely
dependent on publication as many of the revelations were circulated
among the prophets associates either verbally or through handwritten
copies before they were ever published 26 it wasnt until june 1835
however three months prior to the publication of the doctrine and
covenants that an explicit reference to preexistencepreexistence first appeared in
print W W phelps one of josephs scribes in translating the scriptures
announced in the messenger and advocate new light is occasionally
bursting into our minds of the sacred scriptures for which I1 am thankful
we shall by and by learn that we were with god in another world before
the foundation of the world and had our agency 1127112127

while a rudimentary concept of preexistencepreexistence began to take hold
in the church by the mid 1830s it was still quite different from our
current thinking it appears to have merged with creationist thinking
to produce a notion similar to contemporary preexistencism the
creationist view that the human spirit was a fiat creation ex nihilonichilo is
nowhere contradicted in the earliest revelations given through the
prophet joseph smith the first revelations only speak of a spiritual
creation and say that god created all things by the word of his power 2821

the mormon receptivity to creationist thinking is shown by an extract
from jacques saurin a french theologian that appeared in the latter
day sainteveningsaint evening andmorningandany morning star in october 1832 saurin emphasizes
the contingent nature of the human spirit stating the annihilation of a
being that subsists requirethrequireth an act of power similar to that which gave
it its existence at first the creator who having created our souls at
first by an act ofhis will can either eternally preserve them or absolutely
annihilate them 112929 in may 1835 warren cowdery a correspondent for
the latter day saint messenger and advocate spoke in a similar vein
stating that it is god who is self existent while man is dependent on
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the great first cause and is constantly upheld by him therefore justly
amenable to him 30

in addition to believing that the spirits of all men were created
through a divine fiat creationists also considered spirit to be immaterial
this idea also appears in early LDS literature saurins treatise in the
evening and morning star rejects materialism which affirmed the
materiality of the soul and attributed to matter the faculties of thinking
and reasoning he avers that the soul is a spiritual indivisible and
immaterial being 31 in march 1835 warren cowdery also affirmed the
immateriality of the spirit reasoning that if there be intelligence there
must be spirit or mind for matter is inert and abstract from mind has
neither intelligence or mind 32 in december 1836 the messenger and
advocate printed an extract from the philosopher thomas dick
containing the popular argument for the immateriality of the spirit
deduced from the immortality of the spirit 33 while the appearance of
views from non LDS thinkers in LDS publications is not necessarily an
endorsement it certainly suggests an influence on the saints thinking
that in the absence of contrary teachings may have been significant

because of the appearance of these creationist views in LDS
literature during the early 1830s and the absence of references to a
preexistencepreexistence historians have concluded that a general ignorance of the
doctrine prevailed before the churchschurche move to nauvoo in 1839 3414 what
seems to be overlooked is that these creationist teachings were totally
consistent with contemporary preexistencist views it is possible there-
fore that knowledge of a preexistencepreexistence may have been more widespread
than some modem historians believe

UNCREATED DIVINE intelligence dacd&c 93

in may 1833 the lord revealed to joseph smith that man was in the
beginning with god as intelligence and that this intelligence or the light
of truth was not created or made neither indeed can be dacd&c 9329
in early LDS literature the words intelligence truth and light which
denoted understanding or awareness of reality note in dac 9324 that
truth is not defined as reality but as knowledge of reality were often used
to denote the life force or spirit in man according to parley P pratts
mormon proverbs intelligence or the light of truth never was created
neither indeed can be truth is light light is spirit spirit is life 1135113135

there is no recorded instance during the prophets lifetime in which his
associates ever used the term intelligence to designate a personal preex-
istent spirit uncreated intelligence or light and truth was generally
believed to have become a spirit when a portion of it was infused into the
body at birth it seems to have been in this sense that intelligence or truth
was perceived as becoming independent in the sphere in which god has
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placed it to act for itself dacd&c 9330 in july 1843 thomas ward
declared that what the church of jesus christ understood by salvation

was this that intelligence or the light of truth ie spirit being
connected with elementary matter ie the physical body which
constituted our existence had become through the fall as gods knowing
good and evil 111636 whether the idea of intelligence being uncreated was
immediately grasped by the saints is uncertain oliver cowdery for
example wrote in december 1836 it is certain that we had no more
agency in forming or creating the intelligence without which these
bodies are a lifeless lump than we had in forming the body 55311131553737 even
after the idea of uncreated intelligence caught on it wasnt understood
that individual spirits were uncreated but only the intelligence that was
considered to be the conscious quickening principle in man

many early saints recognized a divinity in the intelligence or spirit
in man they made no essential distinction between the intelligence that
constitutes a mans spirit and the intelligence that constitutes gods
glory it should be noted that section 93 reveals that man was in the
beginning with god not only as uncreated intelligence but also as
spirit even the spirit of truth dacd&c 9323 additionally the revela-

tions represent intelligence light and truth as the glory ofgod radiating
from his presence to fill the immensity of space 38 the human spirit was
seen by many as merely an extension of this universal spirit benjamin
F johnson one of the prophets associates recalled many years later

joseph smith was the first in this age to teach that light and truth and
spirit were one that all light and heat are the glory of god which is his
power that fills the immensity of space that light or spirit and matter
are the two first great primary principles of the universe or ofbeing and
from these two elements both our spirits and our bodies were formulated 39

this view that spirits were derived from the same divine light or spirit
that constitutes gods glory was particularly espoused by parley P pratt
who was initially the most influential expounder ofofldsoflasLDS doctrine among
the prophets associates in july 1839 pratt wrote a treatise entitled
the regeneration and eternal duration of matter in which mans

spirit is equated with the spirit or intelligence that emanates from god
writing before joseph smith introduced the concept that spirit is matter
pratt distinguishes between spirit and matter stating that matter and
spirit are the two great principles of all existence everything animate
and inanimate is composed of one or the other or both of these eternal
principles I1 say eternal because the elements ie matter are as durable
as the quickening power ie spirit which exists in them 040O pratt
explained that spirit is eternal uncreated and selfseif exiexlexistingsting and that
when earth and water were filled with the quickening or life giving
substance which we call spirit they produced living creatures
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according to pratt this same principle when breathed into man quick-
ened him with life and animation 41 for parley P pratt it was not a
personal spirit that quickened the body but rather an infused portion of
the divine spirit elaborating on this spirit or intelligence he wrote in
1842 the spirit of truth proceeding from the father and the son fills
immensity comprehends all things and is the light life and spirit of all
things 31211242 the spirit of all things humankind included was thus
advanced by pratt to be none other than the divine or holy spirit
emanating from the presence of god 4341

parley P pratts earliest recorded views on the derivation of mans
spirit correspond remarkably to the classical doctrine of emanation
which uses the analogy that man emanates from god the way a spark is
emitted from a fire vergingmerging on pantheism the doctrine of emanation
emphasizes that all men are parts of god a notion orson pratt claimed
was taught by joseph smith 44 emanation differs from creation in that it
implies that mans existence is derived from gods being or essence
rather than being merely a creature of his making this notion is not to
be confused with spirit birth however man is seen more as being an
offshoot of god rather than his offspring emanation was the most
common form of preexistencism in the early christian church this
platonic concept regarded the soul as a part of the divine nature from
which it proceeded and to which it will again return pratt chose to use
similar language in 1838 when he wrote that mortals are animated by
the spirit of life and at death will return to the fountain and become
part of the great all from which they emanated 51411141514545 pratts teachings
clearly evidence an early belief that the human spirit was merely an
individual expression of gods uncreated inexhaustible intelligence

materiality OF SPIRIT

in april 1842 the concept that all spirit is a form of matter was
introduced in joseph smiths recorded teachings joseph explained that
the spirit by many is thought to be immaterial without substance with

this latter statement we should beg leave to differ and state the spirit is
a substance that it is material but that it is more pure elastic and refined
matter than the body 114646 this was a very direct pronouncement on what
was generally regarded as a metaphysical mystery bucks theological
dictionary published in 1832 defined the spirit as

that vital immaterial active substance or principle in man whereby he
perceives remembers reasons and wills it is rather to be described to its
operations than to be defined as to its essence various indeed have been
the opinions of philosophers concerning its substance the epicureansEpicureans
thought it a subtle air composed of atoms or primitive corpusclescorpus cles
the stoics maintained it was a flame or portion of heavenly light the
cartesiansCartesians make thinking the essence of the soul 47
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although spirit was generally regarded in the nineteenth century
as being immaterial in its composition this characterization was not
necessarily intended to exclude the quasimaterialquasimaterial substance that was
believed to pervade the spirit realm it was rather an effort to state
what spirit isnt than what it is one noted protestant writer observed
in 1835 the soul is a substance for that which is nothing can do
nothing it is not bones and flesh that understand but a purer
substance as all acknowledge 48 perhaps joseph smith was objecting
to the inconsistency of calling spirit immaterial and yet substantive when
he corrected a methodist minister by stating there is no such thing as
immaterial matter all spirit is matter but it is more fine or pure and can
only be discerned by purer eyes dacd&c 1317

josephs ascribing materiality to spirit does not appear to have
had an immediate impact on the saints concept of preexistencepreexistence the
emphasis given by the prophet to the materiality of spirit during the
nauvoo period did prompt later attempts particularly by parley P pratt
in key to the science of theology and orson pratt in the seer to develop
a detailed system of metaphysics not too unlike materialism to describe
the behavior and various properties of spirit matter

UNCREATED SPIRITS AND THE BOOKBOOKOFOF ABRAHAM

after six years of silence on the subject of spirit origins joseph
smith revived the topic in 1839 with the sole emphasis being given to the
eternal nature of spirits this idea corresponds to teachings concurrently
being brought to light in the book of abraham the prophet began
translating the book of abraham in 1835 and was acquainted with the
material contained in chapter 3 such as abrahams teaching on the
planetary systems at least as early as may 1838 49 this chapter records
the lords instructions to abraham that even though one spirit may be
more intelligent than another these two spirits have no beginning they
existed before they shall have no end they shall exist after for they are
gnolaum or eternal abr 318 the idea of spirits being uncreated
appears in all other pronouncements of the prophet on the origin of spirits
after 1833

c august 1839 the spirit of man is not a created being it existed from
eternity and will exist to eteeternitymity 5010

february 1840 1 I1 believe that the soul is eternal and had no begin-
ning 51

january 1841 if the soul of man had a beginning it will surely have an
end spirits are eternal 5251

march 1841 the spirit or the inteligenceintelligenceinteligence of men are self existantexistentExistant
principles 53

april 1842 the spirits of men are eternal 1154111454
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april 1844 1I1 wish to speakof the soul the immortal spirit the
mind of man where did it come from all doctors of
divinity say that god created it in the beginning but it is
not so Is it logical to say that a spirit is immortal and
yet have a beginning because if a spirit of man had a
beginning it will have an end god never had power
to create the spirit ofman at all intelligence is eternal
and exists upon a self existent principle it is a spirit from
age to age and there is no creation about it all the minds
and spirits that god ever sent into the world are suscep-
tible of enlargement 1155111555

As might be expected these sayings of the prophet led some to
believe that each individual spirit or intelligence not just collective
intelligence has existed eternally furthermore joseph smith makes no
mention of these uncreated spirits ever undergoing a change ofstate such
as spirit birth prior to entering the physical body even the apparent
contradiction to spirits being uncreated found in the same chapter in
abraham which mentions that intelligences were organized before the
world was abr 322 seems to have been interpreted by the prophet
as a social organization of intelligences and not a material organization
of intelligence into intelligent entities 5651 the following quotations repre-
sent the extent of the recorded usage made by the prophet of the term
organization when referring to spirits

c august 1839 the father called all spirits before him at the creation of
man and organized them 1157115157

january 1841 at the first organization in heaven we were all present
and saw the saviorchosen and appointed and the plan of
salvation made and we sanctioned it 115858

april 1842 the spirits of men are eternal they are organized
according to that priesthood which is everlasting 115959

may 1843 he who rules in the heavens when he has a certain
work to do calls the spirits before him to organize
them 60

october 1843 the organization of spiritual and heavenly beings
was agreeably to the most perfect order and harmony
that their limits and bounds were fixed irrevocably and
voluntarily subscribed to by themselves 61

the only organization of intelligences envisioned by the prophet in
these statements is a social organization and not an organization of
intelligence into intelligences joseph taught that spirits like god are
self existent and that god himself found himself in the midst of spirits
and glory because he was greater he saw proper to institute laws
whereby the rest who were less in intelligence could have a privilege to
advance like himself so he took in hand to save the world of
spirits 62 in the absence of later teachings of a spirit birth one might have
supposed from joseph smiths sayings that gods plan for saving spirits
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was simply a benevolent gesture arising from the happenstance of a
superior intelligence finding himself in the midst of unorganized
inferior intelligences As the prophet declared in march 1841 god is
good and all his acts is for the benifitbenefit of infereir inteligencesintelligences god saw
that those inteligencesintelligences had not power to defend themselves against
those that had a tatabebernicleberniciemiclemicie therefore the lord calls them togather in
counsel organizes them and agrees to form them taberniclesemiclestabernaclestabertab nicles 116163

rather than establishing a doctrine in the church of uncreated
spirits the records show that the prophets insistence on spirits being
uncreated served primarily to reinforce the already growing concept that
the essential part of man whether it be the intelligence he possesses or
his spirit element has always existed the references to preexistencepreexistence by
joseph smiths associates in church periodicals during the last two years
of the prophets life particularly in the editorials of john taylor and
thomas ward emphasized that while the spirit or intelligence may have
had no beginning individual spirits are the product of creation 64 some
saints did adopt the idea ofuncreated spirits from the prophets teachings
in nauvoo however the idea was evidently neither long nor widely held
as it soon gave way to the later concept of spirit birth joseph lee
robinson recorded that in 1845 while the saints were still in nauvoo

some of the elders said that the prophet joseph smith should have said that
our spirits existed eternally with god the question arose then how is god
the father of our spirits I1 wondered studied and prayed over it for I1 did want
to know how it could be I1 inquired ofseveral of the brethren how that could
be a father and son and the son as old as the father there was not a person
that could or that would even try to explain that matter but it came to pass
that in time a vision was opened the voice of the spirit came to me saying
that all matter was eternal that it never had a beginning and that it should
never have an end and that the spirits of all men were organized of a pure
material or matter upon the principle of male and female so that there was
a time when my immortal spirit as well as every other mans spirit that was
ever bomborn into the world that is to say there was a moment when the spirit
was organized or begotten or bomborn so that the spirit has a father and the
material or matter that our tabernacles ie spirit bodies are composed of
is eternal and as we understand are organized upon the principles of male
and female 65

by the end of joseph smiths ministry several different views on
the origin of mans spirit appear to have been in circulation A sermon
delivered by sidney rigdon in 1845 after his disaffection from the
church is revealing in this regard admonishing his followers to accept
only those teachings concerning the origin of spirits that the lord had
plainly revealed rigdon deferred to the biblical account of the creation

moses states that god formed a body out of the dust of the earth and
after he had formed it he put a spirit or life into it we can conceive
of his putting spirit into it and of its then having life this according to
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rigdon is all that can be known with any certainty about what he termed
the principle of intelligence in man disturbed by the prophets king

follett sermon as well as speculative teachings many of which he had
undoubtedly encountered among the saints in nauvoo he declared

ifour spiritual existence was the effect of creative power ie creationism
we do not know it and whether the great creator formed them out of nothing
ex nihilonichilo creation or something eg eternal intelligence or spirit element

or whether they exist on the same principle he does ie uncreated self
existing spirits are matters which can only be settled by revelation for
everything else which any may pretend to know is conjecture only
endless are the conjectures of men in relation to our spiritual existence
some say the spirits of all were created in the six days ie preexistencism
others that they are created as their bodies are prepared for them 66

if rigdonsRigdons statement can be taken as a commentary on contemporary
LDS views with which he was in disagreement it certainly attests to the
diversity of views among the saints

SPIRIT BIRTH AND JOSEPH SMITHS NAUVOO TEACHINGS

the belief that man is literally the offspring of god in the spirit is
by far the most significant concept related to preexistencepreexistence in LDS
theology 67 this doctrine however does not explicitly appear in the
scriptural or other writings and recorded sermons of joseph smith 68

furthermore the doctrine is conspicuously absent from the records ofhis
associates during his lifetime it appears that during the prophets
lifetime the saints thinking conformed to the traditional belief that the
fatherhood of god was only figurative and not to be taken literally

eliza R snow is often credited with first publicly introducing the
idea of a literal spirit birth through heavenly parents in october 1845
when she penned the sublime poem 0 my father 69 much speculation
exists in fact as to whether eliza R snow received the idea from joseph
smith or through direct revelation 70 actually the first pronouncement
in print on spirit birth was provided by orson pratt in his prophetic
almanac for 1845 under a section entitled the mormonmonnon creed
pratt declares what is man the offspring of god what is god the
father of man who is jesus christ he is our brother how many
states of existence has man he has three what is the first it is spiritual
what is the second it is temporal what is the third it is immortal
and eternal how did he begin to exist in the first he was begotten
and bombornborm of god 71 pratts almanac went on sale 3 august 1844
though it was advertisedadvertized in the prophet as being at the printers as early
as 22 june 1844 with a note that it contains much matter interesting
to the saints 1172111272 the doctrine of premortal spirit birth next appeared
publicly at the dedication of the seventies hall on 26 december 1844
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some six months after the death of the prophet A hymn composed
especially for the dedication by W W phelps contained the following
stanza

come to me heres the mystrybystry that man hath not seen
heres our father in heaven and mother the queen
here are worlds that have been and the worlds yet to be
heres eteeternitymity endless amen come to me 73

A second hymn written also for the dedication by john taylor eulogized
joseph smith in these words

ofnoble seed of heavenly birth
he came to bless the sons of earth 5174117474

george laub reported that a sermon was also delivered by brigham
young at the dedication in which he taught that christ is our head and
elder brother for we were once organized before god and jesus was
the firstbornfirstborn or begotten of the father 75 the day before the dedication
phelps wrote a letter published in the times and seasons which referred
to jesus christ as our eldest brother who kept his first estate and
was crowned in the midst ofbrothers and sisters while his mother stood

with approving virtue 1576117676 with the basic preexistent family organization
being delineated near the end of 1844 the idea ofhumankind originating
as spirit children of heavenly parents became a subject of great interest
throughout 1845 77 eliza R snows 0 my father written in october
1845 is significant only in that it so eloquently captures the essence of
this already developed thought

while it is interesting that the first recorded teaching ofpremortalofpremortal
birth did not occur until after joseph smiths death to suppose that the
doctrine entirely originated at that time would be as erroneous as
believing that the fully developed doctrine was preached from the
early beginning of the church the more probable explanation is that
the idea gradually took shape beginning with the strong paternal
concept of god popular in nineteenth century protestantism combined
with the enlightenment imparted through joseph smith on the nature of
god and man from this point it took only a little inspired reasoning to
realize that individuals began their career as spirit offspring of heavenly
parents

the LDS doctrine of spirit birth is often depicted as being a radical
departure from the traditional creator creature dichotomy of patristic
theology that supposedly dominated nineteenth century christianity
it is important to realize however that during the early nineteenth
century there was a common tendency to view gods fatherhood much
the same way as taught in mormonism except for the procreative process
implicit in LDS teachings the methodists spoke of mans divine
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sonship eventuating in his moral perfection universalists appealed to
the endearment implicit in the fatherhood of god to prove the ultimate
rescue of the wicked from endless punishment in 1824 the christian
magazine echoed the growing sentiment that mans soul possesses a
spark of his intelligence and continues to be in a high and peculiar sense
his offspring hence the nature of the soul and its relation and

resemblance to the divinity proclaim its worth 78 one theologian
writing at the beginning of the twentieth century reflected back on this
trend to paternalizepatemalize god stating no doctrine of the relationship of god
to men has assumed such prominence during the last half century as that
of his fatherhood 79 even the heavenly mother and father concept of
mormonism was to be found in the esoteric teachings of the kabbalahKabbalah
which intrigued christian mystics at the time ofjoseph smith according
to this tradition the soul is bomborn into this world in which we live through
the union of the king and queen who are as regards the generation of the
soul like the human species in the generation of the body 80 it was
primarily the development and advancement of the belief in this literal
spirit birth that set mormonism apart from mainstream protestant
thought on the meaning of gods fatherhood

early LDS literature generally reflects contemporary attitudes
toward god as a father figure exemplified in a messenger and advocate
editorial dated august 1837 which observed the great god is called our
father as well as our preserver and bountiful benefactor what fond
endearments what tender ties are not associated with the expression our
father 81 for the saints however the concept of gods fatherhood
grew to be more thanjustthathan njustjust a sentimental metaphor the saints were taught
to believe that that which is temporal is in the likeness ofot that which
is spiritual dacd&c 772 so that everything on earth including the birth
process has its likeness in heaven furthermore they were instructed
that god is an exalted man who once experienced mortality 8212 and that
righteous couples are to become gods themselves receiving their
exaltation in the eternal worlds that they may bear the souls of men 83

the belief that man may become as god in bearing the souls of men
certainly would have been sufficient to establish the corollary belief that
man himself is the offspring of god it is quite possible in fact that the
revealed destiny of man became the key which unlocked for many of the
saints the mystery of mans origin in addition to scriptural inferences
of spirit birth there is evidence that the prophet privately taught the
doctrine to others an isolated incident related secondhand some seventy
years after its occurrence purports that zina D young who lost her
mother when she was eighteen was consoled by the prophet who told
her she would see not only her earthly mother again but also her
heavenly mother 84 several of the prophets associates did not hesitate
later to attribute their knowledge ofpremortalofpremortal spirit birth to his teachings
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parley P pratt for instance later recollected that in the latter part of 1839
he spent several days with joseph smith in which he learned many great
and glorious principles concerning god and the heavenly order of
eternity reflecting back on his impressions received during these con-
versations with the prophet pratt wrote 1I felt that god was my
heavenly father indeed that jesus was my brother 85 benjamin F
johnson wrote late in life of joseph smith he taught us that god was
the great head of human procreation was really and truly the father of
both our spirits and our bodies 86 the fact that josephs associates
attributed their knowledge of spirit birth to joseph smith coupled with
the unequivocal way in which they proclaimed the idea of spirit birth
beginning near the time of his death strongly suggest that the doctrine
originated with the prophet at the very least joseph smith must be
credited with having provided the impetus that led to an awareness of
spirit birth

one of the important effects of the doctrine of spirit birth was to
unify the diverse views extant in the church while spirit or intelligence
could still be thought of as being uncreated as an essence or individual
an issue still unsettled it was recognized that spirit birth was a kind of

creation the divine parentage in spirit birth imbuesimbued each spirit with a
portion of divinity as well which is close to the ideas espoused by parley
P pratt resembling emanation thus the doctrine of spirit birth helped
solidify and even integrate the saints thinking on preexistencepreexistence

the development of the doctrine of preexistencepreexistence from 18301830 to 1844
illustrates the expanding theology of the early church it was especially
meaningful for saints at this time to lift their voices and sing the lord
is extending the saints understanding 87 while it is difficult to deter-
mine precisely how prevalent particular beliefs were and when they
began to take root or change form it is clear that the basic idea of
preexistencepreexistence began to emerge shortly after the organization of the
church but was not fully expounded in church publications until after
joseph smiths death while the prophets initial teachings on preexis
tence were perceived in the light of contemporary views on the nature and
origin of spirits these tentative beliefs were continually being reevalu-
ated and revised in light of the ongoing teachings of the prophet until by
the end of 1844 all of the basic elements of the current LDS doctrine of
preexistencepreexistence were in place nearly a century and a half later this doctrine
continues to vitalize LDS theology adding a significant dimension to
nearly every precept of the gospel of jesus christ
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NOTES

although many consider preexistencepre existence to be a selfseif contradictory term it should be realized that the prefix
pre can signify either prior or prior to depending on the root word with which it isis used in the case of
preexistencepreexistence the obvious intended meaning isis prior existence not prior to existence other synonyms found
inm modem LDS literature includefirstinclude first estate premortal antemortal pre earth primeval primordial and primal
existence

thomas alexander the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from joseph smith to progressive
theology sunstone 5 july august 1980 32 n 4

3journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 1541 54
while creationism was the prevalent theory inin the post apostolic church among the eastern fathers

traducianism was generally accepted inin the west and essentially held that the first man bore within him the germ
ofall mankind his soul was the fountainhead of all human souls all varieties of individual human nature were only
different modifications of that one original spiritual substance creation was finally and completely accomplished
on the sixth day As the body isis derived from the bodies of the parents so the soul isis derived from the souls of the
parents body and soul together being formed by natural generation james franklin bethune baker
an introduction to the early history ofchristianof christian doctrine london methuen 1903 303

5frompfromrom an early nineteenth century viewpoint materialistsmaterialists represented a sect inin the ancient church
composed of persons who being prepossessed with the maxim inin philosophy ex nihilonichilo nihilmhli fit out of nothing
nothing can arisearise had recourse to an eternal matter on which they suppose god wrought inin the creation instead
of admitting him alone as the sole cause of the existence of all things materialistsMaterialists are also those who maintain
that the soul of man isis material or that the principle of perception and thought isis not a substance distinct from the
body but the result of corporealofcorporeal organization charles buck A theological dictionary philadelphia james kay
and co 183018301345345

john newton brown the encyclopedia of religious knowledge brattlesboroBrattlesboro vt brattleboroBrattleboro
pesendenPesenden and co 1836 964

john henry blunt dictionary ofdoctrinalof doctrinal and historical theology london rivertonsRivertons 1872 590
many nineteenth century religious thinkers were neutral as to whether the souls of all mankind were actually
created as some suppose at the time of adams creation or whether they were successively created samuel
worcester sermons on various subjects practical and doctrinal salem mass henry whipplewhippie 1823 36

elder elijah bailey primitive trinitarianism examined and defended bennington vt dariusdanusdarlus clarkdarkoark
1826 92 bailey was a methodist elder who disagreed with some of isaac wattss viewsviews saying the first
difficulty and mistake we think the doctor labored under was inin imagining all souls were created at once or were
created before their bodies were created for them

spiritualist views bore some similarity to LDS ideas expressed during the nauvoo period as evidenced
by one spiritualist who wrote inin 1869 something from nothing a selfseif evident absurdity there are no absolute
creations inin the universe only new and higher formations spirit and matter both eternal spiritual substance inm
connection with physical substance inin its various gradations constitute one eternal duality J M peebles seers
ortheof the ages boston william white 1869 13 and again the basis ofmans immortality isis deific substance
As a consciousconscious spirit inm the innermost he isis compounded and therefore indissoluble having inin spintspirit neither a
beginning nor end he isis eternally past and eternally future ibid 262

edward beecher the conflict of the ages or the great debate on the moral relations of god and
man 5thath ed boston phillips samson 1854 563 edward beechersbecchersBeechers brother charles was also an advocate of
preexistencepreexistence

I1 parker pratt robinson writings ofparleyof parley P pratt salt lake city privately published 1952 6565216216
pratt maintained this interpretation of job at least until 1844 when he wrote that as we risense to the station of a son
of god inm the resurrection we may be called upon with the other sons of god to shout forjoy at the organization
ofnewofnerofnew systems ofworldsofworlds and new orders ofbeingof being ibid 39 in march 1841 joseph smith used this same passage
to prove preexistencepreexistence not from the viewpoint that the sons of god were premortal children but based on the
reasoning that job must have preexistedpreexisted for the lord to have asked him where he was when the foundations of
the world were laid see andrew F ehat and lyndon cook comps and eds the words of joseph smith
the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph smith provo brigham young
university religious studies center 1980 68

times and seasons 12 1 february 1841 299 president harold B lee has interpreted this passage
more recently to mean that those spirits who were faithful inin the preexistencepreexistence were there foreordainedforeordained to be bom
into the house of israel harold B lee stand ye inin holy places salt lake city deseret book co 1974 10 11

journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 1524915 249 orson pratt was baptized 19 september 1830 after hearing the preaching
of his brother parley he therefore would not have had an awareness of preexistencepreexistence before that time
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john potter an inquiry concerning the most important truths uniontownUniontown pa J and T pattonpattern

1820 80 86
15tbe15the only mention prior to this time of a belief among the saints that preexistent behavior determined

ones opportunities inin this life comes from J B turner a mormon antagonist inin his book mormonism inin allagesallagasAlailall lAgesages
or the rise progress and causes ofmormonismof mormonism with the biography oritsof its author and founder joseph smith
junior new york platt and peters 1842 242 turner wrote their sublime faith teaches them that their action
and destiny here are the result and can be explained only upon admission of their existence and action before they
inhabited their present bodies this notion however does not distinctly appear inm their published revelations it was
at one time promulgated but from its unpopularity their leaders suppressed the full development of their peculiar
scheme of preexistencepreexistence until faith on the earth should increase

millennial star 1 january 1841 218
17 ibid 220 orson pratt also expressed this idea of foreordination based on foreknowledge of the future

inin the case oftheodtheof the savior and argued that this foreordination was not an actual calling but rather an anticipated calling
that was to be effective retroactively jesus was called and made a high priest centuries after the law of moses
was given yet there isis no doubt that he was considered inin the mind of his father the same as a high priest before
the foundation of the world and that by virtue of the priesthood which he should inm a future age receivereceive he could
organize worlds and show forth mighty power god by kishiseis hisforeknowledgeforeknowledge saw that his son would keep all his
commands and determined at a certain time iei e mortality to call and consecrate him a high priest he
determined also that by virtue of that future consecration to the priesthood he should thousands of years
beforehand have power to create worlds and govern them the same as ifhe had already received the consecration
orson pratt seer I11 loctOcoctobertober 1853 147 italics added

journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 33523 352
ibid 15249
2omosesmoses 313 1 77552424 6366 3651596351 59 63 an interesting addition to the revelation of enoch comes from the

kirtland revelation book under date of february 1833 when a song was sung by the gift of tongues and translated
the persons involved are unknown part of the translation alludes to preexistencepreexistence he enoch saw the beginning
and the ending ofmen he saw the time when adam his father was made and he saw that he was inin eternity before

a grain of dust inin the balance was weighed he saw that he emanated and came down from god cited inin fred
collier unpublishedunpublishedrevelationsrevelations odtheoftheof the prophets and andpresidentspresidents ortheof the church ofjesusof lesusjesus christoflatterof latter day saints
salt lake city colliers publishing 1979 63

see thomas alexander reconstruction of mormon doctrine 33 n 32 blake ostler the idea of
preexistencePreexistence inin the development of mormon thought dialogue 15 spring 1982 75 n 11 in both of these
sources the interpretation that spiritual means intellectual has its basis inin the fact that this isis one of the meanings
meaning 6 given inin the oxford english dictionary ostler further notes the treatment of the first chapter of

genesis as a conceptual blueprintblue print formulated by god before creation was a popular means of resolving the

seeming contradiction between genesis 1261 26 27 and 242 4 as joseph had done inin the book of moses ostler idea
of preexistencePreexistence 6611 this interpretation of the first account of the creation as a conceptual or ideal creation was
popular inin the nineteenth century only among Kabbakabbalistskabbahstslists who claimed that the first chapter ofgenesisofgenesisoogenesis applies only
the prototypic or upper adam who was androgenic and made inin the image and likeness of elohim indeedtheIndeindeededthethe
second account expressly says the plants iei e man were not yet on the earth and the terrestrial man did not yet
exist isaac myer qabbalah philadelphia privately printed 188811888 273 kabbalistsKabbalists however used the term
spiritual body to designate adams paradisiacal physical body created from the dust of the earth as recorded inm
gen 272 7 which followed the ideal creation ibid 248

elder bruce R mcconkie was a proponent of this viewview he conceded that the word spiritual inin these
passages has a dual meaning and applies to both the premortal life and the paradisiacal creation but he
emphasized that the more pointed and important meaning isis that of a paradisiacal creation bruce R
mcconkie christ and the creation ensign 12 june 1982 13 14

if later commentaries are any indication of earlier thought orson pratt consistently taught after the
saints moved west that the account of the creation inin the first chapter of genesis corresponding to the second
chapter inin the book ofmosesof moses refers inin its entirety to the spirit creation while the current tendency isis to viewview both
the first and the second chapters as an account odtheoftheof the physical creation with only an interjectory reference to a spirit
creation moses 353 5 elder pratt contended that to suppose that these two chapters only give the history of the
natural creation would involve us inin numerous difficulties when we endeavor to reconcile the description given inin
the second chapter with that given inin the first but to receivereceive them as the descriptions of two successive creations
the first being spiritual as it truly was and the second being temporal all different descriptions vanish away and
a flood of light bursts upon the mind pratt seer I11 february 1853 22 concerning dacd&c 293029 30 32 both orson
pratt journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 1526515 265 2120021 200 205 millennial star 10 I11 august 1848 238 and brigham young
journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 1501 504218184218 18257257 interpreted the first spiritual creation mentioned as having reference

to the spirit creation and not to the paradisiacal physical creation no contrary interpretation of these passages by
any of the prophets associates could be found

journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 21199199 200
ibid 2120021 200
orson pratt relates we often had access to the manuscripts when boarding with the prophet and it was

our delight to read them over and over again before they were printed and so highly were they esteemed by us
that we committed some to memory and a few we copied for the purpose of reference inin our missions and also
to read them to the saints for their edification pratt seer 26 march 1854 228
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21 messenger and advocate 1 june 1835 130 phelps may have had reference to dac 932993 29 30
since preexistent agency isis implied elsewhere only inin the book of abraham which had not yet come into
joseph smiths possession preexistent agency was not a widely held belief among contemporary preexistencists
although it was taught by ongenorigen and preserved inin Kabbakabbalistickabbahsticlistic teachings that held that souls had freedom of will
as to good and evil and this was exercised by them before the creation of the universeuniverse myer qabbalah 273
ongenorigen believed however that earth life was a punishment for disobedient spirits rather than a reward for the
righteous

see jacob 494 9 moses 1321 32 that christ isis often designated as the agent inin all of gods acts of
creation including that of man see ether 3163 16 moses 1321 32 dac 7642 93 10 corresponds with certain
contemporary protestant viewsviews and may have given the general impression to the early saints that christ was the
actual creator ofmans spirit today these passages are explained by invoking the doctrine ofdivine investiture of
authority see vol 1lofbrucerlofof bruceBruceR R mcconkie doctrinal new testament commentary salt lake city bookcraft
19661731966 73

evening and morning star I11 october 1832 78
Io messengeriomessenger and advocate I11 may 1835 113
devening3eveningevening and morning star 1 october 1832 77 80
31 31messengermessenger and advocate I1 april 1835 97
33 ibid 3 december 1836 424 25 the basic argument states that since all things that are material tend

toward dissolution and decay the spirit must be immaterial since it isis immortal and does not dissolve or decay
3tatT edgar lyon doctrinal development of the church during the nauvoo sojourn brighambnghambangham young

university studies 15 fall 1975 439 alexander reconstruction of mormon doctrine 333 ostler idea of
preexistencePreexistence 60606161 by at least 1840 it was public knowledge that the saints were teaching preexistencepreexistence although
it was viewed inin at least one early mormon pamphlet as being a matter of little or no consequence whether the
spirit was created at birth or at some time prior to birth benjamin winchester an examination of a lecture
delivered by the rev H perkins 1840184077 photocopy inin possession of david J whittaker original at harvard
university library

35 35millennialmillennial star 6 july 1845 26 alexander opposes the view that the term intelligence inm section 93
was understood prior to 1838 to mean the essential uncreated essence of each individual he cites the fact that
intelligence was used elsewhere to mean facts or information reconstruction of mormon doctrine 33 n 23
I1 would argue that intelligence was also understood to mean the uncreated essence of man not inin the sense
inin which it isis understood today but inin the sense of a divine light or truth that isis the lifeilfe giving and conscious
principle inin man later expressions of brigham young journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 72867 286 87 and orson pratt seer I11

september 1853 132 33 preserve this same thought as they allude to the uncreated intelligence spoken of inin
section 93 as a divine endowment giving man life and identity

millennial star 4 julymy 1843 32
messenger and advocate 3 december 1836 428

dacd&c 844584 45 88788 7 13 40 66 933693 36 in february 1834 joseph smith declared not only that gods
radiance but that god himself isis perfect intelligence history of the church 2122 12 A current tendency isis to
arbitrarilyarbitranly distinguish between intelligence that isis light and truth and intelligence that isis the light ofotruthortruthstruthottruthruth the
former being an attribute while the latter denotes the primal essence of spintsspiritssaints

benjamin F johnson to george S gibbs cited inin E dale lebaron benjamin franklin johnson
colonizer public servant and church leader masters thesis brigham young university 1967 331 italics
added

robmsowntingsrobinson writings of Parley P pratt 63 64 this work was originallyongmallymaily published with parley P pratts
book of poems and later republished by itself corrected and revised as the world turned upside down or
heaven on earth see millennial star 12 june 1841 32 3 august 184211842 80 and history of the church 4544 54

robinson writings ofparleyof parley P pratt 66 67
42 42millennialmillennial star 2 april 1842 187

the viewview that the human spirit isis essentially an extension of the holy spintspirit although inin its more
unrefined state can be found inin parley P pratts teachings as late as 1853 when he declared that portions of the
holy spirit are organized inin individual form and clothed upon with flesh and bones also that there are

vast quantities of this spirit or element not organized inm bodily form parley P pratt key to the science of
theology liverpool F D richards 1855431855 43545 pratt also taught inin 1853 that this pure and holy spirit that isis
organized into individual intelligences isis invisible to us unless we are quickened by a portion oftheodtheof the same element
journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 181 8

journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 23422 3424304243342 43 orson pratt here cites an unpublished revelation that was intended to
show that intelligent beings are all parts of god and wherever a great amount of this intelligent spirit exists
there isis a great amount or portion of god

robinson writings ofparleyof purleyparley P pratt 216
history odtheoftheof the church 44575575
buck theological dictionary 567
leonard4leonardbleonard bacon Baxbaxterstors works new haven dumedurriedurliedurile and peck 183528the1835281835 28 the materialitymatena lity ofspiritof spirit was

being advanced within the church at least as early as 1840 as evidenced inin a pamphlet written by samuel bennett
inin which he reasoned methe moment we attempt to conceiveconceive ofaofa thing we investmvestavest it with materiality and we cannot
according to ourmentalour mental constitution conceive ofimmatenalofinimaterial existence samuel bennett A few remarks bywayby way
of reply to an anonymous scribbler philadelphia brown bicking and guilbert printers 184011840 11
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4949historyhistory of the church 3273 27
ehat and cook words of ofjosephjoseph smith 9

51 ibid 33
52 ibid 60
53 ibid 68
14 history14history ortheof the church 45754 575

stan larsen the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text BYU studies 18 winter
1978 203 4 larsenslamsensLarsens amalgamated version of the king follet discourse isis particularly significant here inin that it
preserves the wording of the original firsthand accounts which read a spirit isis uncreated this has since
been altered to read the intelligence of spirits see joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet
joseph smith salt lake city deseret book co 1938 353 which isis frequently quoted as proof that the
prophet had inin mind the intelligence of spirits not spirits themselves when he spoke of spirits as being uncreated

161tit isis noteworthy that joseph fielding smith also made use of the word organize inin abraham 3223 22 to
describe the social or ecclesiastical organization of preexistent spirits inm his bookthe way to perfection under the
heading intelligences organized before the world was formed from abrahams teaching that there were many
intelligences spirits of men and that they were organized before the world was formed elder smith concludes
men were organized min some such way as we are organized here inin the kingdom of god among the spirits of

men there were superior intelligences chosen to act inin authority joseph fielding smith the way to perfection
salt lake city deseret book co 1975 27 28

ehat57ehat and cook words of ofjosephjoseph smith 9 italics added
ibid 60 italics added
history of the church 45754 575 italics added
ehat10ehat and cook words of josephofjoseph smith 207 italics added

611gliibidbid 253 italics added
larsen king follett discourse 204
ehat61ehat and cook words of josephofjoseph smith 68 joseph smith taught that inin preexistencepreexistence the spirits of all

men ware subject to oppression and the express purpose of god inin giveinggiveins it a tatabebernicleberniciemiclemicie was to arm it against the
power of darkness ibid 62

64seesee times and seasons 4 1I1 march 1843 121121135332135 332 5 15 december 1844 748 and millennial
star 4 june 1843 18 19 5 november 1844 95 even inin a direct commentary on the king follet discourse
which has sincesince become the primary basis for arguing that spirits have always existed individually as intelligences
thomas ward concluded we believe inin the eternal nature ofofspintspirit not spirits and elements and of the continued
progression of intelligence not intelligences attaining to the perfection of existence millennial star 5

november 1844 95
65 joseph lee robinson journal 21 regarding the confinement of the idea of uncreated spirits ostler

concludes from his survey of nineteenth century LDS thought on preexistencepreexistence that the viewview that man originated
when spirit matter was organized into an individual through literal spirit birth seems to have been the only viewview
consistently elucidated between 1845 1905 ostler idea of preexistencePreexistence 68

61 messengermessemger and advocate of the church ofchristof christ 15 june 18451845225225 227
president marionmanonmarlon G romney for example wrote that the truth that man isis a child of god isis the most

important knowledge available to mortals ensign 3 july 197311973 14 elder bruce R mcconkie termed this
knowledge along with the knowledge of gods existence as the greatest truth inin all eternity bar none 79761976
devotional speeches of the year provo brigham young university press 1976 393 94

the modem LDS scripture cited today as a proof text for spirit birth isis dac 762476 24 which testifies of
christs universal creative and redemptive works proclaiming that by him and through him and of him the
worlds are and were created and the inhabitants thereofarethereof are begotten sons and daughters unto god grammatically
speaking the preposition unto isis dative making god the indirect object of the birth mentioned it would require
the genitive preposition boftooftooto make god the one who isis giving birth the preposition unto isis only used elsewhere
inin scripture when associated with birth to describe the siringsuing ofaof a child by one person to be given to or for the benefit
of another for example unto us a child isis bomborn isa 969 6 his brother shall raise up seed unto his brother
matt 222422 24 if I1 will saith the lord of hosts raise up seed unto me jacob 2302 30 the implied meaning of
dac 762476 24 isis that just as the worlds were created by christ so also are the inhabitants thereof begotten unto god
by or through christ that isis the birth spoken of isis the spiritual rebirth through christ this appears to have been
the interpretation given by the prophet himself times and seasons 4 1 february 1843 82 83 and isis the
interpretation given inin an official doctrinal exposition of the first presidency and the twelve inin james E talmage
articles offaithof falthfaith salt lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1974 470 this clarification isis
also made by bruce R mcconkie in mormon doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1958 130745 and inin the
subject matter summary for dac 7618 24 contained inin the 1981 edition of the doctrine and covenants which
states that the inhabitants of many worlds are begotten sons and daughters unto god through the atonement of
jesus christ

there isis no indication that the saints viewed this passage as a reference to spintspirit birth prior to their trek
west interestingly orson pratt who inm 1852 was the first to use this passage as evidence of a spintspirit birth still
acknowledged the indirect nature of this birth stating notice this does not say that god whom we serve and
worship was actually the father himself inin his ownpersonown person ofalltheseof allaliail these sons and daughtersanddaughters oftheodtheof the different worlds
but theyre begotten sons and daughters unto god that isis begotten by those who are made like him theybegatthey begat
sons and daughters and begat them unto god to inhabit these different worlds vournaljournalvournas ofdiscoursesof discourses 1571 57
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rmesimes and seasons 661515 november 1845 1039
for recent discussions on this issue see ostler idea of preexistencePreexistence 76 nnim 26 and 27 linda wilcox

the mormonmonnon concept of a mother inin heaven sunsuntonehuntonetone 5 september october 1980 10 15 n 10
orson710rson pratt prophetic almanacforalmanac forjor 1845 new york prophets office ndn d 7 8

prophet 1 22 june 1844 4
71timestimes and seasons 661515 january 1845 783

14 ibid 57675 767
eugene england george laubs nauvoo journal BYU studies 18 winter 1978 178
76timestimes and seasons 5 1 january 1845 758

77seesee ibid 68096 809 891 92 917 18 millennial star 6644 19 21 157 58 174 75 orson pratt became
immediately fascinated with the doctrine of spirit birth publishing several articles on the subject inin issuesissues of
the prophet and the new york messenger during 1845 inin which he delveddeldeived into nearly every imaginable implication
of the idea

7878christianchristian magazine I11 april 1824 107
79j79J scott lidgett77elidgett the fatherhood ofgod inin christian truth and life edinburgh T andtand T clarkdark 1902

1 lidgett explains that this fatherhood consists of the creation of mankind as the calling into existence by god
out ofhisochisof his own life of beings at once kindred with himself and having a distinct individuality of their own but
this so far from exhausting what isis meant by fatherhood touches only the surface the calling into existence of
such beings kindred with himself yet having personal independence isis motivated by the love of god intro-
duces them into a world a home of love which environsenvirons their whole life and has as its end that fellowship of
mutual giving and receiving that most intimate communioncommunion which can only be between those who are spiritually
akin ibid 288mis288mlsnisMisthis writer further emphasizes the divine potential ofmanofman resulting from gods giving existence
to a kindred nature whose life consists inin growing up into the perfection of its source ibid 291

myer qabbalah 273
messenger andadvocateand advocate 3 august 1837 557
larsen king follett discourse 200

dacd&c11d&c 13263132 63 compare vv 19 20 30 see ehat and cook words of ofjosephjoseph smith 232232269269 7070293293
for evidence that offspring inin the world to come was understood to mean spirit offspring and not just a continuation
of physical seed

susa84susa gates young history of the young ladies mutual improvement association of the church of
jesus christ oflatterof latter day saintsfromsaints from november 1869 toro7yne7970saltlakecitydeseretnewsjune 1910 saitsalt lake city deseret news 1911251911igli 25 26
A separate incident has been cited which was related thirdhand concerning a visionvision inin which sidney rigdon and
zebedee coltrin inin company with joseph smith were shown the father and mother inin heaven see wilcox
mormon concept of a mother inin heaven 10 in actuality what zebedee coltnncoltrincolann repeatedly confirmed they saw

on this occasion was father adam and mother eve see calvin robert stephens the life and contributions of
zebedee coltrin masters thesis brigham young university august 1984 46464747

parley P pratt autobiography ofparleyof Parley P pratt salt lake city deseret book co 1972 297 98
16lebaron16lebaron benjamin franklin johnson 340
87william W phelps the spirit of god hymns of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints

salt lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1985 no 2
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only fourteen years ago karl keller called most mormon novels
to that point jack fiction 1 with that play on the familiar terinterm jack
mormon used for one whose faith and activity have lapsed and who
is loyal to mormonism only as a culture keller was claiming that
mormonscormons had produced fiction essentially irrelevant to the doctrines of
mormonism and therefore removed from the heart of the faith he
offered as a model for what genuinely religious literature could be the
work of flanneryfiannery oconnor whom he quoted as claiming 1I see from
the standpoint of christian orthodoxy this means that for me the
meaning of life is centered in our redemption by christ and what I1 see
in the world I1 see in its relation to that it surprised and disappointed
keller that his fellow mormonscormons had not been similarly engaged in
creating fictional worlds based on the unique ways mormon theology
and experience would lead them to see the world

keller was right to that point nearly all mormon fiction was jack
fiction the first main outpouring the home literature of the 1880s
and 1890s which continues today in the popular mormon romances
published by official and semiofficial presses and magazines was
consciously intended to strengthen young mormonscormons and convert others

eugene england is a professor of english at brigham young university
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but in blatantly serving religion such writing has not been good
literature and in trying so hard to be more mormon it has become less
so often narrowing or even subverting the complexity freedom and
generosity of mormon thought and life in its preachy didacticism on the
other hand the outpouring ofnationally published and honored fiction of
the 1930s and 1940s was too often provincially antiprovincialprovincialanti regional
in focus and nostalgic for the heroic mormon past but ignorant of or
hostile toward the richest dimensions of mormon theology and contem-
porary life 2

when keller wrote in 1974 he knew that a very few examples of
something new like the first buds of spring had begun to appear such
as douglas thayersthadersThayers stories the redtailred tail hawk and under the
cottonwoodsCottonwoods 3 these were powerfully expressive of central mormon
ideas and concerns but not marred as literature by being written to
promote either religion or antireligion soon after kellers essay in the
late seventies and early eighties there developed a lovely blooming of
serious religious mormon fiction very little of it jack fiction written
by douglas thayer donald marshall eileen kump levi peterson and
others karl keller died in 1986 just before he could have seen the
marvelous outpouring in the span ofjust six months of three excellent
mormon novels that move well beyond jack fiction

the first of these published in late 1986 was levi petersons
the backslider it is the funniest mormon novel so far possibly the best
and worthy to be compared not only with flannery oconnor but with
some of the better recent american fiction such as the work of joyce
carol oates and reynolds price the questions it raises and the
answers it dramatizes make it the very antithesis of jack fiction it
explores the effects on two people a mormon and a lutheran of various
notions about what god is like what he expects of us and how he helps
us certainly among the most fundamental religious questions

petersons protagonist frank windham is a twenty year old
cowboy from panguitch utah imbued with the usual mormon
village virtues of fundamental decency and honesty self sacrificing
neighborliness and a certain bent for hell raising unfortunately he
is also indoctrinated in the usual and some unusual pemitionspernitionsperditions my
own word of popular mormon theology he believes in god but
he wishes he didnt and knows he therefore is in big trouble god
is absolute inscrutable exasperatingly contradictory yet unrelenting
in vengeful pursuit of sinners especially frank whose abiding image
of divinity is a giant eye looking down a gunbarrelgunbarrel at him ready to
fire he imagines god treating people the way frank treats his
boney gristle teated mean spirited milk cow having decided that
splintering a milk stool on a cows back was an important part of
animal husbandry frank realized it fit in well with the way god treated
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human beings he broke up furniture on their heads so to speak but it
was for the good purpose of making christians of them 195 such a
concept of god of course defeats any natural optimism frank believes
that everybody has misery in this world thats what this world is for
205

one misery seems especially revealing of gods nature and his
intentions for frank his brother jeremy is affected even more than
frank by their mothers various fixations and fanaticisms especially
concerning sexual purity and gods determination to assign and reveal
particular punishments to people jeremy makes the mistake of going
north to BYU where his theological confusion is compounded by
religion professors and provo herbal medicine practitioners whom
peterson creates in hilarious detail but the result is not funny jeremy has
a mental breakdown is picked up by frank and taken despite his
occasional incoherence on the fall deer hunt where after killing his first
deer and gutting it he proceeds to cut off his own genitals and nearly
bleed to death frank in an heroic effort carries jeremy up over a steep
ridge and saves his life sees him through treatment at the state mental
hospital where jeremy develops a new identity as alice and then
brings him home to wonderfully gentle tolerant care from family and
neighbors

petersons gifts include not only the skill to create the physical and
psychological reality of all this but to do so with both exacting attention
to the nuances of rural mormonmonnon speech and clear sympathy with all his
characters for instance when jeremy first goes back to priesthood
meeting and is introduced by frank with his new name and some
deacons snicker the gruff pragmatic bishop who is shepherding frank
through his repentance from backslidingbacksliding announces

theres nothing in scripture that says a man cant be called by the name he
wants to be called by come judgment day were going to see sister alice
standing on the right hand of the savior the lord has put him among us for
a special reason and we better not let the lord down brethren keep an eye
on your kids and if you see them making fun of sister alice larrup the
daylights out of them 244

this is the benign side of the mormonmonnon ethos a strong sense of
communal responsibility to suffer together and ease each other along
with an emphasis on a god of justice who requires even metes out
fit suffering for sin the bad side of such a gospel of works is explored
from franks perspective as he becomes increasingly obsessed with
gods intent to punish him for his hell raising for succumbing to
various temptations of the flesh such as good hard work good food and
even the sexual pleasures he enjoys with his wife marianne in scenes
of breathtaking humor combined with terrible sadness peterson shows
us the perversions that such a mixed up theology can produce frank
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toting up his good deeds against his sins such as making love to his wife
other than the mutually agreed once on friday night or enjoying his work
so much that he suddenly realizes he hadnt thought about god and
spiritual things for three or four hours frank then adding up his credits
reading from the scriptures every evening except friday and finally

making up for the extra sins over credits by lashing himself with a leather
strap in one of the most horribly funny passages ive ever read frank
and marianne try to live in their marriage as the kind of christians that
frank said god loved this discipline includes not salting their beans
lest they tempt them toward carnality by tasting too good and together
fixing frank up with a contraption to control his wandering hands and
induce proper chastity the scene ends with frank losing control making
passionate love with his wife and then punishing himself for being a
carnal sinner by mutilating his hand with a vegetable grater

later in his growing despair as he begins to interpret jeremysjeremasJeremys
earlier puritanism as saintliness frank even decides that jeremy could
only have been wasted by god as a warning to frank finally in the
very process of aiding in a miraculous easter morning birth by giving a
prophetic priesthood blessing and while preparing to baptize marianne
who has converted to monmormonismnonismeonism in part from unconditional love of
him he begins to seriously consider practicing the old mormonmonnon perver-
sion of blood atonement on himself he thinks of imitating jeremy but
when no one is near as he was for jeremy to save his life

by this time most readers might agree with the long suffering
marianne when she says all the mormonscormons I1 know have gone crazy
but iannesmariannesmariagnesMar wonderful religious sanity is formed partly through her
becoming a mormon at first she has both the qualities and the weak-
nesses produced by a pure lutheran theology of grace she is vital and
hearty and generous and at peace but of somewhat easy virtue when she
and frank first fall into sexual sin his problem is that he is obsessed to
despair with sexual initiation and evil her problem is that she is not
serious enough about the dangers the reality of sin she is afflicted with
that perversion of protestant thought that the theologians call cheap
grace she has a moving but sentimental and limited understanding of
christ and the atonement

I1 daydream about a cowboy jesus coming through the trees on a horse
he is riding a double rigged saddle and hes got a lariat hes got on

chaps and spurs and a blue denim jacket and a ten gallon hat but when he
gets up close I1 see he really is jesus he has a beard and he looks like there
isnt anybody in the whole world he cant love he says I1 found you you
were lost but I1 found you 27

iannesmariannesmariagnesMar somewhat shallow sense of who god is and how he helps us
deepens steadily through the book as she gets pregnant and deals with her
troubles alone for a while then when frank recognizes he has been
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trapped by god she agrees to marry him just long enough to legitimize
their child finally as they fall genuinely in love she even agrees to try
out franks strange notions of what good mormonscormons must do we
wouldnt have sex except to make babies we wouldnt eat fancy food
just plain stuff to keep us going we wouldnt keep a fancy car its
a vanity we wouldnt ride and hunt and fish for fun we wouldnt laugh
out loud 298

iannesmariannesmariagnesMar own growing spiritual maturity helps her recognize
what is happening to frank after hearing a sunday school lesson on the
atonement she comments 1I wasnt sure mormonscormons believed in the
atonement at all and when assured that frank has a great testimony of
it she continues you cant tell it by the way he acts he doesnt act very
atoned 288 even though she is willing because of her own love for
frank to try to act as unloving ofgods world and gifts as he is she prays
sweet jesus please dont be like frank thinks you are she constantly

assures frank in his despair jesus loves you and bears her testimony
to him no matter what you say frankprank jesus is kind I1 cant believe in
no other jesus As she sees what final direction frank is taking she
pleads why cant you believe his blood was enough why do you have
to shed yours too and prays alone sweet jesus help us before its too
late jesus answers her prayer and appears to frank in the form her faith
has prepared him to see his face as kind as an august dawn jesus
listens to franks troubles and gives him some straight talk in franks
own language that marianne is one hell of a good woman why dont
you just settle down and enjoy her like a husband would who has some
good sense and work on that crap about hating god see if you can
get over it 35556355 56

that vision is one of the most lovely and believable epiphaniesepiphanios I1
have encountered in modem fiction it is the capstone to an extraordinary
achievement not only in thematic content that is seriously theological
but in form that is meticulously crafted to give permanent being to that
content the narrator is a combination of a more mature frank and the
more rural side of levi peterson himself populating this imagined
mormonmonnon world with richly textured beings and a pungent vernacular
the marvelous range of that vernacular also includes the humble poetry
of good things seen straight on here is frank touched by iannesmariannesmariagnesMar
tender voice on the phone asking after him just as he is approaching the
depth of his despair before his vision

her voice made him remember how much he loved the world the
highway and truck the river glinting in the sun the clouds climbing into
the blue sky the sage brush plains the high timbered mountains the
pastures full of horses and cattle the furrowed fields the little towns
the people eating talking loving all these numbed him with sweet grief
343
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and this is marianne being greeted by her new fellow saints in the relief
society room after her baptism her hair still damp her cheeks radiant
she took the hand of each person those waiting their turn stood with

curious reverent faces as if she was fresh from heaven and a blessing to
touch and to talk to 357

peterson has presented himself both in person and in most of his
fiction before this novel as something of a mormon backslider the
quality of theological insight moral clarity and achieved conviction
here suggest to me that whatever he may claim he has backslidbackslidebackslid a bit from
that backslidingbacksliding

in mormon theology christs atonement is the means by which
god gives us the power to accept ourselves and overcome sin and thus
be saved from this worlds greatest problem to continue to progress in
the image of god the father and mother mormonscormons believe they must
build an eternal marriage thus relationship particularly in the family
is central to mormon thinking about what is best in this life and eternal
life what in fact makes up our own as well as gods work and glory but
our theology more than any other I1 know also posits radical individu-
ality we each have necessary unconditioned unrelated being we have
always existed and will always exist autonomously As the mormon
amateur theologian B F cummings writes the self is insubordinate
wandering imperially aloof solitary lonely withdrawn unvisited
impenetrable it cannot escape from existence nor can it escape from
the awareness of its existence nor from the inevitable sense of solitude
that is bom from being an eternally identical one 4 and yet as
cummings also notes for mormonscormons nothing that the individual can do
is of avail without affiliations through all eternity he remains an
individual but through eternity he will remain a social individual 5 this
is certainly one of the oppositions that lehi declared all progress even
existence itself depends upon see 2 ne 21113211 13 it is this opposition
the central paradox of life in a mormon society that linda sillitoe
explores with persuasive skill in sideways to the sun

sillitoe goes beyond jack fiction because though more indirectly
than peterson she also grapples seriously and helpfully with
central issues of mormon theology without in the main using
her fiction for ideological purposes hers is the first good mormon
novel about immediately contemporary mormon life and it brings
us into that world with dramatic force megan stevens a typical
mormon mother of four married to a typical faithful mormonmonnon elder
and living in a typical mormon suburban neighborhood in bountiful
utah suddenly finds herself in the atypical but increasingly common
condition of single parenthood her husband simply disappears and the
novel is her pilgrimage to discovery and creation of self apart from the
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relationship that had defined and enclosed her for half her thirty five
years

first she must break the enclosure built by thoughtless mormon
families are forever theology this comfortable but often superficial

and imprisoning world is imaged by sillitoe in the voice of megans
newfound divorced friend as a golden circle of married women the
perfect ones 39 in the ward with even more satiric bite sillitoe

pictures the same group of women in a pool swimming in a circle like
fish in an aquarium talking only about their husbands

megan who had once even misread her streets name stony
brook as storybook gradually then forcefully breaks out of this
dreamworld and sillitoe creates in convincing complexity the pain and
beauty of such a discovery of self the mormon women I1 know once
they start reading cannot stop until they finish they are so engrossed
with the power of this first fiction about a process so relevant to their own
lives for a time megan tries to fall back upon the inauthentic structures
ofpopular mormon theology and mythos symbolized most daringly and
yet effectively by sillitoe in the sacred temple undergarments early in
her growing sense of loss as she folds her husbands garments these
symbols of him and his priesthood absorb her tears without a trace and
the warmth of her own garments comforts her as though she were
sleeping in his embrace but she discovers increasing evidence that her
husband has not been hurt or victimized but has simply abandoned her
she also discovers that other mormon women who are just like me
really right down to the garment lines we can all see under our clothes
134 not only fail to understand her increasingly desperate needs but

regard her as if she is ruined not a widow not a divorcee no right
to grief or anger or comfort she was nothing nowhere 28 in a
movingly believable and yet terrifying passage sillitoe takes us down
with megan into that nothingness a black hole she feels growing in her
that will devour the remains of her world she has a miscarriage in
which her body seeming to want to be hollow actually absorbs the fetus
and soon after she collapses inward

on tuesday morning she reached the bottom of the well a place soft
plush and utterly empty like black snow there she found a clarity she
hadnt discovered on her way down even with her eyes closed blankets
clutched around her face and sunk into herself as far as she could go megan
felt herself within an opening

do you want to die she heard herself ask respectfully she waited
as the question reverberated gently the darkness caressed her face like a
loving hand it soothed her nostrils her lungs stroked her flesh as ifshe were
infinitely precious

from this safe nucleus megan could see herself clearly so inade-
quate so sad

thinking this she seemed to be both at the top of the well looking in
and at the bottom peacefully considering her fate
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then an answer began forming deep in her solar plexus hard and
unmistakable no I1 want to live she considered this she almost smiled
when she understood that her reason was curiosity she wanted to see how
everything turned out drawing a deep breath she gave the rope a tug so that
megan at the top would start to pull her out 86 87

this is one of the best creations of a sense of being reduced to
fundamental identity I1 have seen anywhere but it is particularly appro-
priate to serious fiction about mormonmonnon experience where the poles of
identity and relationship are in constant tension megan soon finds how
true this is when as part of her gradual development of a new self she
takes an evening class in the sociology of the family to renew her teaching
certificate she feels a pang of fear and sorrow as she leaves her children
to go to class and sees them taking on new responsibilities but then she
senses the pang is more like the ache under a birds wings a bird on the
far end of a branch sensing the first inkling of flight 112 in the class
she leamslearns how much more poverty there is in female headed households
and how little her college degree counts in economic terms compared to
being or having a man the teacher asks why arent women more
independent but the other women all married want instead to talk
about partnership when megan advocating more independence tells
her own story they respond with embarrassment and condescension that
enrages her

the symbol of complete casting off of her old delusory sense of
identity based only in relationship as daughter sister wife mother
is her pained but decisive removal of her garments which had clearly
become identified with the male dominated marriage and culture that
had failed her sillitoe is careful to show that this is not merely an
angry lashing out at the church and the gospel but a radical rejection
in the spirit of section 121 in the doctrine and covenants of priesthood
as authority and power rather than long suffering love this is drama-
tized along with megans hard won new powers of self direction when
she confronts and routs a polygamist seminary teacher who has
attempted to seduce her daughter into his cult with claims of priesthood
power

sillitoesSilli toes ground breaking creation of the struggle for identity by a
contemporary mormon woman sometimes leads her to extremes that
make me uneasy all the major women figures in the novel are essentially
innocent the men weak if not wicked and the marriages fail essentially
because of mens failures this failure of generosity or imagination on
the authors part ends up damaging her heroine when megan finally
through a quite improbable set of coincidences finds her husband and
also a perfect opportunity for revenge she does not hesitate to take it
acting with the full decisiveness and ingenuity of her new identity
thoughts marched through her mind orderly and logical as if she had
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planned this random event for months vengeance is mine she thought
221 but of course only the lord as he reminds us constantly can

rightfully say that and megans surrender to the sin of revenge though
very human tends to flaw the remainder of the novel

but this flaw is small compared to the achievement which is
like petersons an achievement of formfonn as well as content sillitoe
experiments with a roving third person narrator who moves chapter by
chapter into the consciousness of a different one of the main characters
and then back to others returning most often to megan this gives some
delightful and challenging perspectives from inside the minds of
children and teenagers men and women and it allows for an unusual and
appropriate mix ofofjudgmentjudgment and sympathy from the reader the writing
though given to occasional repetitions of arresting phrases almost like
intentional cliches is consistently alive with the play of deeply felt
metaphors such as the final image megan herselfarticulates ofher home
full of marks and prints from people mainly her own like a potters
hands on clay 255 this develops an earlier image of herself as a
66newnew wet pot 168 so we see her finally and she sees herself as
both shaper and shaped even if her touch was forgotten it became
imprinted everyones did now distracted now intent they all went on
shaping by sun and dusk what never seemed quite ready for the kiln
255 this complex image unites perfectly with sillitoesSillitoes central theme

the achievement of wholeness through the proper tension of integrity and
relationship of shaping and being shaped

orson scott cards seventh son tells about another kind of shaper
literally a maker claimed to be the first one bom since the one who
changed water into wine he lives in early nineteenth century america
has the same name as his father is a good wrestler and early in life has
a vision of a man in white his garment open at the breast who appears
three times and teaches him things crucial to his salvation and the
salvation of all others the boy has a special relationship to american
indians and sense of their destiny he suffers from an infected bone in his
leg but refuses strong drink when it is operated on without anesthesia
saying he can bear it if his father holds him

sound familiar well it is very familiar if you are a mormon or
have read a biography of joseph smith but seventh son is not a
biographical novel about joseph smith but rather a fantasy the tale of
a folk magician growing up using his knacks gifts based on hidden
powers drawing a perfect hex on his house to ward off danger splitting
stone by feeling its hidden structure healing the spiritually ill and seeing
into the future barely surviving constant threats to his life from dark
watery forces because protected by divine ones including a young
torch who can see his heartfireheartfire and a taleswapperTaleswapper who senses that
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his story is the most important one on earth thats enough to make any
twentieth century rational mormon uneasy especially after the
hofmann forgeries and murders and the rearing of a salamandersamanderssalamanderisal head
into our comfortable world of rational theology and modem science
mormonscormons should be uneasy not because this book undermines joseph
smiths status as a divinely called prophet in fact I1 suspect the five
projected sequels to this novel will create for us a very believable and
challenging prophet but because it raises the most fundamental
questions about what a prophet really is in fact what divine power itself
is and how and why it intersects with our mundane world

non mormonscormons should be uneasy as well not because this is
monmormonmonnonnon propaganda in disguise but because it raises the most
fundamental questions about fantasy itself and injects profoundly
religious questions and implied answers from a mormon christian
bent into a genre not generally taken seriously except by its devotees
the book is not written in service of religion but it is religious in the most
important way it challenges its serious readers to be religious it is the
only fantasy novel I1 know of that is profoundly antifantasyantifantasy and perhaps
only a mormon can see that despite the unusual folk vocabulary and the
strange doings we have learned to deprecate with the word magic the
world the author creates is for him the only real world a world where
spiritual powers form a seamless whole with everything else

so far readers dont seem to be uneasy with this book its first five
chapters were published in isaac asimovsalimovsAsimovs science fiction magazine in
1986 under the title hatrack river and won the world fantasy award
for best novella it was featured in a half page ad in the new york times
book review is selling extremely well and gets rave reviews from the
eastern press and also mormon readers I1 wonder whether people are
reading closely enough because this is no mere popular fantasy
novel nor is it jack fiction written to serve comfortable mormon
ideology it is subtly written the narrator like petersons using a
vernacular akin to but somewhat more flexible and knowing than that
of the main characters in effect he is one who speaks from their
community but with more insight and authority we trust the narrator and
thus his story and his people but we also standjuststand just a little apart from them
with him

the book is dense with well researched believable and I1 think
believed folklore and folk magic and a great variety of folk magicians
with all this card makes a more sophisticated contribution to mormon
thought than most of the commentators who were stimulated by
hofmann to reexamine mormonismsmonnonismsMormonisms beginnings using the powers
of good fiction card shows from within what a magical worldviewworldview
looked like and thus how complex believable and actually like our
own mormon religious worldviewworldview it really is despite our allegiance to
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post enlightenment rationalism which I1 believe is one of the creeds that
christ told joseph smith was an abomination in his sight

for the present let me merely call attention to two major theo-
logical contributions card makes in seventh son the shining man
who appears three times to young alvin miller jr cuts his own palm
with a knife and as the blood drips gives alvin a vision of a lie and cruelty
he had just committed with his special powers in order to get even with
his sisters he promises during the second visitation never to use his
powers for himself again and in the third he leamslearns that his real knack and
lifelong mission is not simply cutting stone and fixing things but to
make all things whole beginning with the drunken one eyed indian

who suddenly appears in his room he reaches out in compassion and
heals the indian of something more than drunkenness or blindness the
indian drops out the window and we next learn of him organizing a
peaceful sober nation of indians nearby the second volume in the
series the red prophet new york TOR 1988 using much imagery
from the book of mormonmonnon develops the story of this pacifist seer in
all this we have the beginning of a profound struggle by card with
something he already dealt with brilliantly in his prizewinning science
fiction novel speakerorspeakerforSpeakSpeakererorfornor the dead how is one moved by christ to
exercizeexorcizeexercize christlikechrist like ethics and powers and the question is particularyparticulars
challenging as well as gratifying to mormonscormons because as peterson
dramatizes in the backslider we have great resources for answering that
question theoretically but havent done so very well in popular theology
and living

particularly challenging for serious readers is cards stunning
evocation of what it is young alvin the maker has come into being to
oppose and what power he has to oppose it with he has a recurring
nightmare it came on him waking or sleeping and spiked his heart
to his spine till he like to died the world filling up with an invisible
trembling nothing that seeped into everything and shook it apart alvin
could see it rolling toward him like a huge ball growing all the time
124

taleswapperTaleswapper a marvelous creation by card of a romantic poet
seer modeled on william blake helps alvin to name and thus better
identify this nothing and to understand why when its presence intrudes
on his mind he couldnt stop fidgeting until hed done some weaving or
built a haystack or done up a doll out of corn shucks 127 it is the
unmaker an evil more fundamental and dangerous than the devil who
cant afford to break everything down or hed cease to be the
unmaker is radical cosmic entropy the tendency of all being toward
nothingness something martin heidegger spent a brilliant career
helping us to leamlearn how to oppose by increasing being especially
through language alvin learnsleams this and more because his creator has
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read lehisgehis great discourse on ultimate being in the book of mormon
2 ne 2

alvin knew all kinds of opposites in the world good and evil light and dark
free and slave love and hate but deeper than all those opposites was making
and unmakingmakingfunmakingun so deep that hardly anybody noticed that it was the most
important opposite of all but he noticed and so that made the unmaker his
enemy 129

alvinsalbins creator orson scott card believes there are more weapons
to fight nonbeing with even than brilliant philosophers and poets that
powers beyond man are engaged in the fight beings who come to earth
themselves to help as well as sending humans with special gifts As
alvin tells taleswapperTaleswapper

the shining man showed me what my knack was for and now I1 see its
the same thing youre talking about I1 saw a stone that I1 pulled out of a
mountain and it was round as a ball and when I1 looked close I1 saw it was
the whole world with forests and animals and oceans and fish and all on it
thats what my knack is for totrycotryto try to put things in order 130

so within the space of just six months we have seen published a
mormon novel that creates the reality of salvation from sin by
neither grace nor works but by a change of being that transcends both
those categories and is motivated by a marvelous utterly real vision of
christ another novel that engages us fully in a modem mormon
womanscomans struggle to find authentic identity and forge new more
authentic relationships when her old identity and relationships are
destroyed by a false priesthood bearing husband and some confining
dominating notions of priesthood perpetuated in mormon culture and
finally a fantasy novel that raises the most troubling questions about
the supposedly sharp borderline between magic and religion between
magicians and prophets and the most sobering questions about the
continual encroachment of nonbeing upon being the unmaker on all
makers

this is not jack fiction it is fiction that is formally experimental
and powerful lovely in its skill but it is more it begins to fulfill a hope
karl keller expressed in an essay written even earlier than his lament
about jack fiction

A great work of mormon literature will be like all great works of literature
it will be one that makes me wrestle with my beliefs and which stimulates
me by the example of the authors own effort to recreatere create my own life on
surer grounds of belief it will be one that doesnt program life for me but
leaves me free from constricting assumptions to wrestle rebuild and search
for meaning 6

keller recognized that there were a few pieces that did this but that the
list was small and he predicted
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perhaps when we realize that literature cannot be written or read in the
service of religion but that like religion it is an exercise in otherness an
exercise in faith an exercise in renewing our grounds of belief then we will
have an important body of mormon literature 7

1I wish he had lived to see his prophecy fulfilled in these novels
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MARTIN B HICKMAN david matthew kennedy banker statesman
churchman volume I11 in monograph series of the david M kennedy
center for international studies salt lake city and provo deseret
book co and david M kennedy center for international studies 1987
xi 403 ppap photographs map notes index 159515.951595

reviewed by thomas G alexander professor ofhistory and director of the charles redd
center for western studies at brigham young university

A future historian of twentieth century mormonism may well
conclude that the agent of the most significant change in the post world
war 11II period was former chicago banker and US secretary of the
treasury david M kennedy rather than one of the church presidents
more than any other leader kennedy showed that through quiet and
patient diplomacy at the highest governmental levels the church could
gain access to nations throughout the world including such diverse
governments as soviet bloc poland and those with strong state religious
traditions such as greece and portugal

in retrospect david kennedyskennedyaKennedys origins seem quite improbable for
an international banker and treasury secretary A native of the small
northeastern utah farming town of randolph kennedy grew up there
and in riverdaleverdalerivendaleRi and ogden he attended weber college for a time
married and served as a missionary in great britain before he and his
wife lenora bingham kennedy moved to washington DC it was that
move and the events following it that led kennedy on the path that
would place him in the highest ranks of power and prestige in the united
states and the world he worked for the federal reserve board while
completing a law degree at george washington and later a graduate
degree in banking at rutgers at the federal reserve he became closely
associated with a number of influential figures including marriner eccles
and the group that revolutionized the regulation of the american banking
system in 1946 he moved to chicago to accept a position at continental
illinois bank where he eventually became president and chairman of the
board he remained there until he accepted the treasury post in the first
nixon administration in 1969 subsequently serving as ambassador at
large and ambassador to NATO before his retirement in 1973

such a career might well have seemed enough for one lifetime but
after his retirement kennedy was called by presidents spencer W
kimball and nathan eldon tanner to serve as ambassador at large for the
LDS church kennedy had remained active in the church during his
governmental and banking careers serving as a bishop and as a counselor
in a stake presidency in his various religious and secular positions he
developed close relationships with a number of prominent latter day
saints as well as non mormon financial and political leaders throughout
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the world As LDS ambassador at large he had direct contact with
president kimball and this enabled him to override others within the
churchschurche hierarchy bureaucracy and informal political networks who
tried to control or direct his activities his outside connections and
patient diplomacy facilitated the development of favorable relations for
the church in east asia and he obtained church recognition in such
european countries as poland greece and portugal

in trying to fathom the reasons for kennedyakennedysKennedys success hickman
does not fall into the conventional trap of assigning all of the credit to the
mans mormonism recognizing that the core of his personal qualities
emerged from his childhood and youth in randolph and Riverdale
315 hickman nevertheless understands that at certain crucial points

kennedy made choices that others of his background might not have
risked his decisions to move to washington to remain at the federal
reserve board and to obtain degrees at george washington and rutgers
were all crucial in addition as hickman portrays him kennedy under-
stood when to break with traditional mormon attitudes when george
romney suggested for instance that the two of them agree never to work
on sunday kennedy recognized from his previous government and
banking careers that that would not always be practical unlike some
mormonscormonsMormons kennedy eschewed the temptation to clannishness and to
promote his fellow saints in preference to others nor did he flaunt his
religious convictions in public observing the churchschurche teachings against
the use of alcohol for instance without making those around him
uncomfortable moreover he recognized that the ultraconservative
views of some church members such as ernest L wilkinson were often
a hindrance in dealing with well connected people outside the mormon
community

in general hickman does not try to hide kennedyskennedyaKennedys problems
he deals quite openly with the secretaryssecretarys disagreement with wright
patman over banking practice with his friendship with the italian scam
artist michele sindona with the setback kennedy experienced in intro-
ducing bankcardsbankcards at continental illinois and in the opposition of
J reuben clarkdarkmark to the use of stone on the surface of a new chapel in
illinois he also gives full consideration to kennedyskennedyaKennedys conflicts with the
state department and his inability to deal effectively with the press

in some cases however hickman seems too circumspect or
defensive in writing about some of kennedyskennedyaKennedys difficulties hickman
discusses a disagreement with a washington stake president over the
naming of a counselor for instance without naming the president he
presents the positive evidence of kennedyskennedyaKennedys openness toward blacks in
the text but relegates the negative evidence to a note and he fails to
identify the source of the opposition to kennedyskennedyaKennedys proposal to bring an
east european poet to BYU in considering kennedyakennedysKennedvedys poor relations
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with the press while treasury secretary hickman is very defensive
328 29 apparently failing to recognize that any person who accepts a

public office assumes the burdens of that office one of those burdens
includes the necessity of dealing with the public through the press that
kennedyskennedyaKennedys first goal was not to remain in office is irrelevant kennedy
had to govern effectively which he could not do if he could not explain
himself and his policies effectively

this issue relates to an interpretive question that hickman could
have addressed and that might have led us to understand kennedy better
what are we to make of the apparent inconsistency between kennedyskennedyaKennedys
masterful effectiveness in relations with world leaders and other
businessmen and his apparent inability to deal effectively with the press
and with some members of congress in the first instance kennedy
developed what he called the kabuki style of diplomacy which was a
means of dealing indirectly with issues in a way that left an opponent an
avenue to save face by using this technique in diplomatic negotiations
kennedy allowed his opponents the freedom not to commit to anything
in advance of the completion of negotiations instead of adapting that
style to his relations with the press and congress kennedy insisted that
he would not fudge 329 on the surface it is difficult to see the
difference between the substance of fudging on controversial issues and
the kabuki style of diplomacy why for instance did kennedy go to
such great lengths to develop personal relationships in negotiations with
opponents on the world and business scene and eschew such efforts with
opponents in congress and with representatives of the press why was he
able to find a way to allow one group to save face and not the other
hickman does not tell us

these are however minor problems in general the context within
which the events took place is briefly but sufficiently drawn and we
understand how kennedy fit into the times in which he lived on the
whole this is an excellent biography worthy of the attention of any
serious scholar or interested layman concerned with the history of
twentieth century american business government and religion
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JAN SHIPPS mormonism the story of a new religious tradition
chicago university of illinois press 1985 211 ppap 149514.951495

reviewed by M gerald bradford adjunct lecturer in social sciences and executive
associate of the western center of the american academy of arts and sciences at the
university of california irvine

the clue to what jan shippssshipposShipp ss book is about is contained in her
subtitle the story ovaofaofa new religious tradition what shipps has written
is not a history of mormonism in any conventional sense but rather an
imaginative book length essay particularly of the early history of the
movement wherein she advances the following thesis monmormonismnonismeonism
ought not to be dismissed as little more than an elaborate idiosyncratic
strain of the nineteenth century search for primitive christianity 68
nor should it be perceived as a peculiar protestant denomination rather
mormonism ought to be compared to early christianity in that it is to
traditional christianity what primitive christianity was to the judaism of
the era that is a movement that started as an effort to restore an old faith
and ended up becoming a new religious tradition to substantiate this
view shipps employs her own version of what could best be called a
comparative history of religions approach and evidences the kind of
insight that can be gained when a subject is studied if not on its own
terms then in relatively nonreductionisticreductionisticnon terms in this case that means
studying mormonism as what it obviously is a religion

in the first part of the book in the chapter entitled prologue
the author presents a rather straightforward account of the beginnings of
the mormon tradition in the early part of the nineteenth century with a
focus on the indispensable role played by the prophet joseph smith this
is followed by a chapter on the book of mormon entitled in the
beginning here shipps introduces the technical interpretive
categories of myth and sacred time those who early on accepted the
book of mormon as a hebraic record and also a second witness for jesus
christ participated according to shipps in the formation of a new myth
the coming forth of this book its confirmation of joseph smiths
prophetic calling and the collective experiences of the early members of
the church combined to fonnform a new mythos and a new sense of time the
new dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times 52525959 it is unfortunate that

the author did not pay more attention in this chaper to the literary and
ritual motifs found in the narrative of the book of mormon since these
would seem to support further her main thesis

in the chapter entitled history as text shipps argues that to
understand properly the early mormonscormons as they understood themselves
it is necessary to account for how they lived their newly formed myth
what we discover she says is that mormonscormons reiterated reinterpreted
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and recapitulated in actual events significant events in israels past and
in the history of early christianity the various and complex ways in
which they did this and in certain respects continue to do it today
account for why this new religion survived and became a new
tradition for shipps the key to understanding her lies in recognizing
that the book of mormon with its narrative ending in the fifth century
of the common era effected a break in the very fabric of history for the
mormonscormonsMormons consequently the first mormonscormons were then suspended
between an unusable past the whole institutional history of christianity
from the fifth to the nineteenth century and an uncertain future and of
necessity returned as it were to a primordial state then as their future
unfolded they experientially lived the sacred events of this new age
reestablishing the covenant gathering the lords elect separating

israel from the gentiles organizing the church preaching the gospel
and building up the kingdom in other words they moved out of the

primordial present into the future by replicating the past thus this
activity allowed the saints to recover their own past which despite
its similarity to words and acts places and events in the biblical stories
of israels history and the history of christianity was neither
christian nor jew 52 53

on the basis of these mythic insights shipps devotes the balance
of the book to an interpretation of formative stages in the history of the
tradition from its beginnings in 1830 to the turn of the century in the
chapters reformation and restoration and getting the story
straight shipps argues that what began in new york as a restoration
movement bent on restoring primitive christianity became in the early
1830s in kirtland ohio a radical restorationist movement 67 87
blending aspects of ancient israels united kingdom with select christian
elements the recapitulation of the age of the patriarchs continued in the
early 1840s in the establishment of the city state of nauvoo in illinois
the crisis of 1844 precipitated by the killing of joseph smith resulted in
a divided kingdom those saints who remained in illinois and points east
returned to the earlier reformation model those who in 1846 and 1847
made the exodus to utah worked more than ever to build the kingdom of
god institutionalized in communitarian experiments plural marriage
and a unified political order

finally in the concluding chapters of the book entitled in and
out of time and interestingly enough the millennial vision
transformed shipps sees this distinctive recapitulation of hebrew
and christian myths coming to an end in the 1880s and 1890s when
under federal pressure the utah saints were forced to abandon the
chief characteristics of their united kingdom at this point with zion
forced to come to terms with babylon the mormon past was filled up
complete 63 the saints in other words moved from sacred into
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ordinary time a move that on this reading was predictable and even
necessary if the movement was to continue on its way toward becoming
a new religious tradition the past for todays mormonscormonsMormons is not recapitu-
lated in actual events but rather is ritually recreated especially in their
temple worship and of course it follows according to shippssshipposShippss
interpretation that mormonscormons no longer live in terms of an imminent
literal millennium but in a time marked by at best the hope of a more
elusive metaphorical millennium

this is an important book if not as one excited reviewer put it the
most brilliant book ever written on mormonism from the dust jacket
blurb in many respects it is a first of its kind it is virtually free of
sectarian rhetoric its importance lies in illustrating the kind of scholarly
understanding that can be achieved when something like the phenom-
enologicalen approach that shipps uses is turned toward this kind of
subject still such approaches have their limitations not the least of
which are the naturalistic biases common to most such endeavors which
markedly come to the fore in dealing with religious matters so for
example it is not surprising to find shipps concluding that
mormonismsMormonisms transition from cultic movement to religious tradition

follows the pattern by which other traditions made the transition 65
and for her to stress as she repeatedly does that the early mormonscormonsMormons in
living their myth were not conscious of what they were doing meaning
presumably that they did not know what they were really doing while
mormonscormons today are conscious of the fact that they can only ritually repeat
the past with all the ominous implications for their future that this
implies

one of the tests of studies such as this ought to be given the limited
level of understanding that can be achieved in such efforts whether or
not the subjects under investigation recognize themselves and their
traditions in the resulting portraits I1 suspect that many mormonscormons who
read this book may well acknowledge that shipps has seen things about
their past others may have missed but they will still find the developed
picture of themselves somewhat out of focus
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GARY B PETERSON and LOWELL C BENNION sanpete scenes
A guide to utahs heart eureka utah basinplateauBasin Plateau press 1987
144 ppap 149514.951495

reviewed by edward A geary editor of BYU studies

the cover photographs alone are almost worth the price of
sanpete scenes they are extraordinarily beautiful and at the same time
represent symbolic images that effectively set the tone for the entire
volume on the front cover is an autumn scene in spring city the gem
of gems among mormon villages the foreground is composed of
richly colored maple leaves above a shaggy carpet of roadside grass and
weeds through the leaves the weathered boards of a barnyard gate are
visible and beyond that the rooflinerooflikeroofline of a pioneer adobe house and
farther still the graceful steeple of the spring city LDS chapel
silhouetted against the sky it is a remarkable composition that
captures the essence of the mormon village its oasis quality the
beautiful and durable yet constantly endangered historic houses and
public buildings and the rich accumulation of clutter that tells of
lives lived and things valued the back cover offers a montage of repre-
sentativesenta tive scenes a sensitive shot of the manti temple perhaps the
most beautiful and surely the most strikingly situated building in utah
the winding road up maple canyon and the sun rising over the ridges of
the wasatch plateau on a herd of sheep with sheepherder these
photographs make a fitting introduction to a book that exemplifies as
the authors put it in the preface the art of reading landscapes and
interpreting them graphically 4

both peterson and bennion are competent geographers and their
book though aimed at a wide audience reflects solid scholarship in its
treatment of the elements of place the goal however is breadth rather
than depth the book is made up of seven chapters divided into forty four
topical subchapterschapterssub most of which are only one or two pages long
chapter I11 presents an overview of sanpete county with emphasis on
its physical setting A basin between plateaus its location at the
geographical center of utah yet remote from population centers and off
the main transportation routes and its essential character as A rural
small town domain chapter 2 focuses on the peoples of sanpete and
the historical development of the communities with an especially fine
account of the scandinavian heritage chapter 3 treats transportation
both in the narrow sense of railroads and highways and in the broader
sense of the movement of population it includes a section titled
sanpetesSanpetes curse about the balkanization that has prevented the

development of any one dominant commercial center in the county
earlier the authors quote a local resident who compares the individual
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towns to a bunch of city states 2929.29 it would be equally appropriate
however to call this characteristic sanpetesSanpetes blessing for it is largely
the strong sense of community identity that makes sanpete towns so
interesting

chapter 4 deals with the economy from the early period when
sanpete was utahs breadbasket through the emergence of wool-
growing as the dominant wealth producer at the turn of the century to the
more recent growth of the turkey growing and processing industry and
the general struggle to make a living in a region depressed ever since the
depression 53 chapter 5 which I1 found most interesting of all is
titled the mormon landscape and includes perceptive and well
illustrated analyses of landscape elements town plans and architecture
A section of this chapter is devoted to the manti temple and another
section to cemetery symbolism

chapter 6 change in sanpeteSanpete describes not only technological
and social changes over the years but also changes in the neverlastingNeverlasting
hills from the pristine condition in which the first settlers found
them through the ruinous erosion and flooding caused by overgrazing
at the turn of the century to more recent efforts at stabilization and
conservation chapter 7 is perhaps the most immediately useful part
of the book it is given over to tour guides with detailed tours of
mount pleasant spring city ephraim and manti and briefer guides
to other towns even to such little known hamlets as jerusalem
pettyvillePettyville and dover

such a book as this is the product of numerous compromises the
coverpcoverdcover photographshotographs illustrate the rich potential for color treatment of this
scenic region but color plates throughout the volume would have made
it prohibitively expensive and turned it into a coffee table book instead
ofofauseablea useable guide to be carried into the field the authors determination
to include as many aspects of the sanpete scene as possible meant that no
topic could be explored in much depth the desire to present a compre-
hensive visual record of sanpetesSanpetes past and present resulted in an
extraordinary wealth of photographs more than six hundred in a volume
of fewer than 150 pages many represent gary petersons efforts to
document the sanpete scene as it exists today many more are historical
shots some by the great nineteenth century utah photographer george
edward anderson others gleaned from various family collections
taken all together they reflect every period of life in the towns and fields
and mountains of sanpeteSanpete in addition they are supplied with informa-
tive captions and are effectively placed as close as possible to the relevant
text in order to include so many photographs however it was necessary
to make some of them very small I1 sometimes found myself wishing
there were fewer but larger illustrations though I1 would be hard put to
identify any that I1 would willingly give up
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there are also compromises determined by sponsors and intended
readers peterson and bennion clearly hoped to spread as wide a net as
possible to catch sanpete residents as well as outsiders casual tourists
as well as serious students of mormon landscape and townscape
publication of the book was funded by snow college as part of its
centennial celebration and by local governments in view of these
considerations it is not surprising that a mild strain ofboosterismofboosterismof runs
through the volume at the same time however one of the books
objectives is obviously the raising of local residents consciousness of
the value of their own material heritage

the authors lament the continuing loss ofhistoric structures and the
devastation too often wrought in the name of beautification and
wonder why it is that the landscapes of mormon settlement as unique
and attractive in their way as those of the amish in the east have never
really been perceived as marketable by utahnsutahna 65 noting that the
town of gunnison was the winner in the recent competition for a new
state prison they remark after spending a night in the beautifully
restored mantimandmantl house inn we began to wonder if sanpete could some-
how combine economics and aesthetics instead of having to choose one
or the other 64 they go on to raise the possibility that sanpete could
by taking full advantage of its historic assets reap the benefits of a much
strengthened tourist economy

what if sanpete were to preserve in fact as well as on paper the historic
districts of spring city mt pleasant and some other towns what if
ephraim which razed its striking stone tabernacle in the early 1950s were
to restore its classic coopco op and convert one level into say a museum and
gallery with a professional curator and the other into a quality crafts center
and then make the adjoining old relief society granary into an eatery that
served barbequedbarbecued beefor lamb sourdough biscuits and mutton and smoked
turkey or scandinavian pastries dishes which sanpetersSanpeters normally save for
special private affairs who in the world would support such radical
restoration of the old sanpete landscape any and all utahnsutahna who have
gained an appreciation for their lost past now that so little is left of it even
in the most rural regions 64 65

one can only hope someone will heed petersons and bennionsBennions message
before it is too late
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FREDERICK S WILLIAMS and FREDERICK G WILLIAMS
from acorn to oak tree A personal history of the establishment and
first quarter development of the south american missions fullerton
calif et cetera 1987 390 ppap 19.951995

reviewed by mark L grover latin american studies librarian at Brigbrighamharn young
university

the tradition of honoring prominent religious figures with ecclesi-
astical or popular sainthood is an integral element of catholic latin
america though the monmormonmonnonnon church does not canonize mortals there
are mormon men and women in latin america honored with a kind of
respect and appreciation generally reserved for saints most commonly
they are early members and missionaries who made exceptional
sacrifices for the establishment and expansion of mormonism one such
couple is frederick S and corraine williams it is appropriate that
frederick now in his mid eighties has published with the assistance of
his son a personal history of his involvement in the first twentyfivetwenty five
years of the mormon church in south america

williams was one of the first missionaries sent to the newly opened
south american mission headquartered in buenos aires argentina and
served from 1925 29 under reinhold stoof the young and dynamic
mission president As a missionary williams saw the church grow
slowly but methodically during those early years as it switched from
having a majority of german speaking members to having a majority of
spanish and italian speaking members

after coming home to arizona getting married and working he
returned at the age of thirty as the second president of the argentine
mission 1938 42 during this time the mission was adversely affected
by the realities of pre world war 11II argentina that for the church
included visa difficulties conflicts with german speaking members
and occasional police interference in church activities

returning to the united states williams worked for the US state
department in the division of health and sanitations in venezuela and
uruguay at the age of thirty nine he again served the church as the first
president of the uruguay mission 1947 5511 it was in this delightful
south american country that williams influenced the development of a
somewhat different south american church one that saw rapid growth
and baptisms of members from a higher social class the growth and
development under his and others leadership was so significant that in
the late 1950s uruguay became the administrative center of the church
in south america after his release williams worked in peru and was
instrumental in opening the pacific nations of south america to mormon
missionaries
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this volume fits in the long and excellent latin american tradition
of the private publication ofpersonal memoirs As such the authors made
the determination of what to include and not an editor whose primary
interest is often the marketability of the volume in it are delightful
descriptions of missionary life and member activity copies of family
letters and quotes from personal blessings the authors do provide a
limited historical and cultural background of latin america that sets the
churchechurchs evolution in the context of the environment in which it
developed the book however is primarily a personal memoir of
williamss experiences in south america consequently important
events in the history of the church are discussed only if the williamseswilliamsenWilli amses
were involved the appendix includes valuable lists of converts and
missionaries along with biographical descriptions of early missionaries
members and presidents unfortunately the book includes several typo-
graphical and editorial errors that detract from the flow of the story

the authors have provided the church with an important document
of twentieth century history not only is it a discussion of an interesting
but neglected area of church history but the williamss have also
provided future historians with invaluable source materials for future
research furthermore the book will assist in understanding current
issues faced by the mormon church in latin america such as political
problems leadership development and cultural conflicts

KAREN LYNN DAVIDSON our latter day hymns the stories and
the messages salt lake city deseret book co 1988 ix 486 ppap
179517.951795

reviewed by michael hicks assistant professor of music at brigham young university

the apostle paul wrote that the saints should be filled with the
spirit speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs
eph 519 we sometimes forget this hymnody is not only a prayer to

god it is a way of speaking to ourselves and because it is not always
obvious what we are saying to ourselves in our hymnody hymnbook
companions become necessary such works not only expound the hymns
but also tell their histories on the premise that a hymns origins may say
something about the people who sing it

the publication of a new latter day saint hymnbook in 1985 made
davidsons book necessary originally a general music committee
project undertaken in connection with the new hymnbook this book
attempts to appeal both to scholars and novices indeed anyone who
might ever sing an LDS hymn by and large it substantially improves
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upon its predecessors george pypers stories orldsof LDS hymns 19319399 and
spencer cornwallscornwallisCornwalls storiesstones of our mormon hymns 1963 it is more
attractively designed better researched and more comprehensive than
those books aside from the traditional hymn by hymn commentaries
the work offers a well illustrated biographical appendix a concise
history of LDS hymnbookshymnbooks and a miscellany of facts that while humbly
labelled hymnbook trivia illuminates the character of the 1985 hymn-
book

the books airy beige cover suggests its tone the hymn commen-
taries are optimistic generous in their appraisals and occasionally
facile in their exegeses yet the book strives to be candid even when
candor may seem to tarnish some cherished misconception for
example davidson notes the errors in attribution that for years unjustly
credited certain hymns to LDS authors As the dew from heaven
distilling god Is love and come thou glorious day of promise
are three notable examples in clarifying these hymns origins davidson
reafreaffirmsfinusfinns that the church has consecrated much of its distinctive
tradition from the surrounding christian culture while that may seem a
small blow to our sense of exclusivity it unites us to a larger fellowship
of believers

despite the books evident strengths weaknesses of two sorts
remain inconsistency and inaccuracy perhaps because of its committee
origins the book lacks the singleness of vision that illuminates the finest
reference works the hymn commentaries fluctuate in style and method
the sort of information that will be supplied for a hymn follows no
coherent plan for example only a few entries concerning borrowed
hymns tell when much less why a given hymn formally entered
mormon hymnody Is that information one should expect or not and the
entries are disproportionate the new hymn A key was turned in
latter days gets a longer treatment than does the venerable praise to
the man shouldnt readers assume that a more prominent hymn will get
a more comprehensive treatment such small inconsistencies are aggra-
vated by davidsons modest but cloying habit of quoting large chunks of
pyper and cornwall not to mention mcconkiesMcConkies mormon doctrine
had davidson a capable writer relied exclusively on her own narrative
and expository gifts the book might have gained a sense of unity which
it now lacks

davidson also has relied uncritically on others scholarship
particularly that of the generally tenacious bruce david maxwell in
doing so she neglects some important sources for example she
apparently did not consult the dictionary of american hymnology
firstlinefirstlingfirst line index 1984 arguably the most valuable single hymnological
sourcebooksourcebook had she consulted it she would have found the following
information
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1 love at home appeared in a hymnal in 1865 a year before the first
publication date she gives it 297 the song actually had appeared in
sheet form by 1859.1859

2 both scatter sunshine and count your blessings were published
two years before the dates she assigns them 240240249249

3 the text to god Is in his holy temple appeared in no fewer than ten
different hymn collections before the 1864 date she gives it 151588

other scholarly sources would have shown her that all Is well was
published with music as early as 1818383 8 not 1841 5599 and that the original
title of the poem that begins A poor wayfaring man of grief was the
stranger and his friend not the stranger 57

ironically given the nature of the book and the accessabilityaccessibilityaccess ability of
LDS sources the mormon hymns suffer most from errors of citation
davidson credits the first publication words and music together of for
the strength of the hills to the latter day saints psalmody 1889
but it appeared on the sunday school music card no 20 c 1878 in the
juvenile instructor 1880 and in the jubilee songster 1885 she
credits zion stands with hills surrounded to the deseret sunday
school union music book 1884 but it appeared in A collection of
hymns andanthemsandany anthems set to music by home composers 1883 she traces
god Is love to the 1889 psalmody but ittooottooit too appeared in the 1883

A collection of hymns and anthems as well as in the improvement
association song book 18188787 today while the sun shines credited
to the primary associations 1880 tune book actually appeared in the
juvenile instructor 1877 and on the sunday school music card no 24
c 1878 come along come along how great the wisdom and

the love and gently raise the sacred strain all credited to the
1884 sunday school music book all appeared earlier in the juvenile
instructor 1878187818791879 and 1883 respectively great Is the lord and
0 say what Is truth were both included in the 1887 improvement

association songbookbeforeSongBooksong book before their appearance in the 1889 psalmody in
these and other instances davidson has left a good object lesson in the
definition of research always check for yourself

davidson also misleads the reader in several more recent matters
she refers to adam ondi ahman as being retained from the 1950
hymnbook 24 25 but the song was not in the 1950 hymnbook
indeed that omission prompted the first presidency in 1959 to ask that
the song be restored to the hymnbook in its next printing which is why
the song appears on the last page ofeditions since then concerning for
the strength of the hills she writes that the 1950 hymnal omitted a
verse from the 1948 hymnal 64 actually the verse in question was in
all paintingsprintingsprintings of the 1950 hymnal until president mckay had it deleted in
1965 davidson writes that the text of 1I am a child of god came to
naomi randall by inspiration in the middle of the night and that
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the general board approved the words the next morning 303 while
this is essentially true of the songs three verses the chorus evolved
through several versions the first of which ran

teach me all that I1 must know
this is my earnest plea
I1 am a child of god
please show the way to me

only after a good deal of tinkering did the chorus arrive at its much
stronger final form

lead me guide me walk beside me
help me find the way
teach me all that I1 must know
to live with him someday 1

A clearer rendering of this songs origins would only serve to bolster
davidsons observation in the preface that inspiration and revision are
not mutually exclusive processes 5

one hopes that davidson will take a cue from that maxim her
book a labor of love and I1 believe inspiration still lacks a bit in that
fragile human quality known as craft for all its admirable traits the book
is not finished As it stands it deserves and undoubtedly will get a wide
audience but like many books it deserves and probably will not get
a critical reading except by a few scholars and like it or not the dearth
of critical reading may say as much about us as do the hymns we sing

NOTE

see naomi randall to mildred pettit 29 january and 5 february 1957 holographsholographyholographs in library archives
historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
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RONALD D DENNIS the call 0ofzionfzion the story of the first welsh
mormon emigration volume 2 of religious studies center special
monographs provo religious studies center brigham young
university 1987 xii 243 ppap 109510.951095

reviewed by richard L jensen research historian joseph fielding smith institute for
church history brigham young university

ronald dennis whose academic training is in portuguese under-
took some years ago the challenging task of mastering the welsh
language spoken more than a century earlier by his immigrant ancestors
since that time dennis has done much to promote contact with welsh
language and culture one of his most valuable endeavors has been his
involvement with a treasure trove of mid nineteenth century welsh
latter day saint writings most of them published but all now virtually
inaccessible because of the language barrier among these materials is
a substantial amount of information about the first collective welsh
latter day saint emigration to america in 1849

the call ofzion consists of three kinds ofmaterial first is denniss
historical narrative of the emigration experience of this particular group
initial plans called for the entire welsh contingent of 326 to travel as one
party but they were divided in two when the ship they obtained was
unable to accommodate all of them dennis describes the voyage of the
249 member welsh company on the buena vista in frank detail
including the challenges posed by seasickness interpersonal conflicts
and the apostasy of a small faction of the group he outlines more
briefly the experience of the seventy seven welsh emigrants who
sailed soon after on the hartley along with english scottish and irish
coreligionists and who were instrumental in the conversion of four of the
ships crew on the way up the mississippi and missouri rivers to
council bluffs in riverboatsriverboats both groups were engulfed in the cholera
epidemic that raged up and down the river that year the survivors
were reunited at council bluffs for two months then divided by the
differences in their ability to undertake the overland journey to utah
eighty four proceeded onward that year with the george A smith
company 113 became the nucleus of a welsh language branch of the
church in the council bluffs area others remained in the vicinity of
st louis until 1852 when william morgan led a mostly welsh company
from council bluffs to salt lake city denniss eighty page narrative
is informative and well organized

the remainder of the book is devoted to appendices the largest of
which is a section of thirty separate documents all originally published
in welsh in the mid nineteenth century and now translated by dennis all
relevant to the first welsh latter day saint emigration experience the
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documents consisting primarily of correspondence and verse are help-
ful but not as revealing as one might hope the writers sought to
encourage their compatriots to emigrate thus as dennis notes they
emphasized the positive aspects of their experience still although the
documents lack candor to a degree many of them acknowledge problems
at least in passing denniss narrative emphasizes more than do the
documents the magnitude of tragedy involved in the encounter with
cholera which he estimates claimed the lives of more than sixty nine
more had died by the time the last organized group had crossed the plains
and at least nineteen disassociated themselves from mormonism after
arriving in missouri

the other appendices are a variety of helpful items lists of the
emigrants with conveniently tabulated data photographs of forty eight
of the emigrants and biographical sketches of seventy one emigrants
and two others whose stories are closely related

with denniss reconstruction of the emigration providing the
necessary balance and significant detail the documents are a good source
for a wide variety of additional insights they show the centrality of
captain dan jones in the welsh latter day saint community and the
variety of strong feelings for and against him in wales they provide
information about the earliest non english speaking branches of the
latter day saint church in council bluffs kanesvilleganesville and in the salt
lake valley they are an excellent source for the practical information
and advice given to prospective emigrants moreover they document
contemporary thought and perceptions such as the notion that one had
to work harder in wales than in america where it was said that few
people were accustomed to digging and the expectation in 1852 that the
salt lake temple would be completed within three years

one of the most curious stories in the book is that of elizabeth
lewis whose husband david remained in wales to complete the sale
of part of his inheritance to his brother much of the proceeds from
that sale assisted other welsh latter day saints in their emigration
mrs lewis arranged for one of the emigrants to convince her husband to
support that endeavor two weeks after her arrival in the salt lake
valley with the permission ofbrighamofbrigham young she was sealed as a plural
wife to captain dan jones five months after their marriage she asked
john davis a latter day saint editor in wales to tell her father sister
and first husband to come to salt lake city soon if they had not already
left we are not told whether any of them ever reached utah where their
reaction to mrs lewiss marital situation would have been of particular
interest in the meantime just before the welsh companyscompanascompanys arrival in salt
lake valley dan jones was said to have proposed that they establish a
miniature kingdom west of the jordan river with elizabeth lewis as
queen the scheme was dropped after elder george A smith quieted
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separatist tendencies by disclaiming anti welsh prejudice on the part of
church leaders

this reviewer detected only a few apparent factual errors in
denniss history there is a discrepancy in the maximum recommended
weight per wagon pulled by three yoke of oxen which is given as three
thousand pounds on page 61 and as two thousand pounds on page 181811

debris left by easterners enroute to the california gold fields would have
been deposited along the trail not in 1848 but in the earlier part of 1849
shortly before the welsh crossing of the plains laramie 61 should be
fort laramie little mountain is not as close to south pass as the book
seems to suggest 64 it took the emigrants about three weeks travel
beyond the pass to reach it

there are a few organizational problems perhaps the result of
compacting the manuscript material introduced as if illustrating welsh
opposition to the mormon emphasis on emigration 6 is out of chrono-
logical sequence and does not refer to emigration reference on page 62
to such a rosy depiction has no antecedent that answers to the
description udgorn selon is introduced as a source 7 with no explana-
tion until page 70 of what kind of publication it was some source
citations are incomplete or do not match those listed among works
cited

the translated documents could have been made more comprehen-
sible for most readers by adding explanatory footnotes for example
dan joness mission to find the so called welsh indians orormadociansmadociansMadoc ianslans
apparently a major concern of his for at least two years is mentioned at
least four times without explanation reference could at least have been
made to ronald denniss brief article captain dan jones and the welch
welsh indians dialogue 18 winter 1985 112 17

in denniss narrative the general reader would probably
appreciate the addition of brief explanations about the purposes of the so
called joint stock company captain joness brother and why he was
well known in wales the reasons why latter day saints were encour-
aged to either break engagements or marry before leaving for america
the presence of a harp among the emigrants and the extent of the cholera
epidemics of 1849 worldwide it would be helpful to know that the welsh
latter day saints who stayed in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville until 1852 finally left there
as part of a concerted church effort to bring kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville saints to utah
explanation is needed for references to practicing the gifts aboard
ship apparently the gift of tongues prophecy and perhaps other gifts
of the spirit it would also have been helpful to briefly consider the welsh
mormonmonnon emigration within the context of the overall welsh emigration
and to determine whether the promotion of emigration was otherwise a
controversial topic in the late 1840s in view of the bitter opposition to
the mormon emigration were the departing emigrants really cheered by
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the inhabitants of swansea as is claimed or were they jeeredjeeped the
inclusion of descriptive information from other voyages of the period
seems somewhat superfluous in view of the amount ofdetail provided by
emigrants aboard the two ships under consideration

the translation is generally readable but occasionally seems a bit
awkward as in the case of repeated reference to dragging ships into or
out of harbors towing might have been a better term

professor denniss work is a welcome addition to the literature
that demonstrates the significance of language and ethnicity among
immigrants in publishing this book and denniss forthcoming bibliog-
raphy of welsh language latter day saint publications brigham young
universitys religious studies center is helping to illuminate a little
known but remarkably well documented facet of latter day saint
history



death Is the frame of love

death is the frame of love
our skeletons the groundwork of our play
and however we move
the bones move in us that outlast the clay

yet bone is a firm ground
to build the highest act of love upon
if love by death is bound
it is by limbs in virtue of their bone

in skull blade groin hip knee
we grasp the form that will outlast the eye
without these dead things we
should not be we to know each other by

bone as the frame of love
outlasts the picture what joy can be there
dust the loved self must prove
but bone framed joy from loves mere flesh and air

arthur henry king
early 1942

arthur henry king is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university
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